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Summary
Overview of our provisional findings
1.

The Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) has provisionally found that the
acquisition by NEC Software Solutions UK Limited (NECSWS) of SSS Public Safety
Limited and Secure Solutions USA (together SSS), purchased from Capita plc
(Capita) (the Merger), could result in a substantial lessening of competition (SLC)
in Integrated Communication and Control Services software (ICCS), and Duties
Management Systems software (Duties) in the UK. As a result, customers could
experience higher prices or a deterioration in service.

2.

We also looked at one other market, Records Management Systems software
(RMS), where NECSWS and SSS (together the Parties and for references relating
to the future the Merged Entity) overlap but have provisionally found no SLC in that
market.

3.

We welcome views on our provisional findings, which will be published shortly, by
no later than 7 October 2022. 1

4.

In our notice of possible remedies published alongside our provisional findings, we
have set out our initial view that the only effective way to address the competition
issues would be for the SSS business to be sold by NECSWS to a suitable
purchaser. We will also consider any other practicable remedies that the Parties, or
any interested third parties, may propose that could be effective in addressing the
SLCs and/or any resulting adverse effects. We invite submissions on these initial
views by 30 September 2022.

Who are the businesses and what services do they provide?
5.

NECSWS supplies software and associated services primarily to UK public sector
bodies. NECSWS is ultimately owned by NEC Corporation, a global technology
business headquartered in Japan.

6.

SSS supplies software solutions and managed services primarily to the emergency
and justice sectors.

7.

The three markets which we looked at in detail were:
(a)

1

ICCS that enables control room personnel to make and receive phone calls
(including 999 and 101) and to communicate with staff over radio networks
and in the future the new emergency services network (ESN). This software
is used by different emergency services agencies (such as police forces, fire

See the Notice of provisional findings published on our case page for details.
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and rescue services, and ambulance trusts) as well as certain transport
customers (such as Transport for London).
(b)

RMS which is used by the police to record and manage case-related
information for the processing of people in custody and case file
management for prosecutions.

(c)

Duties which enables the planning, scheduling and shift management of
emergency service staff.

What evidence have we looked at?
8.

In assessing this Merger, we looked at a wide range of evidence that we considered
in the round to reach our provisional findings.

9.

We received several submissions and responses to information requests from the
Parties and held hearings with each of NECSWS, SSS and Capita. We gathered
information about tenders and other types of procurement processes which had
been run for ICCS systems by emergency services and transport services, and for
RMS and Duties systems by police forces, including who bid for these tenders and
who won. We also examined the Parties’ own internal documents, which show how
they run their businesses and how they view their rivals in the ordinary course of
business. These internal documents were also helpful in understanding the Parties’
plans for the future of their businesses.

10.

We spoke to and gathered evidence from other companies and organisations to
understand better the competitive landscape, and to get their views on the impact of
the Merger. In particular, we received evidence from the following:

11.

(a)

Police forces and other emergency services and transport services, most of
whom were customers of the Parties.

(b)

Other suppliers of ICCS, RMS and Duties to the UK market.

(c)

The Police Digital Service

(d)

Organisations involved during the sale of SSS

(e)

Participants in related markets (such as Enterprise Resource Planning) who
potentially might consider entering the UK ICCS, RMS or Duties markets.

We also considered evidence from the Parties and third parties received during the
CMA’s phase 1 investigation into the Merger.
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What did this evidence tell us…
…about what would have happened had the Merger not taken place?
12.

In order to determine the impact that the Merger could have on competition, we
have considered what would have happened had the Merger not taken place. This
is known as the counterfactual.

13.

The Parties told us Capita had underinvested in SSS in recent years which would
affect SSS’s ability to compete effectively and that, if unable to sell the business,
Capita is likely to have considered winding down and withdrawing SSS's products
from the market in the long run.

14.

We considered whether it was likely that SSS would continue to be operated as a
going concern and provided with the necessary investment, or whether SSS would
have been managed to generate cash and minimise investment.

15.

Capita and SSS told us that Capita was not investing in the business and in the new
technology that would be required to compete and had moved it into a division with
other companies to be sold, which reduced the effectiveness of SSS as a
competitor in the market.

16.

We looked at the financial position of SSS and the incentives to invest in its
products. The evidence shows that SSS is a profitable business and would likely
remain so with its investment plans carried through. We consider that, under the
ownership of either Capita or another owner, SSS would have remained a going
concern that continued to compete, invested in its products and operated for profit.
We do not consider it likely that the business would have been wound down.

17.

We provisionally conclude that if the Merger had not happened, the most likely
counterfactual is that SSS would have continued to operate in the relevant markets,
including tendering for new contracts and being considered for extensions and
direct awards. This could either have happened under Capita’s ownership, as its
financial situation progressively improved with sales of other businesses, or with
SSS having been sold to an alternative buyer.

... about the effects of the Merger?
18.

We have looked at whether the Merger would lead to a significant reduction in
competition between the Parties by removing an important competitor and, in doing
so, whether the Merged Entity would worsen its offering (such as in respect of price
or service quality) compared to the situation if the Merger did not take place.

19.

We looked at three markets where SSS and NECSWS competed against each
other, and also looked at how these markets may change in the future, particularly
with the expected transition to cloud-based software.
9

ICCS
20.

We looked at the supply of ICCS to emergency services in the UK (police forces,
ambulance and fire and rescue services) and transport customers. The UK market
for ICCS is concentrated with only six suppliers competing in it. The evidence we
have seen shows that the Parties are two of the three largest ICCS suppliers and
are currently close competitors. Recently the Parties have only directly competed
with each other a few times; however they refer to each other in recent internal
documents as key competitors and customers also frequently mention the Parties
as being competitors in this market.

21.

Where the CMA finds evidence that competition mainly takes place among a few
firms, any two would normally be sufficiently close competitors that the elimination
of competition between them would raise competition concerns, subject to evidence
to the contrary. Our provisional view is that the Parties currently impose an
important competitive constraint on one another in a concentrated market that
would be lost as a result of the Merger.

22.

We then looked at whether there are any expected developments in the market
which might materially change the strength of the competitive constraint the Parties
place on each other, and that other suppliers place on the Parties.

23.

Many of the opportunities for the supply of ICCS in the next few years are likely to
involve looking at whether the software can operate in the cloud. The evidence
suggests that some forthcoming tenders will require a public-cloud solution but not
all of these will require it to be implemented immediately from point of contract ‘golive’. Instead in some cases a credible roadmap to public-cloud or a privately-hosted
solution will be sufficient and in certain cases an on-premise solution will meet the
customer’s requirements. These latter three options (a roadmap to public-cloud,
privately hosted solution or on-premise solution) are likely to be enough to enable
the Parties to compete for some opportunities such that they would be a competitive
constraint on each other and other suppliers, particularly where they already supply
the customer. In these cases they will also be well-placed to compete for direct
awards and extensions.

24.

We consider that NECSWS will be a strong competitor in the market going forward,
given its investment plans, and we also consider that there is likely a case for
investment in SSS’s ICCS product to make it a better competitor in the future.

25.

We therefore provisionally conclude that the Merger has resulted, or may be
expected to result, in an SLC in the supply of ICCS in the UK.
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Duties
26.

The Parties overlap in the supply of Duties to police forces in the UK. There are
only four main suppliers operating in this market, with SSS and Crown having most
customers and NECSWS and Totalmobile having fewer customers. As explained
above (see paragraph 21), a merger between two firms in a market with such
concentration often raises competition concerns.

27.

There have been very few opportunities in the Duties market over the last five years
and very few tenders. Although the Parties have not directly competed against each
other in any Duties tenders recently, given the small number of current suppliers,
we consider the Parties are likely to compete directly in future.

28.

We looked at the prospects for each of the Parties’ products in future. []. As such,
we consider that NECSWS’s Duties product is likely to continue in the market
serving its current customers, to be available as an option for new customers, and
therefore to remain a constraint on SSS over at least the next few years.

29.

SSS currently has a strong position in the Duties market, and we consider it is likely
to remain a strong competitor in the market in future and will remain a constraint on
NECSWS.

30.

We have therefore provisionally found that the Merger has resulted, or may be
expected to result, in an SLC in the supply of Duties in the UK.

RMS
31.

The Parties also overlap in the supply of RMS to police forces in the UK. There are
very few companies supplying RMS to police forces in the UK, with NECSWS and
Niche having the majority of customers and SSS having fewer customers. There
have been very few opportunities in this market in the last five years, but the Parties
have directly competed against each other at times.

32.

However, SSS currently has a weak position as a supplier in the RMS market [].
As such, we consider that SSS’s RMS products are unlikely to be in a position to
compete strongly for future opportunities, and therefore would not be a constraint
on NECSWS in the future. We consider that competition against NECSWS is more
likely to come from other suppliers, not SSS. We therefore provisionally conclude
that the Merger has not resulted, or may not be expected to result, in an SLC in the
supply of RMS in the UK.

... about any countervailing factors?
33.

We considered whether there are any actions which customers and/or potential
entrants could take to mitigate the SLCs we provisionally found in the ICCS and
Duties markets in the UK.
11

34.

We looked at whether suppliers in adjacent UK markets (for example
telecommunications) are likely to enter the ICCS market in the near future, but
consider this is unlikely given this would require developing or modernising an ICCS
product and we were told about the importance customers place on a suppliers’
track-record. Further we have received no evidence of suppliers without an ICCS
product planning to enter the ICCS market.

35.

We then looked at whether international ICCS suppliers not currently in the UK
market would be likely to enter as a result of the merger, noting that several non-UK
suppliers had entered the market in the last few years (eg Motorola, Frequentis,
Saab and Systel).

36.

We looked at the barriers to entering the market, including the risk averse attitude of
customers, given the critical nature of ICCS systems, leading to a reluctance to
select a supplier not already active in the UK. We also took into account the
technological barriers that an international supplier seeking to enter the UK market
would have to overcome. We have provisionally concluded that barriers are high.

37.

We have found no evidence that international suppliers intend to enter the UK in the
near future in response to the Merger.

38.

Further, businesses which were suggested to us as potential entrants have made
clear to us that they are not interested in entering the UK ICCS market.

39.

We then looked at the Duties market, and provisionally found that barriers to entry
or expansion into the Duties market are high, although the evidence was some
mixed evidence on this point.

40.

We looked at the likelihood of entry and expansion in the Duties market from either
international suppliers or those in adjacent or related markets (such as Duties
supply to non-emergency services customers or entry by ERP suppliers).

41.

The evidence we have seen suggests that the incentives to enter the UK Duties
market may be weak, and we have not seen any evidence that any third party from
outside the UK or from a related market has any intention to enter the market for
supply of Duties in the UK.

42.

Our provisional conclusion is therefore that entry or expansion, as a result of the
Merger, would not be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC arising in the
ICCS or Duties markets.

43.

We also considered whether efficiencies arising from the Merger constitute a
countervailing factor. We considered the efficiencies put forward by the Parties and
our provisional conclusion is that these do not meet the criteria for efficiencies to
constitute a countervailing factor.
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What have we provisionally concluded?
44.

For the reasons above, we provisionally conclude that the Merger has resulted, or
may be expected to result, in an SLC in the supply of ICCS in the UK and an SLC in
the supply of Duties in the UK. We have also provisionally concluded that the
Merger would not result in an SLC in the supply of RMS in the UK. We have also
provisionally concluded that the Merger would not result in an SLC in the supply of
RMS in the UK.
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Provisional findings
1.

REFERENCE

1.1

On 12 May 2022, the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), in exercise of its
duty under section 22(1) of the Enterprise Act 2002 (the Act), referred the
completed acquisition (the Merger) by NEC Software Solutions UK Limited
(NECSWS) of SSS Public Safety Limited and Secure Solutions USA LLC (together
SSS) for further investigation and report by a group of CMA panel members (the
Inquiry Group). In these provisional findings, NECSWS and SSS are together
referred to as the Parties and, for statements relating to the future, the Merged
Entity.

1.2

In exercise of its duty under section 35(1) of the Act, the CMA must decide:
(a)

whether a relevant merger situation has been created; and

(b)

if so, whether the creation of that situation has resulted, or may be expected
to result, in a substantial lessening of competition (SLC) within any market or
markets in the United Kingdom (UK) for goods or services.

1.3

Our terms of reference are set out in Appendix A, and details of the conduct of the
inquiry are set out in Appendix B. We are required to prepare and publish a final
report by 26 October 2022.

1.4

This document, together with its appendices, constitutes the Inquiry Group’s
provisional findings published and notified to NECSWS and SSS in line with the
CMA’s rules of procedure. 2 Further information relevant to this inquiry, including
non-confidential versions of submissions from parties, can be found on the CMA
case page. 3

2.

THE PRODUCTS, PARTIES, MERGER AND RATIONALE

Introduction
2.1

2
3

This chapter sets out the background to the completed acquisition by NECSWS of
SSS. We provide an overview of:
(a)

The products in which the Parties overlap

(b)

The Parties’ operations and key financial information;

CMA rules of procedure for merger, market and special reference groups (CMA17), November 2015.
See NEC/Capita Merger Case Page.
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(c)

The Selling Capita Entities 4 operations and key financial information;

(d)

The Merger; and

(e)

The Parties’ rationale for the Merger.

The Products
2.2

NECSWS and SSS supply essential software solutions to emergency service
providers as well as transport service providers (such as Transport for London
(TfL) and Rail operators). These software solutions underpin key aspects of
emergency services, including the services used to connect control rooms and
police, fire and rescue and ambulance emergency responders, planning and
managing resource (such as scheduling shifts), and managing records.

2.3

The Parties overlap in the supply of the following products (together the Relevant
Markets): 5

2.4

(a)

ICCS software (ICCS) that enables control room personnel to make and
receive phone calls (including 999 and 101) and to communicate with staff
over radio networks and in the future the new emergency services network
(ESN). 6 This software is used by different emergency services agencies
(such as police forces, fire and rescue services and ambulance trusts) as
well as certain transport customers (such as TfL).

(b)

Duties Management Software (Duties) which enables the planning,
scheduling and shift management of emergency service staff.

(c)

Records Management System software (RMS) which is used by the police to
record and manage case-related information for the processing of people in
custody and case file management for prosecutions.

These products support critical operational processes for customers, which are the
providers of emergency services in the UK, including entities such as police
forces, fire and rescue services and ambulance trusts.

Capita Secure Information Solutions Limited and Capita (USA) Holdings Inc., both ultimately 100% owned subsidiaries
of Capita plc.
5 More details on market definition can be found in Chapters 6 to 8 (Competitive Assessment).
6 ESN is a new digital mobile communications network which will be used by the UK’s emergency services (via their
ICCS software) replacing the current radio-based Airwave system. Switch-over to ESN is due to commence in 2024 with
completion by end 2026 (subject to any further impact on timelines).
4
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The Parties
NECSWS
2.5

NECSWS supplies software and associated services primarily to UK public sector
bodies.

2.6

NECSWS’s ultimate parent company is NEC Corporation, which is headquartered
in Japan. NEC Corporation is a global technology business, offering IT and
network technologies for businesses and the public sector. NECSWS was
acquired by NEC Corporation in 2018 (before this it was Northgate Public
Services). 7

2.7

NECSWS provides its services in the following sectors in the UK:
(a)

Public Safety; 8

(b)

Health & Document, Regulatory and Managed Services (DRMS);

(c)

Housing; and

(d)

Government.

2.8

NECSWS’s turnover in 2021 9 was approximately £[] in the UK. 10 For the same
period NEC Corporation’s turnover was approximately £22 billion worldwide of
which approximately £[] was generated in the UK. 11 As at March 2022,
NECSWS had net assets totalling £[]. 12

2.9

NECSWS’s turnover by sector in 2021 was:
(a)

Public Safety (including the Relevant Markets): £[].

(b)

Health & DRMS: £[].

(c)

Housing: £[].

(d)

Government: £[]. 13

Final Merger Notice, submitted by the Parties to the CMA on 1 March 2022 (FMN), paragraph 3.1.
Public Safety includes the Relevant Markets, as well as other services such as Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD)
systems allow details of incidents to be recorded and the status and allocation of resources to be managed., Customer
Records Management (CRM), facial recognition software, covert operations management software, police enforcement
services, geographical information systems (GIS), biometrics software, and justice case management solutions. FMN,
paragraphs 3.12 to 3.16.
9 This refers to the financial year ending on 31 March 2021.
10 FMN, paragraph 3.5.
11 FMN, paragraph 3.3.
12 NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 008-A to the CMA’s request for information (RFI) 1, ‘[]’, undated.
13 FMN, paragraph 3.5.
7
8
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2.10

The revenue of NECSWS in the Relevant Markets from 2019 to 2021 is shown in
Table 2-1.

Table 2-1 NECSWS’s revenue in the Relevant Markets, 2019 – 2021 (£m) 14
2021
[]
[]
[]
[]

ICCS
RMS
Duties
Total

2020
[]
[]
[]
[]

2019
[]
[]
[]
[]

SSS
2.11

SSS constitutes two businesses:
(a)

SSS Public Safety Limited (formerly Capita (SSS) Limited); and

(b)

Secure Solutions USA LLC (formerly Capita Software (US) LLC).

2.12

SSS supplies software solutions and managed services primarily to the
emergency and justice sectors. SSS provides ICCS, Duties and RMS software in
the UK that overlap with NECSWS and form the Relevant Markets:

2.13

SSS also overlaps with NECSWS in the supply of live video streaming products,
which enable callers with smartphones to stream live footage to a call centre
([]).

2.14

SSS also supplies the following services that do not overlap with NECSWS:
(a)

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) systems to customers in the police and fire
segments and miscellaneous customers in the public sector. CAD systems
allow details of incidents to be recorded and the status and allocation of
resources (such as staff, vehicles and equipment) to be managed;

(b)

A Digital Interview Recording (DIR) product, EvidenceWorks IRS. DIR
products enable the capturing and storage of an audio, and in many cases
video, record of police interviews;

(c)

A Digital Evidence Management (DEM) product, EvidenceWorks DEM. DEM
products are designed to index and store a wide range of files and formats of
digital evidence/assets collected from different data sources (including
potentially digital interview recordings); and

Parties’ updated response to the CMA’s RFI 1, 20 January 2022, question 21. Note that the revenues for ICCS in 2020
and 2021 here include additional revenues from certain contracts concerning upgrading ICCS software in anticipation of
the new emergency services network.
14
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(d)

Radio Managed Services, which are an administered service by which police
radio devices (handheld and fixed within vehicles) are maintained, issued,
and serviced. 15

2.15

The turnover of SSS was £[] in 2021. 16 In 2020 turnover was £[], with []%
of this in the UK. 17

2.16

The revenue of SSS in the Relevant Markets from 2019 to 2021 is shown in Table
2-2.

Table 2-2 SSS’s revenue in the Relevant Markets, 2019 – 2021 (£m) 18
2021
[]
[]
[]
[]

ICCS
RMS
Duties
Total

2020
[]
[]
[]
[]

2019
[]
[]
[]
[]

2.17

SSS Public Safety Limited (formerly Capita (SSS) Limited and before that Capita
Siren Limited) was incorporated in late 2020 in connection with the proposed sale
of the SSS business and, prior to completion of the Business Transfer Agreement
(BTA), was a non-trading shell company. 19

2.18

Before the Merger, SSS was part of Capita plc (Capita) (see below). This came
about through Capita’s acquisition of SunGard in 2010, which has subsequently
expanded through investment and acquisition. 20 A timeline of this is shown
below: 21
(a)

2010: Capita acquires SunGard, a provider of ICCS

(b)

2012: Capita acquires Cedar HR, a provider of Duties

(c)

2012: Capita acquires Fortek, a provider of CAD solutions

(d)

2013: Capita acquires STL, a provider of RMS

(e)

2017: Capita acquires Call Vision Technology, a telephony and wallboard
solutions provider.

FMN, paragraph 1.8 of the Executive Summary.
SSS Internal Document, Annex 036 to the CMA’s RFI 1, ‘[]’, 26 May 2022.
17 FMN, Table 6.2.
18 Parties’ response to the CMA’s RFI of 23 December 2021, question 21.
19 FMN, paragraph 2.7.2. The BTA provided for the transfer to SSS Public Safety Limited by Capita Secure Information
Solutions Limited, of its Secure Solutions and Services business and undertaking including
goodwill and assets (the ‘SSS business’). The BTA was required to extract the SSS business to make it a standalone
company that could be sold, because Capita Secure Information Solutions Limited included businesses other than the
SSS business.
20 FMN, paragraph 3.28.
21 SSS’s Site Visit presentation, 13 June 2022, page 9.
15
16

18

The Selling Capita Entities
Capita
2.19

Capita plc is listed on the London Stock Exchange and delivers a variety of
consulting, transformation and digital business services in the UK and
internationally. 22 Capita is the ultimate parent company of the Selling Capita
Entities and, prior to completion, of SSS. 23

2.20

In 2021 Capita completed a process of transformation and restructuring that had
been ongoing since 2017 to achieve reduced debts, long-term revenue growth and
sustainable free cash flow. 24 This transformation, known as ‘Future Capita’, was
carried out with the intention of allowing Capita to focus on its core products where
it believes it will succeed in attractive market opportunities. []. 25

2.21

Following Future Capita, Capita is structured with two core divisions and a third
non-core division as follows: 26
(a)

Public Service (Core): supply of business process services (BPS) and
technology services to the UK Government;

(b)

Experience (Core): a customer experience business with a blue-chip client
base;

(c)

Portfolio (Non-core): A portfolio of non-core businesses across sectors
including human resources, property, technology, software, business
solutions, travel and scientific testing.
(i)

Capita plans to reduce debt through disposal of the businesses of the
Portfolio division. 27

2.22

For 2021, Capita’s turnover was £3.2 billion worldwide of which £2.9 billion was
generated in the UK. 28

2.23

As of 24 June 2022, Capita had a market capitalisation of £405 million. 29

FMN, paragraph 1.3 of the Executive Summary.
FMN, paragraph 2.1.3.
24 Capita plc Annual Report 2021, pages 9-10 & page15.
25 Capita Internal Document, Annex 49 to the s109(2) at Phase 1, ‘[]’, 22 April 2021, pages 3-5.
26 Capita plc Annual Report 2021, page 149.
27 Capita plc Annual Report 2021, page 15.
28 Capita plc Annual Report 2021, page 3.
29 ‘Capita plc’, CAPITA PLC CPI Stock | London Stock Exchange, last accessed 14 September 2022.
22
23
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The Merger
2.24

On 3 January 2022, NECSWS purchased the entire issued share capital of SSS
from Capita. 30

2.25

The Selling Capita Entities and NECSWS entered into the Merger on 30
September 2021 pursuant to a Put and Call Option Agreement and a Sale and
Purchase Agreement (SPA) and the Merger was publicly announced on 1 October
2021. 31

2.26

The consideration was approximately £62 million, 32 comprising:
(a)

cash consideration for all of the issued shares of SSS Public Safety Limited
of:
(i)

base consideration of £[];

(ii)

£[] referable to certain forecast cash flow in respect of the radio
managed services business of SSS Public Safety Limited; and

(b)

cash consideration in respect of all of the equity interests of Secure Solutions
USA LLC of £[].

(c)

the condition that NECSWS procures, on completion, the repayment by SSS
Public Safety Limited of:
(i)

the amount owed in cash under the BTA (referred to in footnote 28
below); and

(ii)

any amount owed to Capita plc (or another member of its group)
pursuant to a working capital facility made available to SSS Public
Safety Limited during the period commencing on exchange and ending
on completion of the Merger.

Timeline
2.27

A timeline of the Merger is set out in Table 2-3.

30 References to the entire issued share capital with respect to the Merger are to 100% of the issued ordinary shares of
SSS Public Safety Limited and 100% of the equity interests of Secure Solutions USA LLC.
31 FMN, paragraph 2.4.
32 FMN, paragraph 2.5. Note that the consideration was reduced by approximately £[], to account for the amount owed
by SSS to Capita Secure Information Solutions Limited as a result of the Business Transfer Agreement that made SSS a
stand-alone entity.
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Table 2-3 Timeline of the Merger
Date

Event

June 2020

[] 33

Jul 2020

Capita begins to prepare for a sale 34

Jan 2021

PwC approaches NECSWS to inform it of Capita’s sales process for SSS 35

Jan 2021

Information Memorandum produced 36

1 Feb 2021

Following entry into an NDA, PwC shares with NECSWS a copy of the Information
Memorandum for the sale of SSS 37

Feb/Mar 2021

Bids received 38

5 Mar 2021

NECSWS submits a first offer to Capita, of [] 39

Mar-Sep 2021

[] 40

26 May 2021

PwC informs NECSWS that Capita wishes to explore the Merger with another
bidder 41

Jun 2021

NECSWS prepare a second offer for SSS based on feedback from Capita that the
Merger should not be conditional on CMA approval 42

5 Jul 2021

NECSWS submits a second offer to Capita, of [] 43

7 Jul 2021

Capita informs NECSWS that it wishes to proceed with the second offer and engage
exclusively with NECSWS 44

12 Jul 2021

Capita and NECSWS enter into exclusivity agreement 45

10 Sep 2021

NEC Board approve the Merger 46

Oct 2021

Merger announced 47

Jan 2022

Merger completed 48

Rationale
NECSWS
2.28

NECSWS stated that []. The acquisition [].

49

33 NECSWS’ Site Visit presentation, 16 June 2022, page 10 and NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3, 13 June 2022,
page 5.
34 SSS’s Site Visit presentation, 13 June 2022, page 21
35 NECSWS’ Site Visit presentation, 16 June 2022, page 10.
36 SSS’s Site Visit presentation, 13 June 2022, page 21.
37 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, pages 5-6.
38 SSS’s Site Visit presentation, 13 June 2022, page 21.
39 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, pages 5-6.
40 SSS’s Site Visit presentation, 13 June 2022, page 21.
41 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, pages 5-6.
42 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, pages 5-6.
43 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, pages 5-6.
44 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, pages 5-6.
45 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, page 7.
46 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3, 13 June 2022, question 51.
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2.29

NECSWS submitted that the strategic reasons for the acquisition are: 50
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The addition of complementary products [];
(i)

[]; 51

(ii)

[];

(iii)

[].

Scope to invest in the Parties’ products [];
(i)

[];

(ii)

[].

The opportunity for NECSWS to accelerate its international growth strategy,
[];
(i)

[];

(ii)

[];

(iii)

[].

Cost synergies [].
(i)

2.30

[].

On synergies, []: 52
(a)

[].

(b)

[].

Capita
2.31

The Parties stated that, []. 53

2.32

Capita announced in March 2021 that it was targeting £700 million from disposals
of non-core businesses in its Portfolio division in 2021 and the first half of 2022,
with the proceeds used to strengthen its balance sheet and address upcoming

SSS’s Site Visit presentation, 13 June 2022, page 21.
SSS’s Site Visit presentation, 13 June 2022, page 21.
49 FMN, paragraph 1.5 of the Executive Summary.
50 FMN, paragraphs 2.10-2.26.
51 At the NECSWS’ Site Visit presentation, 16 June 2022, (page 9), NECSWS told us that [].
52 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 23.
53 FMN, paragraph 11.7.
47
48
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maturities. The proceeds of the Merger are intended to contribute towards this
£700 million disposal target. 54
2.33

Capita’s reasons and intentions towards disposal are explored further in the
Counterfactual chapter.

3.

RELEVANT MERGER SITUATION

Introduction
3.1

In accordance with the Act, 55 and pursuant to our terms of reference (see
Appendix A), we are required to decide whether the Merger has created a relevant
merger situation.

3.2

A relevant merger situation has been created if: (i) two or more enterprises have
ceased to be distinct enterprises at a time or in circumstances falling within section
24 of the Act; and (ii) the value of the turnover in the UK of the enterprise being
taken over exceeds £70 million (the turnover test) or the share of supply test is
satisfied. 56

3.3

For the following reasons we have provisionally concluded that the Merger has
resulted in the creation of a relevant merger situation.

Two or more enterprises
3.4

The Act defines an ‘enterprise’ as ‘the activities, or part of the activities, of a
business’. A ‘business’ is defined as including ‘a professional practice and includes
any other undertaking which is carried on for gain or reward or which is an
undertaking in the course of which goods or services are supplied otherwise than
free of charge’. 57

3.5

NECSWS is a company registered in the UK. SSS consists of a company
registered in the UK and a company registered in the USA. Both NECSWS and
SSS operated as going concerns before the Merger with the necessary assets,
employees and customer contracts.

‘Capita plc announces 2020 Full Year Results’, Capita plc announces 2020 Full Year Results | Capita, last accessed
24 August 2022; ‘Capita agrees to sell Secure Solutions and Services’, Capita agrees to sell Secure Solutions and
Services | Capita, last accessed 24 August 2022, ‘Capita plc (Capita) remains on track to deliver growth and strengthen
its balance sheet’, Capita plc (Capita) remains on track to deliver growth and strengthen its balance sheet, last accessed
24 August 2022.
55 Section 35(1)(a) of the Act.
56 Sections 23(1)(b) and 23(2)(b) of the Act.
57 Sections 129(1) and 129(3) of the Act.
54
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3.6

We consider that the activities of NECSWS and SSS are carried on for gain or
reward, and that each of NECSWS and SSS is an undertaking, in the course of
which goods or services are supplied otherwise than free of charge.

3.7

Therefore, our provisional view is that each of NECSWS and SSS is an enterprise.

Ceased to be distinct
3.8

The concept of ‘ceasing to be distinct’ is described in section 26 of the Act. This
provides that any two enterprises cease to be distinct if they are brought under
common ownership or common control.

3.9

Through the Merger, NECSWS has acquired 100% of the issued ordinary shares
of SSS Public Safety Limited and 100% of the equity interests of Secure Solutions
USA LLC (the two entities making up SSS). Therefore, NECSWS has acquired
legal control over SSS.

3.10

Therefore, our provisional view is that the enterprises of NECSWS and SSS have
‘ceased to be distinct’.

At a time or in circumstances falling within section 24 of the Act
3.11

Section 24 of the Act requires that the completed merger must have taken place
not more than four months before the reference is made, unless the merger took
place without having been made public and without the CMA being informed of it
(in which case the four-month period starts from the earlier of the time the merger
was made public or the time the CMA was told about it). 58

3.12

The Merger completed on 3 January 2022 and NECSWS informed the CMA of
completion on 4 January 2022. The four-month deadline for a reference under
section 24 of the Act was therefore 4 May 2022.

3.13

The CMA issued its decision whether to refer the Merger on 29 April 2022. At the
same time, the four-month period under section 24(1) of the Act was extended by
notice pursuant to section 25(4) of the Act to 23 May 2022 to allow NECSWS the
opportunity to offer undertakings to the CMA for the purposes of section 73(2) of
the Act. On 9 May 2022, NECSWS informed the CMA that it would not offer such
undertakings to the CMA.

3.14

The phase 2 reference was made on 12 May 2022. Accordingly, the time period
for making a reference under section 24 of the Act had not expired by the time the
reference was made.

58

Section 24 of the Act.
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3.15

Therefore, our provisional view is that the applicable statutory time limit in relation
to this reference has been complied with.

Share of supply test – nexus with the UK
3.16

Under section 23 of the Act, the share of supply test is satisfied if the merged
enterprises both either supply or acquire goods or services of a particular
description in the UK, and will, after the merger, supply or acquire at least 25% or
more of those goods or services in the UK as a whole, or in a substantial part of it.
There must be an increment in the share of supply as a result of the merger.

3.17

The Act confers on us a broad discretion to identify, for the purposes of applying
the share of supply test, a specific category of goods or services supplied or
acquired by the merger parties. 59 The description of goods or services identified
for the purposes of the share of supply test does not have to correspond with the
economic market definition adopted for the purposes of determining the SLC
question. 60 We will have regard to any reasonable description of a set of goods or
services to determine whether the share of supply test is met. 61

3.18

In applying the share of supply test, we may under section 23(5) of the Act have
regard to the value, cost, price, quantity, capacity, number of workers employed or
any other criterion, or combination of criteria, in determining whether the 25%
threshold is met. 62

3.19

In line with the Parties’ submissions, 63 we considered the shares of supply for
ICCS on a volume basis, calculated by reference to the number of calls handled
by each emergency services customer (consisting of police customers, ambulance
customers, and fire customers) to be an appropriate criterion for determining
whether the 25% threshold is met. In addition, we also considered the shares of
supply for ICCS by overall revenues and total number of customers served by the
Parties to be appropriate criteria for determining whether the 25% threshold is met.

3.20

We note that there is no publicly available information on the shares of supply for
the supply of ICCS in the UK to emergency services. Our estimates are based on
information supplied by the Parties reflecting their own data and market
intelligence, as well as information received from third parties.

3.21

On the basis of these estimates, if the CMA were to take into account any won and
lost contracts that have not yet gone live, the Parties would have a combined

Mergers: Guidance on the CMA’s jurisdiction and procedure (2020 – revised guidance) (CMA2), paragraph 4.59.
CMA2, paragraph 4.59(a).
61 CMA2, paragraph 4.59(b).
62 CMA2, paragraph 4.66.
63 FMN, paragraphs 14.17.1-14.17.5 and Table 14.1A.
59
60
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share in the supply of ICCS in the UK on a call volume basis in 2021 of [20-30%]
with an increment of [10-20%] brought about by the Merger. 64,65
3.22

The combined share of supply of the Parties based on revenues in 2021 would be
[60-70%] with an increment of [20-30%] 66 brought about by the Merger. The
combined share of supply of the Parties based on number of customers served in
2021 would be [50-60%] with an increment of [10-20%] brought about by the
Merger. 67

3.23

Therefore, our provisional view is that the share of supply test in section 23(2)(b)
of the Act is met.

Parties’ submissions
3.24

The Parties did not contest that the Merger resulted in the creation of a relevant
merger situation for the purposes of the Act. 68

Provisional conclusion on the relevant merger situation
3.25

For the reasons set out above we provisionally conclude that the conditions of
section 23 of the Act are met and that the Merger has resulted in the creation of a
relevant merger situation.

4.

COUNTERFACTUAL

Introduction
4.1

To assess the effects of the Merger, we have considered the prospects for
competition with the Merger against what would have been the competitive
situation without the Merger. This is called the counterfactual.

4.2

In this chapter, we set out:
(a)

the framework for assessing the counterfactual;

(b)

the views of the Parties and Capita on the appropriate counterfactual;

See Table 6-1 of chapter 6 (Competitive assessment - ICCS) of the Provisional Findings.
For completeness, the CMA notes that the share of supply test would also be met for the supply in the UK of (i) Duties
to police customers where the Parties had a current combined share in the supply of Duties in the UK in 2021 of [5060%] with an increment of [20-30%] (calculated on a volume basis based on the number of police officers per police
customer), see Table 7-1 of chapter 9 (Competitive assessment - Duties) of the Provisional Findings and (ii) RMS to
police customers where the Parties had a current combined share in the supply of Duties in the UK in 2021 of [40-50%]
with an increment of [10-20%] (based on the number of recorded crimes reported by each police customer in 2021
according to ONS data).
66 See Table 6-2.
67 See Table 6-2.
68 FMN, paragraph 5.2.3.
64
65
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(c)

our assessment of the counterfactual; and

(d)

our provisional conclusion on the counterfactual.

Framework for our assessment
4.3

At phase 2, the CMA has to make an overall judgement as to whether or not an
SLC has occurred or is likely to occur. 69 Applying the SLC test involves a
comparison of the prospects for competition with the merger against the
competitive situation without the merger: the counterfactual. 70 The counterfactual
is not a statutory test but rather an analytical tool used in answering the question
of whether the merger gives rise to an SLC. 71 Only events that would have
happened in the absence of the merger under review—and are not a consequence
of it—can be incorporated into the counterfactual. 72

4.4

To help make the overall SLC assessment required at phase 2, the CMA will
select the most likely conditions of competition as its counterfactual against which
to assess the merger. 73 In some instances, the CMA may need to consider
multiple possible scenarios before identifying the relevant counterfactual (eg a
merger firm being purchased by alternative acquirers). 74 In doing this, the CMA will
consider whether any of the possible scenarios make a significant difference to the
conditions of competition and, if any do, the CMA will find the most likely
conditions of competition absent the merger as the counterfactual. 75

4.5

The counterfactual may consist of the pre-merger conditions of competition, or
conditions of competition that involve stronger or weaker competition between the
merger firms than under the pre-merger conditions of competition. 76 The
appropriate counterfactual may increase or reduce the prospects of an SLC finding
by the CMA. 77

4.6

A ‘pre-merger conditions of competition’ counterfactual is not static and can take
into account anticipated dynamic changes in the market, such that future
competition is not expected to remain exactly the same as in the situation prior to
the merger. 78 Instead, the ‘pre-merger conditions of competition’ refers to the
scenario where the firms exert a competitive constraint in broadly the same

Merger Assessment Guidelines (CMA129), paragraph 3.13.
CMA129, paragraph 3.1.
71 CMA129, paragraph 3.1.
72 CMA129, paragraph 3.4.
73 CMA129, paragraph 3.13.
74 CMA129, paragraph 3.13.
75 CMA129, paragraph 3.13.
76 The conditions of competition before a merger in anticipated acquisitions are generally referred to as the ‘prevailing
conditions of competition’ and in completed acquisitions as the ‘pre-merger conditions of competition’.
77 CMA129, paragraph 3.2.
78 As the CMA’s guidance, states: ‘[t]he CMA’s conclusion on the counterfactual does not seek to ossify the market at a
particular point in time’ (CMA129, paragraph 3.3).
69
70
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manner that they had been pre-merger, such that similar conditions of competition
persist.
4.7

The counterfactual is not intended to be a detailed description of the conditions of
competition that would prevail absent a merger. Those conditions are better
considered in the competitive assessment. 79 The counterfactual assessment will
often focus on significant changes affecting competition between the parties. 80

4.8

The CMA is likely to only focus on significant changes where there are reasons to
believe that those changes would make a material difference to its competitive
assessment. 81 The example cited in the CMA’s guidance involves a firm that is
being acquired which could, in the counterfactual, have remained an independent
competitor by raising external funding, or alternatively could have remained an
independent competitor by being acquired by a firm with no current or potential
activities in the relevant sector. 82 The guidance indicates that the CMA would be
unlikely to seek to consider the relative likelihood of those scenarios arising since
both lead to the same conditions of competition. 83 The same principle applies in
this case to different transaction structures and different transaction counterparties
that might ultimately lead to broadly the same conditions of competition.

4.9

Accordingly, the CMA will generally conclude on the counterfactual conditions of
competition broadly – that is, pre-merger conditions of competition, conditions of
stronger competition, or conditions of weaker competition. 84 If two or more
possible counterfactual scenarios lead to broadly the same conditions of
competition, the CMA may not find it necessary to select the particular scenario
that leads to its counterfactual. 85

4.10

Establishing the appropriate counterfactual against which to assess a merger is an
inherently uncertain exercise and evidence relating to future developments absent
the merger may be difficult to obtain. 86 Uncertainty about the future will not in itself
lead the CMA to assume the pre-merger situation to be the appropriate
counterfactual. 87

4.11

As part of its assessment, the CMA may consider the ability and incentive
(including but not limited to evidence of intention) of the merger parties to pursue

CMA129, paragraph 3.7.
CMA129, paragraph 3.8.
81 CMA129, paragraph 3.9.
82 CMA129, paragraph 3.9.
83 CMA129, paragraph 3.9.
84 CMA129, paragraph 3.9.
85 CMA129, paragraph 3.9. For an application of this principle (albeit under the previous Merger Assessment Guidelines)
see Final Report, Completed acquisition by PayPal Holdings, Inc. of iZettle AB, 12 June 2019 at paragraphs 7.32-7.35
and Final report, Anticipated acquisition by Amazon of a minority shareholding and certain rights in Deliveroo
(Amazon/Deliveroo), 4 August 2020 at paragraph 6.169.
86 CMA129, paragraph 3.14.
87 CMA129, paragraph 3.14.
79
80
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alternatives to the merger, which may include reviewing evidence of specific plans
where available. 88
4.12

The time horizon that the CMA considers when describing the counterfactual will
be consistent with the time horizon used in the CMA’s competitive assessment
and depend on the context (chapter 5 - Nature of competition). 89 In some markets,
relevant developments may not take place for some years. 90 This means that
while there is a need for overall consistency between the time horizon for
assessing the counterfactual and the competitive effects of a merger, the CMA is
not limited to considering alternative scenarios that would have occurred at exactly
the same time as the developments that give rise to the merger under review. 91

The Parties’ and Capita’s views on the counterfactual
4.13

The Parties told us that they do not consider it appropriate to use the pre-merger
conditions of competition as the counterfactual, and that the appropriate
counterfactual is that SSS would continue in the market in a different role as a
significantly weakened competitor. 92

4.14

The Parties told us that this would be due to two reasons:

4.15

(a)

underinvestment in SSS by Capita in recent years would materially impair
SSS’s ability to compete effectively on an ongoing basis; and

(b)

[]. 93

Submissions from the Parties and Capita on specific points are covered in the
relevant sections below.

Our approach
4.16

We have assessed whether absent the Merger:
(a)

SSS would have been operated as a going concern with sufficient investment
to remain a competitive constraint on NECSWS and, as such, maintain premerger conditions of competition; or

(b)

conversely, SSS would have received no further investment and would have
ceased to actively compete for contracts.

88 CMA129, paragraph 3.14. In appropriate circumstances, evidence of ability and incentive may be sufficient to establish
a counterfactual even if explicit documentary evidence is not available. See, eg, Amazon/Deliveroo at paragraph 6.201.
89 CMA129, paragraph 3.15.
90 CMA129, paragraph 3.15.
91 See, eg, Amazon/Deliveroo, paragraph 6.202.
92 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, Counterfactual follow-up paper, 8 April 2022, paragraph 2.
93 FMN, paragraph 11.2.
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4.17

Our assessment in this chapter concerns what would have happened to SSS,
considering all of its operations, including those within and outside the Relevant
Markets. We consider the distinct operations within SSS in relation to ICCS, Duties
and RMS as part of our assessment of competitive effects in each of the Relevant
Markets in chapters 6 to 8.

4.18

The pre-merger conditions of competition relate to the competitive constraint
exerted by SSS when it competed actively for contracts and thereby exercised
competitive pressure on competitors for new contracts, upgrades and renewals.
Prior to the Merger, Capita had identified SSS as a target for divestment, begun a
sale process, []. The CMA considers that competitive conditions during that time
period do not accurately represent pre-merger conditions of competition. The CMA
considers instead that pre-merger conditions of competition are those broad
conditions that prevailed when Capita was operating SSS as a going concern []
to provide a competitive constraint.

4.19

As set out in paragraph 4.14 above, the Parties have submitted that, absent the
Merger, SSS would have faced a materially impaired ability to compete for
contracts due to continued underinvestment. Realisation of this scenario would be
considered weaker conditions of competition.

4.20

Our assessment of the counterfactual does not seek to ossify the operation of the
market at a particular point in time. For example, an assessment based on the premerger conditions of competition might reflect that, absent the merger under
review, a firm would have continued making investments in improvements,
innovations or new products. 94 Therefore an assessment based on the pre-merger
conditions of competition would not necessarily assume a static offering in the
quality or range of products and/or services from a merger firm.

4.21

Accordingly, our analysis of the counterfactual does not require us to specify the
exact route Capita and SSS would have taken absent the Merger. Rather, we
consider the credibility of the alternative options available in order to inform which
is the most likely counterfactual scenario.

4.22

We first set out background information on the rationale for Capita’s sale of SSS,
before considering the two scenarios described at paragraph 4.16 above.

Capita’s rationale for the Merger
4.23

Capita told us that it had ‘[]’, 95 and NECSWS told us that Capita had a []. 96
This strategy is set out below.

CMA129, paragraphs 3.3 and 3.4.
Capita response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 13 June 2022, question 43.
96 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3, 13 June 2022, question 36(e).
94
95
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4.24

4.25

Capita implemented a programme of restructuring with a ‘drive for simplification of
the business and strengthening the balance sheet’. 97 This restructuring completed
in 2021 and resulted in a new structure of three divisions being: 98
(a)

Public Service (Core): supply of business process services (BPS) and
technology services to the UK Government;

(b)

Experience (Core): a customer experience business with a blue-chip client
base; and

(c)

Portfolio (Non-core): A portfolio of non-core businesses across sectors
including human resources, property, technology, software, business
solutions, travel and scientific testing.

Capita planned to reduce debt through disposal of the businesses of the Portfolio
division. 99 The Capita Board announced in March 2021 its business disposal
programme with a target to raise £700 million in order to meet significant additional
cash commitments in 2021 relating to deferred VAT, restructuring and pension
deficit payments, and debt maturities. 100 These disposals were to be from its
‘Portfolio’ division, which included SSS.

SSS as a going concern
4.26

In this section, we consider whether SSS would have been operated as a going
concern with sufficient investment to remain a competitive constraint on NECSWS
and, as such, maintain pre-merger conditions of competition or, conversely,
whether SSS would have received no further investment and would have ceased
to actively compete for contracts.

Parties’ and Capita’s views
4.27

Capita told us if the NECSWS deal had failed to complete, Capita would have had
to analyse the financial benefits of and possible reputational/operational risks of
running down the business against selling to a potentially heavily discounted
offer. 101

4.28

Capita highlighted that in 2019 it ‘had identified SSS as []’. 102

Capita plc Full Year Results 2021, page 12.
Capita plc Annual Report 2021, pages 3 and 149.
99 Capita plc Annual Report 2021, page 15.
100 Capita response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 13 June 2022, question 37.
101 Capita response to the Counterfactual Working Paper (WP), 4 August 2022, paragraph 5.4.
102 Capita response to the Counterfactual WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 5.5.
97
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SSS’s financial position
4.29

An overview of SSS’s financial position is set out below:
(a)

Total revenue for SSS (for all products including but not limited to the
relevant markets) was £[] million in 2021, 103 and £[] million in 2020; 104

(b)

Reported EBIT for SSS was £[] million in 2021, 105 and £[] million in
2020; 106 and

(c)

As at January 2021, SSS’s customer portfolio included:
(i)

[] UK Home Office police forces;

(ii)

[] ambulance trusts;

(iii)

[] UK fire services; and

(iv) 15 countries of operation. 107
4.30

SSS had put in place in 2018 plans to invest in SSS’s products to ‘[]’ as part of
its ‘Public Safety Platform’. 108 This was costed [] and was considered the key
contribution to maintaining SSS’s competitive position, being described as ‘[]’. 109

4.31

When Capita restructured its business as described at paragraph 4.24, []. While
SSS had developed its ‘Public Safety Platform’ plans, including approval to spend
[] on its initiation, design and market research 110, []. 111 []. 112

4.32

Despite [], Capita considered that SSS had ‘candidate growth opportunities’ that
could be realised through capital expenditure of approximately £[] over the five
year period of 2019 to 2024. This included the targeting of new markets vertically
and internationally, as well as improvements to existing products (including the
Public Safety Platform set out above). 113

SSS Internal Document, Annex 036 to RFI 1 ‘[]’, 26 May 2022, page 2.
FMN, Table 6.2.
105 SSS Internal Document, Annex 036 to RFI 1 ‘[]’, 26 May 2022, page 2.
106 SSS Internal Document, Annex 024 to RFI 1 ‘[]’, 26 May 2022.
107 SSS Internal Document, Annex 137 to CMA RFI 3 ‘[]’, 13 June 2022, slide 6.
108 SSS Site Visit Presentation, 13 June 2022, slide 17.
109 SSS Site Visit Presentation, 13 June 2022, slide 17 and Parties’ Issues Meeting Presentation to the CMA, 6 April
2022, slide 10.
110 Parties’ Issues Meeting Presentation to the CMA, 6 April 2022, slide 10.
111 SSS Site Visit Presentation, 13 June 2022, slide 17.
112 Capita response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 13 June 2022, question 63.
113 Capita response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 13 June 2022, question 41, and Capita Internal Document, Annex 6.2 002 to
RFI 2 ‘[]’, 13 June 2022, slide 29.
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Our assessment
4.33

We note that SSS is profitable and has a wide customer base. It is therefore
apparent that SSS is a going concern. We note that the Parties have not argued
otherwise, but rather that it would need investment in order to continue to compete
effectively (see chapters 6 to 8 for details on this in our competitive assessment of
each of the Relevant Markets). The evidence received by us indicates that the
reported EBIT of SSS at the time of the Merger was £[] million per year, and the
investment described as ‘[]’ was £[] million over a multi-year project. The
evidence also indicates that at the point in time that Capita was deciding whether
to proceed with the sale to NECSWS, the recommended alternative to proceeding
with the sale was to []. 114

4.34

We understand that the reference to ‘[]’ means moving SSS within Capita’s
group structure [].115

4.35

We consider that the reference to ‘[]’ meant that the existing strategy of []
would be revised. SSS would no longer be identified, or prepared, for sale and
instead an optimal investment strategy would be developed for it.

4.36

In light of the above evidence, and in the absence of evidence to the contrary, our
provisional view is that, absent the Merger, SSS would have been operated as a
going concern and that there appears to have been a rationale for further
investment in SSS in order to maintain the competitive position of a profitable
business.

Potential alternative ownership
4.37

Capita agreed the sale of SSS to NECSWS following a sale process where it
contacted entities it (Capita) deemed to be potential purchasers. In this section, we
consider this process and its relevance for the counterfactual.

Parties’ and Capita’s views
4.38

Capita told us that it ran a ‘wide-reaching sales process, proactively contacting all
parties [], Capita broadened the search to include potential [] buyers. Capita
also publicly referred to the sales process for SSS in its FY2020 Annual Report
presentation in an attempt to make third parties aware of the sales process.’ 116

Capita Internal Document, Annex 167 to RFI 2 ‘[]’, 13 June 2022, slide 8.
Capita plc Annual Report 2021, page 3 and ‘Capita Executive Committee’, Executive committee | Capita, last
accessed 14 September 2022.
116 Capita response to the Counterfactual WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.2.
114
115
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4.39

Capita stated that it ‘does not consider it credible that any party involved in the
industry at all would not have been aware of the fact that SSS was available for
sale’. 117

Capita’s sale process
4.40

Capita’s sale process resulted in two bids for SSS being received:
(a)

An offer from NECSWS (accepted); and

(b)

An indicative bid from [] (rejected).

4.41

Capita (through its advisors PwC) contacted a selection of potential purchasers 118
directly rather than launching a public invitation for bids. The initial sale process
involved [] entities being contacted by PwC and produced NECSWS’s bid. 119

4.42

In March 2021, as part of its announcement of FY2020 results, Capita published
that disposal of SSS was in process. 120 As a result of this, [], a private equity
firm, became aware of the sale. 121 The disposal plans in general were picked up in
the press, 122 but SSS was not mentioned specifically in the press as one of the
entities up for sale.

4.43

In April 2021, [] submitted a first bid for SSS of [] and followed this up with
what it called ‘[]’. 123 It then sent to Capita’s advisors PwC an indicative second
offer of [] on 2 July 2021, with the [] due to its assessment of [] uncovered
during due diligence. 124

4.44

PwC told [] on 7 July 2021 125 that it would not be chosen as the preferred bidder
by Capita, stating that there was a ‘material gap’ between [] offer and their other
option (NECSWS’s bid). 126 At the time it was turned down by Capita, []
considered that it would be able to complete its remaining due diligence within 30
days. 127

Capita response to the Counterfactual WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.3.
The CMA spoke to the Cabinet Office who noted that customers would want a purchasing entity to be acceptable from
a UK security perspective, and to have experience in the emergency services or software technology industries. Note of
a call with [], September 2022, paragraph 5.
119 Capita response to the Counterfactual WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 2.7.
120 Capita Full year results 2020, slide 22.
121 Note of a call with [], July 2022, paragraph 4.
122 For example, see ‘Capita takes disposals to £800mln with sale of two more businesses’, Proactive Investors, ‘Capita
chief to unveil restructuring and £400m disposal plan’, 16 March 2021, Sky News and ‘Capita to split itself in two under
£400m asset disposal plan’, 18 March 2021, The Times.
123 Capita Internal Document, Annex 158 to RFI 2 ‘[]’, 13 June 2022, page 1.
124 Capita Internal Document, Annex 158 to RFI 2 ‘[]’, 13 June 2022, pages 1-2.
125 7 July 2021 is the same day Capita informed NECSWS that it would proceed with its offer and enter exclusivity. See
NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 3 of 13 June 2022, pages 5-6.
126 Capita Internal Document, Annex 6.98 044 to RFI 2, ‘[]’, July 2021.
127 Capita Internal Document, Annex 158 to RFI 2 ‘[]’, 13 June 2022, page 1.
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Our assessment
4.45

In the course of its investigation, the CMA identified two additional potential
purchasers who told the CMA that they were unaware of the opportunity to
purchase SSS, but may have been interested in that opportunity if it had arisen:
[] 128 and []. 129 These suppliers told us that they were not made aware of the
sale of SSS by Capita and instead became aware of the sale through customer
contacts or the CMA’s own investigation. 130

4.46

We consider that the evidence above indicates that alternative interest in
purchasing SSS existed, including potential interest beyond those contacted in
PwC’s sale process. Considering this and the analysis set out in the ‘SSS as a
going concern’ section above, our provisional view is that the options for SSS in
the absence of the Merger were i) Capita retains SSS as part of its ‘Public Service’
division, or ii) an alternative entity purchases SSS. It is our provisional view that
neither of these options would have entailed SSS receiving no further investment
or ceasing to actively compete for contracts.

Provisional conclusion on the counterfactual
4.47

In assessing the most likely counterfactual, the CMA has considered whether (a)
SSS would have been operated as a going concern with sufficient investment to
remain a competitive constraint on NECSWS and, as such, maintain pre-merger
conditions of competition; or (b) conversely, SSS would have received no further
investment and would have ceased to actively compete for contracts.

4.48

The evidence indicates that SSS is a profitable business and there appears to
have been a rationale for further investment in SSS in order to maintain its overall
competitive position. In light of SSS’s commercial performance and potential, we
consider it likely that, under the ownership of either Capita or another owner, SSS
would have remained a going concern that continued to compete and have its
products invested in. Given this, we do not consider it necessary to conclude
which entity would own SSS in the counterfactual.

4.49

On this basis our provisional conclusion is that, regardless of ownership, the
appropriate counterfactual is pre-merger conditions of competition where SSS
maintains competitive strength in the relevant markets, exerting a constraint on
NECSWS.

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 18.
Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 15.
130 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 19 and Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 15.
128
129
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5.

NATURE OF COMPETITION

5.1

This chapter sets out our provisional views on the nature of competition between
the Parties and their competitors, including in the Relevant Markets. In particular,
we have considered and assessed:

5.2

(a)

what opportunities exist for competition between the Parties and their
competitors;

(b)

the parameters of that competition;

(c)

in particular, the importance of cloud-based solutions to that competition; and

(d)

the timeframe for our assessment of the effects of the Merger.

The provisional views set out in this chapter are important context for our
provisional assessments set out in chapters 6, 7 and 8 of whether the Merger has
resulted, or may be expected to result, in an SLC in the supply of ICCS, Duties
and RMS respectively.

Opportunities for competition
5.3

This section considers what opportunities exist for competition between the Parties
and their competitors, including in the Relevant Markets. In particular, we have
considered the characteristics of the procurement processes typically undertaken
by customers.

Procurement processes
5.4

The Parties provide software and support services to customers. Typically, each
customer will only appoint one supplier at a time for each software type, aside
from overlaps during the implementation of new software. As such, our starting
point for examining competition in the Relevant Markets has been to look at the
processes customers use for appointing suppliers.

5.5

Customers of the Parties and their competitors are predominantly public sector
organisations. These customers generally qualify as ‘contracting authorities’ and
therefore must comply with public procurement rules when choosing and
appointing a supplier. 131 These rules are designed to encourage competition in
procurement processes. They constrain customers’ ability to award contracts

The Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (the Regulations); section 2 of the Regulations defines contracting authorities
as the State, regional or local authorities, bodies governed by public law or associations formed by one or more such
authorities or one or more such bodies governed by public law, and includes central government authorities, but does not
include Her Majesty in her private capacity.
131
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directly to suppliers, without a formal competitive tender process governed by the
Regulations, by limiting their ability to do so to specific situations. 132
5.6

Accordingly, and recognising that customers must comply with the Regulations,
we have identified three types of situations where a form of competition for
customers can occur:
(a)

Competitive tenders. Competitive tenders can take different forms, such as
being single-stage or using two stages, but all involve inviting a range of
providers to compete to win a contract. Tenders can either be for a one-off
contract for the supply of specific goods and/or services to a customer or
they may be used to establish the price and other terms upon which multiple
contracts may be awarded during a given period to a supplier or suppliers by
one or more customers (generally known as a framework agreement). 133
NECSWS submitted that framework agreements typically only last up to four
years in length. 134

(b)

Direct awards. A direct award is when a contract is awarded directly to a
supplier by a customer without a competitive tender process (although they
can involve a market-test as an earlier part of the process). There are two
types of direct awards that we have observed are commonly used:
(i)

The first is when a contract is awarded to a supplier via a framework
agreement, where the supplier has already been through a competitive
tender to be appointed to the framework. In these situations the terms
of the contract typically cannot involve substantial modification of those
set out in the established framework. 135 The terms of the framework are
typically established by the previous competitive tender but may permit
a choice of suppliers from those appointed to the framework. Some
frameworks are awarded by a particular public authority but permit,
specified, other public authorities to access the framework and procure
goods and/or services from the suppliers appointed to the framework. 136
Accordingly, some customers may have access to multiple frameworks.

For example, the Regulations (except for Chapter 8) do not apply for procurement below a threshold of £138,760 incl.
VAT for central government bodies and £213,477 incl. VAT for all other bodies, where a procurement process was
undertaken for a framework and the framework permits a direct award, or where there are other exceptions. The
Regulations also allow for a simplified process (a negotiated procedure without notice) to be used in certain
circumstances, eg where no suitable response is received to an open procedure and time limits for procurement cannot
be met due to extreme urgence (see section32 of the Regulations).
133 We have seen examples of frameworks with single or multiple suppliers. For example, NECSWS, response to CMA
RFI 3, 24 March 2022, Annex 2.
134 NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 19. See also section 33 of the Regulations which
stipulate that the ‘term of a framework agreement shall not exceed 4 years, save in exceptional cases duly justified, in
particular by the subject-matter of the framework agreement’.
135 Section33(6) of the Regulations.
136 Section 33(5) and (8)(a) of the Regulations.
132
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(ii)

(c)

The second is when a contract is awarded to a supplier on which the
terms can be negotiated. This occurs, for example, when the contract is
either outside the scope of the Regulations or falls within an exception
that permits direct negotiation.

Extensions to an existing contract. Some contracts allow for optional
extensions to the term of the contract after the original contract term has
been completed. These extension options are typically explicitly built into a
contract at the point of its creation; for example, a contract may be described
as a ‘three + two’ contract where the contract is for an initial term of three
years with an additional optional two-year extension.

5.7

In the markets in which the Parties operate, including the Relevant Markets, we
have observed that some procurement occurs through competitive tenders (see
paragraph 5.9). Indeed, as noted at paragraph 5.5 above, the Regulations require
certain procurements to be undertaken via competitive tender process. We have
also observed that there are a large number of direct awards, mostly, but not
exclusively, made via framework agreements (themselves typically the product of
competitive tenders). Some direct awards are, however, allowed under the
Regulations without a competitive tender process. We have also seen evidence of
a large number of extensions being exercised when the initial term of a contract
expired.

5.8

We acknowledge that differences between customers such as their size, budget
and capacity, may influence how they procure services in the markets in which the
Parties operate (including the Relevant Markets). For example, procuring via a
competitive tender can be a lengthy process requiring significant customer
resources. Accordingly, many smaller police forces collaborate with other police
forces in nearby regions to procure goods and/or services on a joint basis or to
utilise frameworks arranged by other organisations. For example, Bedfordshire
Constabulary, Hertfordshire Constabulary and Cambridgeshire Constabulary all
procured an ICCS solution together via a tender in 2017.

5.9

Each of the three scenarios/forms of procurement described above involve some
form of competition, as described below:

137

(a)

Competitive tenders. Competitive tenders involve direct competition
between suppliers as they submit bids to the customer who then evaluates
the different potential suppliers against the relevant evaluation criteria.

(b)

Direct awards. Direct awards must have a legitimate procurement route,
whether this is via a framework arrangement or an exemption to the
Regulations. 137 Customers will assess the options available to them to

NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 17.
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determine the best way to achieve value for money before deciding that a
direct award meets their needs. 138 For example, some customers may
request quotations in the form of market tests or ‘mini tenders’ from potential
suppliers before deciding whether to begin a competitive tender process or,
alternatively, award a contract directly. Direct awards that are awarded under
the terms of a framework agreement can be seen as the result of an earlier
competitive tender process. This is because the establishment of the
framework was the result of a supplier winning a previous competitive tender,
which as noted at paragraph 5.9(a) above allows customers to evaluate
different potential suppliers against each other before deciding who to
appoint to the framework.
(c)

Contract extensions. Customers may choose to extend contracts for a
variety of reasons, but if they choose to do so it is implicit that they prefer the
extension with their existing customer to seeking an alternative solution. 139 If
the incumbent supplier is providing a poor service and there are stronger
alternative suppliers in the market, the customer is more likely to switch to
another competitor. Therefore, when the initial contract term is coming to an
end, the incumbent supplier faces pressure to either maintain or improve the
quality of its product or service to prevent losing its customer. We have seen
evidence that not all extensions are exercised, 140 indicating that some
competitive pressure can be exercised on incumbent suppliers at these
points. The extent of this pressure will depend on the availability of
alternative suppliers. As such, while an extension does not necessarily
suggest a full competitive tender process has been followed, it still reflects a
degree of potential competitive pressure from alternative suppliers to the
incumbent supplier. An extension may also provide an incumbent supplier
with extra time to make improvements to their products or service if they
believe that a customer may consider switching.

Our provisional assessment
5.10

Our provisional view is that the Regulations are important context for customers’
procurement decisions and set the legal framework in which these decisions are
made. Further, our provisional view is that the effectiveness of customers’
procurement is determined primarily by the number and strength of effective
competitors in the market.

NECSWS submitted that ‘organisations evaluate their existing supply. They compare that to market offerings’
NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 21.
139 NECSWS submitted that customers have an ‘obligation to test value for money on every one of those contract
extensions’, NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 21.
140 NECSWS, Response to CMA queries of 28 July 2022 following NECSWS’s main party hearing, 3 August 2022,
question 2.
138
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5.11

5.12

We recognise that while direct competition is primarily manifested through
competitive tenders (either for individual contracts or for frameworks), indirect
competition (eg the threat from available alternatives at the point of a customer
choosing to extend, and pressure from ongoing innovation by competing suppliers)
also plays an important role in these markets. By indirect competition, we refer to
competitors improving or maintaining their offer, such that they are well-positioned
when a competitive tender arises. In this context, customers may use information
on what is available in the market to extract better terms or products from their
incumbent supplier, particularly at the point of extension or competitive award, but
also on an ongoing basis to ensure the supplier maintains a good relationship
ahead of a future procurement decision point. This form of competitive pressure
may impact on:
(a)

Ongoing service quality – suppliers’ products and services are not provided
statically, but rather suppliers provide ongoing support, product fixes and
upgrades. The greater the future competitive threat to the supplier the
stronger its incentive to deliver on these aspects.

(b)

Ongoing innovation, investing and developing of products – suppliers
undertake ongoing product development and innovation. In this sense, they
compete with each other outside of specific opportunities (eg they roadshow
their products to a wide pool of customers).

Where competitive pressure from limited alternatives is weak this can lead to
concerns about the above factors. For example, [].

Parties’ views
5.13

The Parties submitted that they agree with the CMA's views as set out in our
Annotated Issues Statement (AIS) that direct competition takes place across all
forms of procurement, including tenders, direct awards and extensions, which
reflects the Parties' experience in the Relevant Markets. 141 The Parties also
submitted that they agree that indirect competition is a key element of the
competitive process.

Parameters of competition
5.14

This section considers what the relevant parameters of competition between the
Parties and their competitors are, including in the Relevant Markets.

5.15

Our provisional view is that competition takes place across several aspects of
suppliers’ offerings:

141

Parties, response to the AIS, 4 August 2022, paragraph 3.1.
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(a)

Price – competition over price occurs directly during competitive tenders. We
have seen evidence of the Parties considering the pricing likely to be offered
by competitors when considering their own bids. 142 Bid price usually makes
up 30-40% of the evaluation marks by a customer running a competitive
tender. 143 Direct awards and extensions are often awarded on the same
terms and conditions as the original contract or the framework arrangement,
so direct competition over price is typically less evident. However, we have
also seen some evidence that, on occasion, customers negotiate better
prices for contract extensions. 144

(b)

Quality – competition over quality occurs over the features and functionality
of the software itself. The technical capability of a solution typically accounts
for 40-70% of the evaluation marks of a customer running a competitive
tender.

(c)

Service – competition over service levels arises through suppliers’ ability to
commit staff to support a customer. We have seen evidence that where
service levels have been poor a customer has sought an alternative
solution. 145

(d)

Innovation – suppliers compete by developing their products, including
through their features and functionality, as well as the manner in which they
are deployed. One recent trend has between towards suppliers developing
cloud-based solutions (discussed at paragraphs 5.16 - 5.30 below).

Cloud-based solutions
5.16

This section considers whether the ability of a supplier to offer cloud-based
solutions is increasing in importance for the customers of the Parties and their
competitors, including in the Relevant Markets. A trend towards customers being
increasingly attracted to cloud-based solutions would mean that an ability to offer
such solutions will be increasingly important for competition between the Parties
and their competitors (ie competitors who are best placed to offer cloud-based
solutions will be stronger competitors than those who are not).

On-premise solutions versus cloud-based solutions
5.17

The Parties’ products and services are software solutions. Software solutions can
be deployed to customers in a number of different ways and the terminology used

See Appendix C.
Evaluation criteria vary by tender but typically involve a price and quality/technical component. They can also include
criteria for presentation or sustainability.
144 [].
145 Note of call with [], July 2022, paragraph 3.
142
143
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to describe these options is sometimes inconsistent. We understand that a main
distinction relates to how the service is hosted.
5.18

146
147

How the service is hosted refers to the location and ownership of the infrastructure
used to deploy the service. This can be a non-cloud solution (ie locally deployed
on-premise) or one of three types of cloud solution (ie private cloud, public cloud
or hybrid cloud). We further explain these options below:
(a)

On-premise solution – An on-premise solution is where the data and software
is hosted on hardware/servers that are owned by the customer and located at
the customer’s premises. This is the traditional form of deploying software
solutions. This form of deployment is considered by some customers to have
the advantage of being secure and allowing data to be hosted within the UK
(although some consider it creates a risk of a single-point of failure).
However, some customers consider that it has disadvantages in that
software is less easy to upgrade, less easy to access from off-site and the
customer incurs hosting costs such as electricity, storage and on-site IT
support.

(b)

Private cloud (hosted solution) 146 – A hosted solution is one where the
supplier hosts the solution on its own premises (or at a data centre) rather
than at the customer’s premises. The infrastructure is private and the
resources are not shared with any other customers or organisations.
Upgrades can be deployed by the supplier directly. One disadvantage of this
approach is that it is more costly than a public cloud solution since it does not
realise cost savings from shared resources.

(c)

Public cloud 147 – A public-cloud solution is where the supplier hosts and
owns the infrastructure on its own site(s) which is not dedicated to a specific
customer. The software and data is therefore hosted on the supplier’s
infrastructure. Access is available to anyone (with appropriate access
credentials) over the public internet. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions
are typically public-cloud solutions. A public-cloud solution scales quickly and
can be upgraded with little disruption to individual customers. It also permits
easier incremental upgrades rather than more disruptive major upgrades for
on-premise solutions. Because resources are shared between customers,
this solution can permit cost savings. One disadvantage is that holding data
off-site may raise security concerns.

(d)

Hybrid cloud – A hybrid-cloud solution is a combination of the public and
private-cloud solutions described above. It usually encompasses a

CMA assessment informed by NECSWS’s, Site Visit presentation, 16 June 2022, slide 23.
CMA assessment informed by NECSWS’s, Site Visit presentation, 16 June 2022, slide 23.
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connection of private IT services with the public cloud. It may permit tighter
controls over sensitive data and processes. 148
National strategy and future trends
5.19

Historically the software solutions supplied by the Parties and their competitors
have been on-premise solutions.

5.20

The UK Government has set out a national ‘Cloud First’ policy which states that
public sector organisations should consider and fully evaluate potential cloud
solutions before considering any other option. 149 The policy is mandatory for
central government and strongly recommended for the wider public sector. Many
emergency services organisations have organisational cloud-first policies (see
customer views on cloud in our Competitive assessment - ICCS)

5.21

In addition, in relation to police services, the National Policing Digital Strategy
(NPDS) from January 2020 recommended that police forces ‘[d]evelop and
execute a nationally coordinated transition to the cloud’ and ‘adopt a ‘cloud first’
principle for applications and data, where economical.’ 150

5.22

However, we understand that there is no requirement for police forces (or other
emergency service agencies) to purchase cloud-based software solutions and that
it is ultimately up to individual customers whether and when to transition to cloudbased solutions.

Parties’ general view on cloud
5.23

The Parties have made several submissions in relation to the role of cloud,
including referring to national strategies, such as that referred to above. The
submission quoted below sets out the Parties’ general view:
A key factor driving current competitive dynamics in public sector
software markets is customers' movement towards digital, mobile
and cloud-based solutions that allow modern and agile ways of
working, which opens the market up to new entrants with
contemporary product offerings. This movement towards more
innovative technology is mandated by UK public policy, including the
UK Government's ’Cloud First’ policy and the NPDS, and is
increasingly impacting customers' procurement decisions. The
National Policing Digital Strategy is a seminal document which sets
out an ambition of digital transformation of UK policing in the period
to 2030, identifying a set of specific digital priorities for policing and

NECSWS, Site Visit Presentation, 16 June 2022, slide 23.
Government Cloud First policy.
150 National Policing Digital Strategy, Digital, Data and Technology Strategy 2020-2030, NPCC, page 11.
148
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outlining the key data and technology building blocks required to
deliver them. For example, it sets out an aim that c. 80% of police
technology will be hosted on the public cloud within the first five
years of the plan.
In the time since the NPDS has been published in 2020, customers
have increasingly been specifying cloud-based capability as a
requirement for prospective suppliers. Cloud-based solutions are
particularly attractive because, they ‘require little or no specialist
physical computer equipment to be located on site.’ 151
5.24

In addition to the above, the Parties have made submissions in relation to each of
the Relevant Markets about their own cloud-capabilities, the cloud-capabilities of
competitors and customers’ requirements, as set out in tender documents. We
address the Parties’ specific submissions regarding the importance of cloud-based
solutions in each specific Relevant Market in the relevant chapter of these
provisional findings.

Police Digital Service
5.25

The NPDS referred to by the Parties was co-authored by the PDS and the
National Police Technology Council. PDS is the delivery vehicle for the National
Policing Digital Strategy. It was formed in 2020, replacing the Police ICT
Company.

5.26

We asked PDS whether the NPDS’s ambition for cloud applies to ICCS, RMS and
Duties. It said that the Government’s cloud strategy would apply to all three of the
services. It told us that there is an expectation that procurement considers cloud
solutions for these markets. 152 PDS told us that the strategy is promoted to police
forces through multiple channels and engagement ranging from social media, in
person meetings, briefings and decision-making forums plus the annual PDS
Summit. 153

5.27

PDS also told us that the NPDS was signed on behalf of all police forces, so there
is an expectation that police forces will take it into account. However, they are not
obliged to, and the PDS cannot mandate police forces to consider or apply the
strategy. 154

5.28

PDS also submitted that the NPDS is a high-level statement matched against
government direction/principle/policy. 155 Services are procured locally (by
individual forces) under local decision making and it is for them to make a risk

Parties, Phase 2 Initial Submission, 31 May 2022, paragraphs 2.6 and 2.7.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 4 July 2022, question 5.
153 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 4 July 2022, question 2.
154 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 4 July 2022, question 2.
155 Note of a call with [], April 2022, paragraph 13.
151
152
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assessment while utilising the cloud. Moving to cloud is a large financial change
and some organisations are not cloud ready. PDS expects that many forces will
take a hybrid approach; some will say private cloud hosted in secure off-premises
environment would be good enough. 156
5.29

We asked PDS how long it expects it will take for police customers to shift 80% of
services to cloud-based services and it indicated it will take until 2030, although it
expected the pace to increase as work is undertaken to provide centralised design
services and common standards documents. 157 We asked PDS if it could
anticipate the timeframes over which ICCS, RMS and Duties products for police
customers, specifically, will shift to cloud-based services. It said the strategy does
not set out which specific services it expects to be cloud based. 158

Our provisional assessment
5.30

Our provisional view is that there is a clear national strategy encouraging the
adoption of cloud-based solutions, in particular for police forces. However, our
provisional view is that this trend is not necessarily determinative of customers’
procurement strategies and decisions and that it leaves scope for customers to
choose whether or not to adopt a cloud-based solution, and if so what type,
depending on their individual requirements at the point of decision.

Timeframe for assessment
5.31

Having considered how competition occurs in this market and the scope for a
change in competitive dynamics as a result of a trend towards cloud-based
solutions, we have next considered the period over which we should consider the
effects of the Merger. This is relevant for our competitive assessments (chapters
6, 7 and 8) as well as our assessment of the counterfactual (chapter 4).

5.32

The CMA’s guidance does not specify a period over which it should assess the
effects of a merger. This is because the CMA’s ability to foresee future
developments depends on the specific facts and circumstances of the case and
the evidence available to it.

5.33

In this case, and given the nature of these markets, we consider that the relevant
period over which we should conduct our competitive assessments is in particular
the next few years. 159

Note of a call with [], April 2022, paragraphs 14-15.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 4 July 2022, question 4.
158 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 4 July 2022, question 4.
159 The period over which we conduct our competitive assessments focus on in particular, but is not limited to, the next
few years. We consider that this period encompasses the timeframe over which identified forthcoming opportunities will
occur (see the Market Developments section of each competitive assessment chapter (chapters 6, 7 and 8)) and over
which investment in product development can be realised.
156
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5.34

Our competitive assessment captures both direct and indirect competition. In
relation to direct competition, we consider our assessment period to cover both the
specific opportunities we have identified over the next few years (see market
developments sections of each of chapters 6, 7 and 8). In relation to indirect
competition, we consider our assessment to capture the ongoing competitive
pressure that is exerted by the presence of suppliers who are active in the
Relevant Markets and is influenced by the strength of their offerings.

6. COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT - ICCS
6.1

In this chapter, we assess whether the loss of competition between NECSWS and
SSS has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an SLC in the supply of ICCS
to emergency services and transport customers in the UK.

6.2

The Parties currently overlap in the supply of ICCS to emergency services and
transport customers in the UK. The Merger combines the two Parties and removes
any competitive constraint they place on each other. We have considered whether
the Merged Entity would be likely to worsen its offering (for example, by removing
available product lines, reducing service quality or investment, or increasing bid
prices) compared to the situation if the Merger did not take place. This is a
horizontal unilateral effects theory of harm.

6.3

This chapter sets out details of our investigation and provisional findings in relation
to this theory of harm, covering: (a) details of the Parties’ and competitors’
offerings; (b) market definition; (c) the key evidence we have reviewed in our
competitive assessment, including: market shares; our assessment of the Parties’
internal documents; analysis of recent opportunities; evidence from third parties;
and our assessment of future market developments; and (d) our provisional
conclusions.

Suppliers’ offerings
6.4

The Parties are two of six companies currently supplying ICCS in the UK. There is
some differentiation between suppliers in terms of product offering and the
customer type that each serve. We briefly outline some of the features of these
suppliers’ offerings below.
(a)

SSS offers both a standalone ICCS and an integrated ICCS and CAD
solution 160 to fire and rescue, police and transport customers. 161 It currently

NECSWS does not offer a CAD system and so the Parties do not overlap in the provision of CAD. FMN,
paragraph 1.8.1.
161 FMN, Table 13.1.
160
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does not have a []cloud ICCS solution but can offer a [] and is exploring
the potential to develop a []cloud ICCS solution. 162
(b)

NECSWS offers a standalone ICCS solution to ambulance, fire and rescue,
police and transport customers. 163 Its ICCS solution is not a public-cloud
offering but NECSWS is in the process of developing its cloud-enabled ICCS
solution. 164

(c)

Motorola offers a standalone ICCS solution to fire and rescue, police and
transport customers. 165 Its ICCS solution is a public-cloud offering. 166

(d)

Frequentis offers a standalone ICCS solution to ambulance, fire and rescue,
police and transport customers. 167 One version of its ICCS solution is a
public-cloud offering. 168

(e)

Saab offers an integrated ICCS and CAD solution to fire and rescue and
police customers. 169 Its solution []. 170

(f)

Systel offers an integrated ICCS and CAD solution but could offer a
standalone ICCS solution to fire and rescue customers only. 171 Its ICCS
solution is a private cloud offering.

Market definition
6.5

This section sets out our provisional views on the relevant market. Where the CMA
makes an SLC finding, this must be ‘within any market or markets in the United
Kingdom for goods or services’. 172 An SLC can affect the whole or part of a market
or markets. 173

6.6

While market definition can sometimes be a useful tool, it is not an end in itself. 174
The outcome of any market definition exercise does not determine the outcome of
the CMA’s analysis of the competitive effects of the merger in any mechanistic
way. 175 In assessing whether a merger may give rise to an SLC, the CMA may
take into account constraints outside the relevant market, segmentation within the

See paragraph 6.159-6.160.
FMN, Table 13.1.
164 See paragraph 6.158.
165 FMN, Table 13.1.
166 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 3.
167 FMN, Table 13.1.
168 Note of call with [], June 2022, paragraph 2.
169 FMN, Table 13.1.
170 Note of a call with [], July 2022, paragraph 3.
171 FMN, Table 13.1 and response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 21 July 2022.
172 As regards the Merger, see section 35(1)(b) of the Act.
173 CMA129, paragraph 9.1.
174 CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
175 CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
162
163
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relevant market, or other ways in which some constraints are more important than
others. 176
6.7

We considered whether the market definition should be segmented by customer
group, namely police, fire and rescue, ambulance and transport customers.

Product scope
6.8

Product market definition starts with the relevant products of the merger firms. 177
In identifying what other significant competitive alternatives should be included in
the relevant market, the CMA will pay particular regard to demand-side factors. 178
The CMA may also consider supply-side factors. 179

6.9

The Parties overlap in the supply of ICCS to emergency services and transport
customers. We considered whether market definition should cover all of these
customers or whether there should be segmentation by customer group.

Customer types
Parties’ views
6.10

The Parties submitted that the appropriate frame of reference is the supply of
ICCS to emergency services and transport customers, given that ICCS products
are broadly substitutable across different customer segments and that suppliers
can straightforwardly expand into customer segments even if they do not have an
existing presence in that segment. 180

6.11

NECSWS submitted that the relevant product frame of reference should include
the supply of ICCS to all emergency services customers without further
segmentation. NECSWS submitted that:
(a)

ICCS software is inherently capable of being supplied to different types of
emergency services customers, and there are minimal differences in the
features and functionality of ICCS software supplied to different types of
emergency services customers; 181 and

(b)

Barriers for a supplier of ICCS to one type of emergency services customer
to supply another type of emergency services customer are therefore very
low. 182

CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
CMA129, paragraph 9.6.
178 CMA129, paragraph 9.6.
179 CMA129, paragraph 9.6.
180 Parties, Initial Phase 2 Submission, 31 May 2022, paragraph 3.4.
181 FMN, paragraph 13.4.
182 FMN, paragraph 13.7.
176
177
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6.12

Furthermore, the Parties submitted that ICCS transport customers share many of
the same characteristics of the Parties’ core emergency services customers. 183
The Parties therefore submitted that it is not meaningful to separate ICCS-utilising
transport customers: these customers can choose from the same array of
providers available to the emergency services. 184
Our assessment

6.13

We considered whether the relevant product market for ICCS should be
segmented by customer group.
Demand-side substitutability

6.14

In relation to emergency service customers, the products used by different
customer groups seem to be broadly the same. Third party feedback received by
the CMA indicates that the core design and framework on which ICCS software is
developed are broadly the same regardless of the type of emergency customer
being served. The CMA has been told that ICCS ‘is generic’ 185 and that the
‘fundamental features [are] the same across emergency services.’ 186 Many
customers indicated that ICCS for one type of emergency service customer can be
used by different emergency service customers. For example, one ambulance
customer said that ‘ICCS used by ambulance services can also be used by the
police, and fire and rescue services’. 187

6.15

This is also consistent with feedback from one competitor which indicated that
broadly speaking all UK emergency services use the same or similar
communications infrastructure and that when it had to make changes to serve
different types of emergency services customer, these were mainly restricted to
‘functional’ adaptations to support subtly different ways of working between the
emergency services. This competitor explained that ICCS is a constant work in
progress requiring regular tailoring and updating for all customers, whether they be
within the same or a different emergency segment. 188

6.16

In relation to transport customers, one third party competitor said that transport
customers have requirements that, whilst often less functional/feature-rich than
emergency service customers’ requirements, are more unique based on their
individual need, operation, infrastructure and existing environments. 189 Another
competitor told the CMA that the functionality of ICCS for transport customers is
similar to the functionality for emergency customers and that it had started offering

FMN paragraph 13.32.
FMN, paragraph 13.34.
185 Note of a call with [], February 2022, paragraph 12.
186 Note of a call with [], January 2022, paragraph 17.
187 Note of a call with [], January 2022, paragraph 8.
188 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 4b and 4d.
189 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 4d.
183
184
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ICCS to those customers with very few changes needed. 190 Another competitor
said that the operational processes and integration points for transportation
customers do differ significantly, but noted that these differences impact ICCS less
than other products such as RMS and CAD. 191
6.17

Some third parties did identify some differences between customer segments that
could impact ICCS requirements. These differences related to the technical
interface between the ICCS and the customers’ other systems, which typically
would be tailored to the type of emergency service. For example, one police
customer stated that ‘other emergency services will have similar requirements,
albeit the interface to systems and solutions used after the initial call will be
different and therefore the data collected and processed will differ’. 192 One fire and
rescue customer noted that ‘police control rooms mobilise in a slightly different
way to fire’, indicating some difference in requirements between different types of
emergency services customer. 193
Supply-side substitutability

6.18

The Parties supply ICCS to all types of emergency services customer as well as
transport customers. A number of the Parties’ competitors also supply more than
one type of customer. 194 For example, Frequentis currently supplies police, fire
and rescue customers and transport customers and has been awarded a contract
to supply ambulance customers, and [] supplies fire and rescue, and police
customers. 195 The limited evidence received from transport customers indicates
that broadly the same suppliers are active in supplying ICCS to transport
customers as emergency service customers. 196

6.19

However, not all competitors are active across all customer segments (for example
Systel, which has been active in the UK since 2013, only supplies fire and rescue
customers). 197 There are also significant differences in suppliers’ shares of supply
across different segments. Although we recognise that these differences may be
driven in part by recent contract wins and losses (in particular for ambulance
customers where there are few contracts), we also consider that these may
suggest that some suppliers are relatively weaker or stronger in particular
customer segments.

6.20

Many suppliers have expanded from supplying one type of customer to supplying
others. SSS initially had police customers but now also serves both fire and

Response to CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022.
192 Response to CMA questionnaire from [], 13 March 2022, question 4.
193 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 4.
194 See, for example, FMN, Table 13.1.
195 Response to the CMA questionnaire from []and [], 3 March 2022, question 2a.
196 Response to the CMA questionnaire from []and [], 3 March 2022, question 6.
197 For example, see FMN, Table 14.1A.
190
191
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rescue, and ambulance customers, 198 NECSWS started supplying ambulance
customers but now also serves police, and fire and rescue customers, 199 [] has
[] started supplying [] customers, 200 and Saab has until recently targeted
police forces in the UK but is now beginning to target other customer segments,
including the other UK emergency services. 201 Two competitors noted that
significant development time and resources is required to adapt ICCS to supply
new types of emergency services customer. 202
6.21

The Parties’ internal documents available to the CMA indicate that the Parties
often consider the competitive landscape for ICCS overall without breaking down
their analysis by customer segment. 203 However, we also identified internal
documents for both Parties that look at shares of supply by customer segment,
suggesting that suppliers’ competitive strength may vary by segment.
Provisional view on segmentation by customer types

6.22

Based on the evidence above, our provisional view is that on the demand-side
requirements across customer segments are broadly similar (although we have
observed some differences in requirements by different types of customers in
respect of how the ICCS interfaces with the customers other systems). On the
supply-side, there is evidence that it is relatively easy for suppliers to substitute
between customer segments and many suppliers do so. Some suppliers have
particular strengths within certain customer segments and we take account of this
in our competitive assessment.

6.23

It is therefore our provisional view that it is not appropriate to segment the relevant
market by customer type.

Geographic scope
Parties’ views
6.24

NECSWS submitted that the Parties supply customers across the UK, conditions
of competition do not differ materially across the country, and that the geographic
frame of reference should be at least UK-wide. 204

FMN, paragraph 13.8.2.
FMN, paragraph 13.10.
200 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022., question 4.
201 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022., question 4
202 Response to the CMA questionnaire from []and [], 3 March 2022, question 4b.
203 NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.22 to the FMN, ‘[]’, 20 March 2021, page 15 and Capita SSS Internal
Document, Annex 9.3.4 to the FMN, ‘[]’, 17 September 2020, page 24.
204 FMN, paragraph 13.27.
198
199
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Our assessment
6.25

We considered whether the relevant geographic market should be widened
beyond the UK. We recognise that some international firms are active in the ICCS
market in the UK and that some of these firms market their ICCS product in other
countries.

6.26

The Parties’ internal documents mainly discuss products in the context of UK
customers rather than on an international basis. Where other countries/regions are
discussed, the Parties dedicate specific analysis and separate actions to those
particular countries/regions. 205 International competitors without a UK customer
base are not mentioned in relation to competition for UK customers (see Internal
documents section below).

6.27

Third parties highlighted that suppliers must comply with UK regulatory
requirements in order to supply UK customers, and that suppliers not already
active in the UK would need to tailor their product to the UK market in order to
supply UK customers. In particular, third parties highlighted that using suppliers
based outside the UK raised issues around IT security and data protection. For
example:

6.28

(a)

One third party said that there are very few non-UK suppliers that can offer
solutions that meet UK-specific requirements. 206

(b)

One third party said that customers generally ask for a recent UK reference
as part of their procurement process. 207

Customers have told us that a supplier being currently active in the UK is an
important feature when considering the procurement of ICCS. In particular,
customers note the importance of having service personnel present in the UK and
the existence of specific challenges and requirements in the UK that require local
knowledge (see Chapter 9). Furthermore, as set out in the Recent opportunities
section below, no customer in the UK has considered an ICCS provider beyond
those that operate in the UK despite there being other ICCS providers globally that
provide a similar ICCS product.
Provisional view on geographic scope

6.29

Based on the evidence above, our provisional view is that the relevant geographic
market is the UK only. The potential for entry by international suppliers not

For example, see NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 1.21 to the Phase 1 s109(1), ‘[]’, August 2020, page 31 separate slides are dedicated to products in Australia.
206 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 6.
207 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 6.
205
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currently active in the UK market is considered further in the competitive
assessment and our assessment of countervailing factors.
Provisional view
6.30

For the reasons set out above, our provisional view is that the relevant market is
the supply of ICCS to emergency service and transport customers in the UK
without any customer segmentation between customer segments. We consider
that any differences in competitors’ relative strength or weakness across customer
segments can be taken into account in the competitive assessment.

Competitive assessment overview
6.31

In the remainder of this chapter, we assess the key evidence we have reviewed in
considering whether the Merger has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an
SLC in the supply of ICCS to emergency service and transport customers in the
UK.

6.32

We have considered:
(a)

market shares;

(b)

internal documents;

(c)

recent opportunities;

(d)

customers’ and competitors’ views; and

(e)

market developments.

6.33

After our assessment of these various types of evidence, at the end of this
chapter, we set out our provisional conclusion.

6.34

In this chapter, we have considered a horizontal unilateral effects theory of harm.
Unilateral effects can arise in a horizontal merger when one firm merges with a
competitor that previously provided a competitive constraint, allowing the merged
entity profitably to raise prices or degrade non-price aspects of its competitive
offering (such as quality, range, service and innovation) on its own and without
needing to coordinate with its rivals. 208 The concern under horizontal unilateral
effects essentially relates to the elimination of a competitive constraint by
removing an alternative that customers could switch to. 209 The main consideration
is whether there are sufficient remaining good alternatives to constrain the merged
entity post-merger. 210 Where there are few existing suppliers, the merger firms

CMA129, paragraph 4.1.
CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
210 CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
208
209
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enjoy a strong position or exert a strong constraint on each other, or the remaining
constraints on the merger firms are weak, competition concerns are likely. 211
6.35

In our assessment of whether horizontal unilateral effects arise, we review
closeness of competition. 212 The more closely the merger firms compete the
greater the likelihood of unilateral effects. 213 The concept of close competition is
not limited to products or services that have similar characteristics. 214 A firm may
be a close competitor if it represents a significant competitive force or exerts a
strong constraint on other firms. 215 Where there is a degree of differentiation
between the merger firms’ products, they may nevertheless still be close
competitors if rivals’ products are more differentiated, or if there are few rivals. 216
The CMA will consider the overall closeness of competition between the merger
firms in the context of the other constraints that would remain post-merger. 217 For
example, where the CMA finds evidence that competition mainly takes place
among few firms, any two would normally be sufficiently close competitors that the
elimination of competition between them would raise competition concerns,
subject to evidence to the contrary. 218

Market shares
6.36

In this section we present estimates of market shares within the ICCS market. In a
differentiated market such as the supply of ICCS to fire and rescue, police,
ambulance and transport customers in the UK, horizontal unilateral effects are
more likely to result from a merger where one or more of the merger parties has a
strong position in the market. 219 The level and stability of market shares are
relevant evidence in this regard. 220

Parties’ views
6.37

The Parties have made a number of submissions on the relevance of market
shares. In particular, the Parties consider that very little weight should be applied
to an assessment of market shares as a measure of competitive strength on a
forward-looking merger and agreed with the factors set out in paragraph 8.27. 221

6.38

The Parties submitted estimates of market shares of supply of ICCS to emergency
service customers in the UK in 2021. Their estimates were made on a volume

CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
CMA129, paragraphs 4.8-4.10.
213 CMA129, paragraph 4.8.
214 CMA129, paragraph 4.9.
215 CMA129, paragraph 4.9.
216 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
217 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
218 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
219 CMA129, paragraph 4.12(a).
220 CMA129, paragraph 4.12(a).
221 Parties response to the Market Shares WP, 4 August 2022, paragraphs 1 and 6.
211
212
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basis, based on the volume of calls handled by emergency service customers and
accounting for contracts that have already been won or lost but are not yet live.
The Parties’ estimates are shown in Table 6-1.
Table 6-1 Parties’ estimate of ICCS market shares based on volume of calls (UK, 2021)
Competitor
NECSWS
SSS
Parties Combined
Frequentis
Motorola
Saab
Systel
Total

Share of volume of calls
(%)
[10-20]
[10-20]
[20-30]
[60-70]
[5-10]
[0-5]
[0-5]
100%

Note: 2021 suppliers incorporating won and lost contracts due to go live.
Source: FMN, Table 14.1B.

Our assessment
6.39

Measures of concentration such as shares of supply can be useful evidence when
assessing closeness of competition. 222 Therefore, as part of our competitive
assessment we often use market shares in our defined market(s) as one measure
of the strength of different competitors.

6.40

We consider that examining market shares provides context to our competitive
assessment of the ICCS market. They are a measure of historical market
concentration and, in particular, capture the outcome of previous competition in a
period through which current suppliers have been active in the market. However,
we also recognise that they have limitations which reduce their usefulness in this
case. As such, we assess them alongside other evidence in the round in forming
our provisional conclusion.

6.41

As part of our review, we examined market shares using several different metrics,
including revenue-based estimates, customer-number based estimates and the
Parties’ volume-based estimates. Estimates of market shares differ by metric
used, as set out in Table 6-2.

222

CMA129, paragraph 4.14.
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Table 6-2 Market shares in ICCS (2021)

NECSWS
SSS
Parties combined
Frequentis
Motorola
Saab
Systel
Total

Shares by
revenue (%)
[20-30]
[40-50]
[60-70]
[30-40]
[0-5]
[0-5]
[0-5]
100

Shares by volume
of calls (%)
[10-20]
[10-20]
[20-30]
[60-70]
[0-5]
[0-5]
[0-5]
100

Shares by number
of customers (%)
[10-20]
[30-40]
[50-60]
[20-30]
[5-10]
[0-5]
[10-20]
100

Number of
customers
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Sources: CMA calculations based on third party responses to phase 2 questionnaire and FMN, Table 14.1B.
Notes: Shares by revenue: We have calculated revenue shares by collecting revenue information from suppliers active in the market.
Saab and Systel did not submit any revenue data and hence we have had to estimate their revenues on the basis of customer average
customer expenditure from their customers that responded to our questionnaires and their customer numbers. For Saab we have also
had to allocate its revenues from its integrated Control Room Solution to ICCS. We have done this using an estimate derived from
SSS’s view of future contract values for three customers requiring both ICCS and Control Room Solution or CAD. Shares by revenue
are similar for previous years. 2019: NECSWS ([]%), SSS ([]%), Frequentis ([]%), Motorola ([]%) and 2020: NECSWS ([]%),
SSS ([]%), Frequentis ([]%).
Shares by volume of calls: We have repeated the Parties’ estimates of shares by volume of calls.
Shares by number of customers: We have calculated shares of the total number of customers by using customer lists collected from
suppliers currently active in the market. The number of customers column treats the eight Scottish regional fire and rescue customers
and 13 English, Scottish and Welsh Ambulance services as individual customers thereby affecting [] and []accordingly.

6.42

The market shares estimates show that the market for ICCS is concentrated with
only six suppliers. In general, in a differentiated product market we place more
weight on revenue shares than other metrics, since they more accurately
represent the economic value of contracts. We consider this holds in assessing
this market. We recognise that our use of estimates in the absence of data for two
suppliers affects the accuracy of the revenue estimates, although we consider that
these are two smaller suppliers, and it does not affect comparisons between the
other suppliers. Hence, while we focus on revenue shares, we have examined
estimates based on all three metrics used above.

6.43

The Parties are the first and third largest competitors based on shares by revenue
with the Merger resulting in a combined market share of [60-70]% and an
increment of [20-30]%. Frequentis is the second largest competitor with a share of
[30-40]%. Motorola, Saab and Systel are all smaller competitors. Shares by
number of customers show a broadly similar picture as shares by revenue.

6.44

Frequentis is the largest competitor based on shares by volume of calls. However,
Frequentis’ share is driven by the large sized customers that it has. Specifically,
Frequentis has the ARP contract (which receives more calls than all police forces
in the UK combined) and Frequentis also serves two of the larger police forces
(the Metropolitan police and Police Scotland). The Parties are the second and third
largest competitors based on shares by volumes of calls. Motorola ([0-5]%), Saab
([0-5]%) and Systel ([0-5]%) are all smaller competitors.

Provisional conclusion
6.45

Our provisional view is that the market for ICCS is concentrated and that the
Merged Entity is likely to be the largest competitor post-Merger. The Parties are
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the first and third largest competitors based on shares by revenue and will be the
largest competitor post-Merger with a combined share of [60-70]%. Frequentis is
the second largest competitor ([30-40]%) based on shares by revenue. While
Frequentis has a larger share based on shares by volume of calls this is largely
driven by one large contract (ARP). Motorola ([0-5]%), Saab and Systel are all
notably smaller competitors. Market share estimates based on the number of
customers present a broadly consistent picture with the other metrics.
Internal documents
6.46

We have reviewed the Parties’ internal documents for evidence of their own views
of the competitive constraints they face. 223 A description of our methodology is
given in Appendix C: Internal Documents (Appendix C). This is followed by
summaries of relevant points from the individual documents we have reviewed
(Appendix C – from Document 1 to Document 30). Where the Parties have made
submissions in relation to the detail of these individual documents, these
submissions and our response follow each document’s summary in Appendix C.

NECSWS’s documents
Closeness between the Parties
SSS
NECSWS’s views
6.47

NECSWS submitted that its internal documents do not show that SSS is
considered a strong competitive threat currently or in future. NECSWS states that
references to SSS as a competitor are based on its historic market share, but that
NECSWS frequently recognises that SSS []. 224
Our assessment

6.48

We consider that NECSWS consistently mentions SSS in the competitor analyses
we have seen. 225 This includes:
(a)

[]. 226

(b)

[]. 227

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
NECSWS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.2.2 (A).
225 Appendix C, Documents 1,2,3,4,5,7.
226 Appendix C, Document 3.
227 Appendix C, Document 4.
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(c)

[]. 228

(d)

[]. 229

6.49

While we note that some of NECSWS’s documents present SSS’s current [] as
a weakness, there are also discussions about SSS seeking to upgrade its ICCS
product. 230

6.50

Our view is that NECSWS’s documents consider SSS to be a competitive threat,
given the consistency with which SSS appears in its documents and the level and
degree of analysis of SSS’s offering. However, NECSWS also considers SSS’s
competitive threat to have weaknesses, in particular that SSS’s current [].
Closeness with others

6.51

NECSWS frequently mentions the ICCS competitor set as being Motorola,
Frequentis and Saab in addition to the Parties. Systel is not mentioned in any of
NECSWS’s documents and no other ICCS providers are acknowledged. 231
Motorola
NECSWS’s views

6.52

NECSWS submitted that it views Motorola []. 232
Our assessment

6.53

NECSWS appears to regard Motorola as a strong competitor in the ICCS market
with Motorola frequently appearing in all of NECSWS’s competitive assessments
that we have reviewed. 233 This includes []. 234 NECSWS recognises Motorola for:
(a)

[]; 235

(b)

[]; 236 and

(c)

[]. 237

Appendix C, Document 1.
Appendix C, Documents 1,2,7.
230 Appendix C, Document 1,2.
231 Only one document, Document 3, discusses []. However, we understand that Mark43 has no intention of entering
the ICCS market in the UK in the next few years.
232 Appendix C, Document 2,3.
233 Appendix C, Documents 1,2,3,5.
234 Appendix C, Document 3.
235 Appendix C, Document 2.
236 Appendix C, Document 1.
237 Appendix C, Documents 1,2.
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6.54

Our view is that NECSWS’s documents consider that Motorola is a strong
competitive threat given the frequency that Motorola appears in NECSWS’s
documents and the level and degree of analysis of Motorola’s offering. NECSWS’s
documents particularly recognise Motorola’s [].
Frequentis
NECSWS’s views

6.55

NECSWS submitted that Frequentis is recognised as a []. Frequentis’ significant
market presence is noted and []. 238 NECSWS further submitted [], 239
referencing an internal document which states this view. 240
Our assessment

6.56

Frequentis is often mentioned in NECSWS’s documents. 241 Frequentis is
recognised for:
(a)

[]; 242

(b)

‘[]’, 243 [], 244 []; 245 and

(c)

[]; 246

6.57

One document also highlights the need for NECSWS []. 247

6.58

Notwithstanding that Frequentis has had [], NECSWS also notes that:

6.59

(a)

[]; 248 and

(b)

[]. 249

Our view is that NECSWS’s documents mention Frequentis often but less
consistently than SSS or Motorola. Where Frequentis is mentioned, it is
recognised as a key competitor []. However, NECSWS also states that
Frequentis []). We therefore consider that while Frequentis exerts a competitive

NECSWS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.2.2(B).
NECSWS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, ICCS slide 10.
240 Appendix C: Internal Documents, Document 10.
241 Appendix C, Document 1,4,5.
242 Appendix C, Document 1.
243 Appendix C, Document 1.
244 Appendix C, Document 5. We also recognise that NECSWS states in Document 8 that today Frequentis [].
However, this is solely based on market shares.
245 Appendix C, Document 2.
246 Appendix C, Document 4.
247 Appendix C, Document 9.
248 Appendix C, Document 1.
249 Appendix C, Document 1.
238
239
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constraint on NECSWS, this constraint is likely to have limitations due to
NECSWS’s view of the [].
Saab
NECSWS’s views
6.60

NECSWS submitted that Saab is recognised as a []. 250 NECSWS further
submitted that Saab []. []; since its entry into the police segment in 2016 it has
won contracts to supply ICCS to []. NECSWS understands from informal market
feedback that Saab has likely been designated as preferred bidder in []
procurement of ICCS and CAD to replace SSS as incumbent supplier. 251
Our assessment

6.61

6.62

6.63

Saab is often mentioned in NECSWS’s documents. 252 Saab is recognised for:
(a)

[]; 253

(b)

[]; 254 and

(c)

[]. 255

NECSWS’s documents also note that:
(a)

[]; 256 and

(b)

[]. 257

We therefore consider that Saab exerts a competitive constraint on NECSWS and
is referenced in NECSWS’s competitive analyses and benchmarking. However,
Saab has a particular strength in combined CAD and ICCS procurements given its
unified offering and this makes Saab a more limited constraint given [].
Furthermore, [].

Provisional view - NECSWS’s documents
6.64

Our provisional view, based on NECSWS’s internal documents, is that the market
for ICCS is concentrated with only six suppliers and that SSS is a key competitor
in this market. NECSWS regularly refers to and closely monitors SSS, with SSS

NECSWS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.2.2(B).
NECSWS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, ICCS slide 10.
252 Appendix C, Documents 1,2,3,5.
253 Appendix C, Document 9.
254 Appendix C, Document 2.
255 Appendix C, Document 3.
256 Appendix C, Document 1.
257 Appendix C, Document 1.
250
251
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being included in [] NECSWS competitor analyses we have reviewed. These
documents include referring to SSS as:

6.65

(a)

a [] player;

(b)

a competitor that will be [];

(c)

a competitor who []; and

(d)

a competitor whose [].

NECSWS also frequently refers to three other competitors, namely Motorola,
Frequentis and Saab:
(a)

Motorola, alongside SSS, is mentioned in [] NECSWS’s competitor
analyses and is often depicted as a strong competitive threat. Motorola is
also referred to as having [].

(b)

Frequentis is frequently mentioned in NECSWS’s documents but appears to
be considered by NECSWS as a weaker constraint than SSS or Motorola.
Frequentis is generally recognised in the internal documents as having a
good product and good track record in the UK. However, Frequentis is also
recognised in the internal documents as [].

(c)

Saab is also frequently mentioned in NECSWS’s documents. Saab is
recognised as having []. However, while Saab is recognised for its
participation, and success, in tenders [] suggesting that Saab will provide a
more limited constraint than other competitors overall. Saab is also noted to
have [].

SSS’s documents
Closeness between the Parties
NECSWS
SSS’s views
6.66

258
259

SSS mentions NECSWS consistently in its internal documents. 258 SSS refers to
NECSWS’s ICCS product as [] in a document from 2022. 259 SSS’s documents
also recognise NECSWS for:

Appendix C, Documents 12,14,17,18,20,21,23,28.
Appendix C, Document 12.
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6.67

(a)

[]; 260

(b)

[]; 261

(c)

[]; 262 and

(d)

[]. 263

However, SSS’s documents also recognise that NECSWS has [] and has had
some issues regarding []. 264 One document also ranks NECSWS’s ICCS
product as ‘[]’ and overall it is seen as an [] to both Motorola’s and SSS’s.
Our assessment

6.68

We consider that SSS’s documents identify NECSWS to be a competitive threat,
given the consistency with which NECSWS appears in its documents and the level
and degree of analysis of NECSWS’s offering. In particular, SSS recognises a
number of strengths of the NECSWS offering, covering its []. SSS also
recognises some weaknesses of NECSWS’s offering including [].
Closeness with others

6.69

SSS frequently mentions the ICCS competitor set as being Motorola, Frequentis
and Saab in addition to the Parties. Systel is generally absent from competitor
analyses, while SSS’s other four competitors often appear together when
comparisons are made.
Motorola
SSS’s views

6.70

SSS views Motorola as exerting a [] on SSS. SSS submitted that Motorola’s []
since 2020/2021. 265
Our assessment

6.71

Motorola is regularly mentioned in SSS’s competitive analyses. 266 A qualification
review suggests that SSS viewed its own ICCS product and Motorola’s as having
a []; however, we note that SSS []. 267 In particular, there is evidence of SSS

Appendix C, Document 17.
Appendix C, Document 20.
262 Appendix C, Document 20.
263 Appendix C, Document 21.
264 Appendix C, Document 21.
265 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 3.3.6.
266 Appendix C, Documents 14,16,17,18,19,20,23,24.
267 Appendix C, Document 17.
260
261
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identifying an increase in Motorola’s competitive strength in recent years and
Motorola being recognised []. 268 Motorola is particularly recognised for its [].
However, SSS also perceives Motorola as being [] solution. 269
6.72

We consider that SSS’s documents identify Motorola as a strong competitive
threat given the frequency that Motorola appears in SSS’s documents and the
level and degree of analysis of Motorola’s offering. SSS’s documents particularly
recognise Motorola’s [] and that it has been [] recently.
Frequentis
SSS’s views

6.73

In the context of responding to our Internal Documents working paper, SSS
submitted that it believes Frequentis to be a [] competitor. 270
Our assessment

6.74

Frequentis is regularly mentioned in SSS’s competitive analyses. 271 Our view is
that SSS’s assessment of Frequentis appears to have evolved throughout the
years. Two documents, including one from 2018, emphasise Frequentis’
competitive [], describing it as the ‘[]’ in the ICCS market. 272 Frequentis is also
recognised as having a [] reputation and a ‘[]’ solution. 273

6.75

More recent SSS’s documents note that:

6.76

(a)

Frequentis’ solution is []. 274

(b)

Frequentis is []; 275 and

(c)

in a recent 2022 email, []. 276

(d)

Frequentis’ ICCS is recognised as being []. 277

Our view is that SSS’s documents consider that Frequentis is a competitive threat
given the consistency with which Frequentis appears in SSS’s documents and the
level and degree of analysis of Frequentis’s offering. However, while Frequentis is

Appendix C, Document 23 Motorola is acknowledged as SSS’s [], whereas Motorola is described as an [] and
SSS [] in an older 2018 document (Document 22).
269 Appendix C, Documents 17,18.
270 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 3.4.
271 Appendix C, Document 12,13,14,17,18,20,21,22,23.
272 Appendix C, Document 20,22.
273 Appendix C, Document 20,21.
274 Appendix C, Document 23.
275 Appendix C, Document 12,17.
276 Appendix C, Document 13.
277 Appendix C, Document 20,21.
268
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sometimes labelled as a [], SSS’s documents also highlight several weaknesses
of Frequentis including that it is [] other systems, that it has [] large contracts
that it has won and that for some opportunities it has a weaker offering than SSS.
Saab
SSS’s views
6.77

SSS submitted that it considers Saab to be a [] competitor than we deem it to
be. 278 To evidence this assessment, SSS referred to recent internal documents
which described Saab as a legitimate competitor for ICCS opportunities.
Our assessment

6.78

6.79

Saab is often mentioned in SSS’s competitive analyses. 279 Saab is seen as:
(a)

having a [] but its [] are thought to be []; 280

(b)

having [] than SSS on a particular opportunity; 281

(c)

an [] threat with a [] but with []; 282 and

(d)

[]. 283

Our view is that SSS’s documents consider that Saab is a competitive threat.
However, Saab appears less consistently and with less analysis/detailed
commentary than other competitors suggesting that it is a less monitored
competitor.
Systel
SSS’s views

6.80

SSS submitted that Systel is included in a number of SSS’s internal documents,
ranging from 2020 to 2022, showing that Systel has been a consistent subject of
SSS’s competitive analysis and that they will remain so going forward. 284

SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 3.3.10.
Appendix C, Documents 13,14,15,17,18,23,25.
280 Appendix C, Document 23.
281 Appendix C, Document 13.
282 Appendix C, Document 20.
283 Appendix C, Document 17,18. In SSS’s response to our Internal Documents WP, SSS clarified that Saab now has
stand-alone ICCS capabilities.
284 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 3.3.2.
278
279
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Our assessment
6.81

Systel is only mentioned in a few of SSS’s internal documents. 285 References to
Systel are typically for specific tenders that require CAD and with little further detail
rather than in competitor analyses. In the documents where Systel is mentioned it
is described as a ‘[]’ and appraised as a []. One document from 2022 notes
that Systel []. 286 This implies that SSS views it as a weaker constraint for ICCS
than its other competitors.

6.82

We do not consider that the documents that SSS have highlighted demonstrate
that Systel is a consistent subject of SSS’s competitive analysis in the ICCS
market as set out in paragraphs 99 to 105 in Appendix C. 287
Other ICCS competitors
SSS’s views

6.83

SSS also referred to the inclusion in its competitor watchlist of [] or other
technology vendors of enterprise ‘commercial off the shelf’ products, such as
Salesforce and Amazon Web Services. 288
Our assessment

6.84

SSS’s internal documents did not suggest there are additional competitors in the
ICCS market. While we did see two other suppliers mentioned, we do not consider
these suppliers to be ICCS competitors. In particular:
(a)

Content Guru is only mentioned in one document. 289 We understand that
Content Guru does not offer an ICCS product and has no plans to offer an
ICCS product. 290

Provisional view – SSS’s documents
6.85

Our provisional view of the evidence presented in SSS’s internal documents is that
they suggest the market for ICCS is concentrated with only six suppliers and
NECSWS is a key competitor in this market. SSS regularly refers to, and closely
monitors NECSWS.

Appendix C, Document 12,16,20.
Appendix C, Document 12.
287 Appendix C, Documents 29, 30.
288 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 3.7.
289 Appendix C, Document 18.
290 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 16 August 2022.
285
286
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6.86

6.87

SSS also frequently refers to three other competitors, namely Motorola, Frequentis
and Saab:
(a)

Motorola appears to be viewed as a [] with evidence of an increase in
Motorola’s [] in recent years and a recognition of its [].

(b)

Frequentis appears to be viewed as a [] with a []. However, SSS’s
documents view it as having several [] including [].

(c)

Saab is also regularly mentioned but not as a prominently as SSS, Motorola
and Frequentis.

Systel is mentioned notably less frequently than the other competitors and
appears to be a weaker constraint.

Recent opportunities
6.88

Evidence of customer diversion between merger parties and past competitive
interactions, such as merger parties’ offers in tenders, is relevant to the
assessment of closeness of competition. 291

6.89

We have analysed customer data on opportunities (tenders, direct awards and
extensions) since 2017 in the ICCS market. These opportunities allow suppliers to
retain their customers or win customers from their competitors. Consideration of a
suppliers’ frequency of participation and success rates in opportunities allows us to
assess the current competitive constraints being provided by different suppliers.

Parties’ views
6.90

The Parties submitted their own estimates of recent opportunities (the Parties’
Opportunities Data) covering their understanding of the type of opportunity, which
suppliers bid and which supplier was successful. 292

6.91

The Parties submitted that an analysis of opportunities is inherently backward
looking and that earlier opportunities will be less informative as to the level of
competitive interaction (or lack thereof) between the Parties today and the choice
of credible suppliers customers would choose from today. 293 In particular,
opportunities going back to 2017 will understate the competitive constraint of more
recent competitors, such as Motorola in the case of ICCS, and masks the []. 294 It
is therefore important to give greater weight to opportunities awarded more
recently.

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
Parties, response to RFI 5, 24 March 2022, Annex 3.1 and Parties’ Note on analysis of bidding data, 21 March 2022.
293 Parties’ response to the Opportunity Analysis WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 2.
294 Parties’ response to the Opportunity Analysis WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 2.
291
292
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6.92

Whilst in the Parties’ view caution needs to be applied in interpreting the results,
the Parties view an analysis of opportunities to be more informative and carry
more evidential weight as opposed to market share analysis. 295

6.93

The Parties stated that other competitors (in addition to Motorola) such as
Frequentis, Saab and Systel, have been awarded large contracts over this period
including, the high value tender by the Department of Health for the supply of
ICCS, a 2018 tender for the supply of ICCS at Police Scotland and a 2019 tender
for the supply of CAD and ICCS which were awarded to Frequentis. 296 Saab won
Police Cumbria where SSS was the incumbent and Police Nottinghamshire where
NECSWS was incumbent (both in 2018). Systel also won a large tender to supply
[] in 2018 as well as [] in 2019. 297 SSS also noted that for the [] tender
([]), []. 298

6.94

The Parties submitted that, in relation to the direct awards which SSS has
received, these all relate to support and maintenance contracts (generally for two
to three years) and are not awards for new solutions. Often customers that make
direct awards to extend service and maintenance do so in order to enable them to
undertake or complete their procurement process. Whilst SSS has [] won
contracts from its existing customer base which does represent a degree of
incumbency advantage, it is unclear how the Merger would affect this. More
generally, SSS’s success in more recent tenders has been particularly limited
when compared to other competitors such as Motorola and significant contracts
won by Frequentis and Systel. 299

6.95

SSS stated that each of the three tenders that it has won had exceptional
circumstances. In particular:
(a)

The 2017 [] tender was for []; 300

(b)

The 2021 [] tender was [], 301 []; 302 and

(c)

The 2018 [] tender was conducted under its Technology Services
framework and was ‘[]’. 303

Parties’ response to the Opportunity Analysis WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 3.
Parties’ response to the Opportunity Analysis WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 16a.
297 Parties’ response to the Opportunity Analysis WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 20.
298 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 7, lines 1-5.
299 Parties’ response to the Opportunity Analysis WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 39.
300 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 73, lines 1-10.
301 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 66, lines 3-4.
302 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 66, lines 3-6 and page 80, lines 7-11.
303 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 65, lines 3-24.
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Our assessment
6.96

Our analysis of opportunities is based on information received from customers,
competitors and the Parties. We asked customers to identify opportunities
(tenders, direct awards and extensions) that they had awarded since 2017. We
asked them to provide the identities of the winning supplier and other suppliers
that were involved (those that bid, were informally involved or invited to the
process) alongside other details (eg contract length). We consider that customers
have the most accurate information around the identities and nature of suppliers’
involvement in each opportunity. Where we have not received relevant information
from customers, we have supplemented our analysis with information from the
Parties’ opportunities data and from competitors’ submissions as to which
opportunities they were involved in.

6.97

We have found that since 2017 there have been relatively few opportunities for
ICCS customers. In particular, there have been [] tenders, [] direct awards
and [] extensions (see Table 6-3).

6.98

Typically, only a small number of competitors (two on average) submit an official
bid for a given opportunity. Contracts awarded, via both tenders and direct awards
are typically long (c. five years on average plus the possibility of an extension
which is used in around 50-75% of contracts).

6.99

As set out in chapter 5 (Nature of Competition), tenders provide the strongest
evidence of direct competition. However, there is evidence that some direct
awards also involve market testing which can be formal or informal and that
customers may also negotiate with their incumbent supplier for improved terms at
the point of extension. More generally, the presence of alternative suppliers
provides customers with outside options to which they could switch in the event
that they are unhappy with the offering of their current provider. The strength and
attractiveness of these outside options will influence the incentive for an existing
supplier to maintain and improve its offering to a customer, particularly where the
contract is approaching a break point. Therefore, the Merger could lessen
competition in the ICCS market if it results in customers having fewer outside
options.
Closeness between Parties

6.100

NECSWS and SSS have been active in the market since 2017 and have both won
tenders, direct awards and extensions. Table 6-3 sets out the total number of
ICCS opportunities since 2017 and the number of tenders that the Parties have
participated in, as well as the number of opportunities won by each of the Parties.
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Table 6-3 Parties’ participation in ICCS opportunities since 2017
Market wide total
NECSWS
SSS
Tenders
[]
Party involved in
[]
[]
Both Parties involved in
[]
[]
Party officially bid in
[]
[]
Both Parties officially bid in
[]
[]
Won
[]
[]
Direct awards won
[]
[]
[]
Extensions won
[]
[]
[]
Note: ‘Involved’ in means that the Party was at least invited to the opportunity (and may have submitted an informal or formal bid).
Source: CMA analysis of Parties, customer and competitor data

6.101

NECSWS and SSS have performed strongly and won the majority of direct awards
and extensions available. NECSWS has won []/[] direct awards ([]) and
[]/[] extensions ([]). SSS has won []/[] direct awards ([]) and
[]/[] extensions ([]). Notably, [] of the direct awards, and [] of the
extensions that SSS has been awarded have a [] contract period with over half
of these having been awarded since 2020.

6.102

We consider that in the ICCS market the Parties’ successes in winning direct
awards and extensions, shows that their offerings are viable options for some
customers and that the recency and length of some of these wins, suggests that
they are an indicator of future competitive strength. In particular, the willingness of
customers to enter into contracts of up to [] years indicates that customers are
satisfied with the ICCS product being offered by SSS. We consider that it also
demonstrates that in some instances at least they are not purely being used to
extend service and maintenance for a short period of time to enable them to
undertake or complete their procurement process as put forward by the Parties in
paragraph 6.94.

6.103

The Parties have been frequent bidders in tenders, although they have had lower
success rates than other suppliers and have won more opportunities in the form of
direct awards and extensions. As regards bidding frequency, the Parties are two
(of three) of the most frequent bidders. SSS in particular submits a bid in []
([]/[]) tenders. As regards bidding success, NECSWS has won [] out of the
[]tenders that it bid for with [] of these dating back to 2017. SSS has only won
[] of [] tenders that it bid for with two of these wins occurring in 2018 and one
in 2021. SSS has put forward that each of these tenders had a unique set of
circumstances. We consider these tender successes demonstrate SSS’s offering
is a viable option for these customers and therefore that SSS’s presence in the
market means it will continue at least in some circumstances to exert a competitive
constraint.

6.104

Notwithstanding the Parties’ lower success rates in tenders, NECSWS and SSS
have both been involved in the same opportunity []. At least one of the Parties
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submitted an official bid []. 304 []. This demonstrates that the Parties are
competitive constraints on each other.
6.105

[] ([]). Additionally, SSS has also won [] direct awards and [] extensions
over the same period. Therefore, while SSS has lost some customers, it has also
retained a significant number of customers, often with contracts of between [].

6.106

Looking forward, a number of SSS contracts are set to end [] and so we have
considered below the extent to which SSS’s historical record in retaining and
winning customers is likely to be informative of its ability to retain these customers,
given changing customer needs – see the Market developments section below.
Closeness with others

6.107

In addition to the Parties, four other ICCS competitors have been active in the
market since 2017 and between them have won tenders, direct awards and
extensions. Table 6-4 sets out the total number of ICCS opportunities since 2017
and the number of tenders that each of the Parties competitors have participated
in, as well as the number of opportunities won by each of the Parties’ competitors.

Table 6-4 Parties competitors’ participation in ICCS opportunities since 2017
Market wide total
Motorola
Frequentis
Saab
Systel
Tenders
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Party involved in
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Party officially bid in
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Officially bid in with NECSWS
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Officially bid in with SSS
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Won
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Direct awards won
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Extensions won
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
Note: ‘Involved’ in means that the Party was at least invited to the opportunity (and may have submitted an informal or formal bid).
Source: CMA analysis of Parties, customer and competitor data

6.108

304

Competitors of the Parties typically bid for tenders less frequently than the Parties
with Motorola being the exception. Competitors of the Parties have generally had a
high success rate in tenders that they have participated in since 2017. In
particular:
(a)

Motorola has won [];

(b)

Saab has won [];

(c)

Frequentis has won []; and

(d)

Systel has won [].

The low number of official bids in tenders is due to NECSWS having [] bid for [] tenders since 2017.
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6.109

Motorola and Saab appear to have become stronger competitors in recent years
following their recent wins in 2021 and 2022. However, neither Frequentis nor
Systel have []. In relation to direct competition with the Parties:
(a)

NECSWS lost [] to Motorola and [] to Frequentis; and

(b)

SSS lost [] to Saab, [] to NECSWS, [] to Frequentis, [] to Systel and
[] to Motorola.

6.110

The above analysis demonstrates the level of direct competitive pressure that the
Parties face from competitors when bidding head-to-head in tenders. Notably,
Motorola exerts a high level of direct competitive pressure on the Parties given
how []. Frequentis and Systel in particular have exerted a lower level of direct
competitive pressure in recent years. However, there is likely to be some
uncertainty around which opportunities any given competitor will bid for as the
Parties will not have full sight of which of their competitors will bid for any given
opportunity. This is particularly true for Frequentis as it [] which may lower the
expectation that it will participate in any given tender. Motorola [] and therefore
there may be an expectation that it will bid even if it does not. Systel only serves
fire and rescue customers currently and therefore the Parties will expect that it will
not bid for police customers while the Parties will expect that Saab is likely to only
bid for opportunities with integrated solutions. This means that Motorola in
particular, but to some extent also the other competitors, may impose some
constraint on the Parties even for opportunities which they do not ultimately bid for.

6.111

The Parties’ competitors have won only one direct award and six extensions since
2017. Motorola and Saab’s [] may be explained by the fact that they only
entered the ICCS market in 2015/2016. Many direct awards are awarded via
frameworks which last several years which may mean that these suppliers have
not been available on some frameworks. Similarly, for extensions, any contracts
that they have won are likely to be still in their initial terms. However, Frequentis
has been in the market for notably longer [].

Provisional view
6.112

Our provisional view is that the opportunities analysis demonstrates that the
Parties are important competitive constraints on each other.

6.113

The Parties regularly bid in tenders in a market where the average number of
official bids for each tender is very low. The Parties are two of the (three) most
frequent competitors to bid in tenders. SSS is the competitor which bids [] in
tenders.

6.114

NECSWS and SSS have both been involved in []. While SSS only competed
directly with NECSWS in [], it lost to NECSWS in [] where both bid.
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6.115

Overall, the Parties have won few tenders ([]) but this includes tenders won in
the last two years indicating their offerings have been considered viable by
customers recently. Only Motorola has [].

6.116

The Parties have won a large number of direct awards and extensions since 2017,
sometimes explicitly in competition with one another and other suppliers. The
Parties [] and SSS [].

6.117

Notably, [] of SSS’s direct awards, and [] of SSS’s extensions awarded had a
[]-year contract period with over half of these being awarded since 2020. The
willingness of customers to enter into contracts of up to [] years indicates that
those customers are satisfied with the ICCS product being offered by SSS, and
are likely to have considered outside alternatives (whether formally or informally)
when deciding to extend/award a direct award to SSS. We also consider that the
length of these contracts demonstrates that in some instances at least they are not
purely being used to extend service and maintenance for a short period of time to
enable them to undertake or complete their procurement process.

6.118

Regardless of the type of opportunity (ie a tender, direct award or extension), an
ICCS customer will face the same alternative suppliers. Therefore, the potential
competitor set that the Parties face for all types of opportunities is the same.
Motorola provides a strong constraint, particularly in recent years and has [] and
won tenders. Frequentis and Saab also provide a constraint and have been
successful in the tenders that they have participated in. However, Frequentis and
Saab have only participated in a [] of tenders and the evidence suggests that
the Parties’ expectations of their participation in future would be similar. Systel is a
weaker constraint having participated in []. Even though it was successful when
it has bid, it has focused on fire and rescue opportunities meaning that its
constraint is narrowly focused and likely identifiable by the Parties.

Customers’ views
6.119

When assessing closeness of competition between merger parties, the CMA often
gathers the views of customers. 305

6.120

We have analysed responses to our customer questionnaire on their views of
suitable alternative ICCS suppliers.

Parties’ views
6.121

305

The Parties submitted that the evidence set out below in paragraphs 6.123 to
6.128 show that ICCS customers consider that there are four other large
alternative UK-based suppliers in the supply of ICCS and confirms the Parties’

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
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position that there are a number of credible alternatives to both NECSWS and
SSS in the supply of ICCS solutions. 306
6.122

The Parties stated that while NECSWS and SSS received only a few more
mentions than other competitors, this is to be expected in light of their existing
contracts. In particular, their number of mentions will be overstated due to historic
success and current wins; as such, this data will not be representative of the
prevailing competitive conditions. 307

Our assessment
6.123

Evidence from the Parties’ customers supports the view that there are six
providers of ICCS namely: NECSWS, SSS, Motorola, Frequentis, Saab and
Systel.

6.124

We asked customers to list all of the ICCS providers that they believe could meet
their software requirements, ranking the suitability of their offering from one to five
(where five is most suitable). Table 6-5 sets out the number of mentions for each
competitor who received more than four mentions.

Table 6-5 Number of mentions of ICCS competitors
SSS
NECSWS
Motorola
Frequentis
Saab
Systel

Number of mentions
20
18
17
16
12
9

Question: Please list all of the ICCS providers that you believe could meet your software requirements in the following table, ranking the
suitability of their offering from 1 to 5 (where 5 is most suitable)
Source: 22 customer responses to our phase 1 questionnaire
Note: Eight other suppliers were mentioned but are not shown here, because we either understand that they do not have an ICCS
product, for example, where they are prime contractors for a wider set of services. Sopra/Steria was mentioned 4 times, Hexagon was
mentioned 3 times and all other providers were mentioned 2 or fewer times.

6.125

While the Parties were the most mentioned competitors, Motorola, Frequentis and
Saab also received a notable number of mentions with Systel being mentioned
slightly less.

6.126

We also asked ICCS customers, what impact, if any, would the acquisition of SSS
by NECSWS have on them as an ICCS customer and to provide a supporting
explanation. Our analysis is set out in Appendix D. While some customers raised
concerns, the vast majority of customers responded with a ‘neutral’ or ‘don’t know’
response, and very few customers provided explanations for their answers. Some
customers also stated that their view was conditional on the Merged Entity’s plans
for its products.

306
307

Parties’ response to the Customer Evidence WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 18.
Parties’ response to the Customer Evidence WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 18.
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6.127

Given the limited engagement from customers with this question we have placed a
limited amount of weight on the responses to this question.

Provisional view
6.128

Our provisional view is that the customer evidence provides further support for the
finding that there are six suppliers of ICCS products in the UK: NECSWS, SSS,
Frequentis, Motorola, Saab and Systel. The Parties are two of the main
competitors having been the most mentioned customers. However, Motorola,
Frequentis and Saab were also mentioned a notable number of times, albeit
slightly less frequently, as having a proven product that could meet the customer’s
software requirements.

Competitors’ views
6.129

When assessing closeness of competition between merger parties, the CMA often
gathers the views of competitors. 308

Our assessment
6.130

Evidence from the Parties’ competitors supports the view that there are six
providers of ICCS with the Parties being two of the main competitors. In particular:
(a)

[] views [], [], [] and [] as its principal competitors for any future
bids. 309 [] ranked [] and [] as its strongest competitors (scoring 5/5)
recognising [] strength as being that it is a dominant platform offering in
police and fire and rescue sectors but its legacy ICCS capability as being a
weakness. It ranked [] as a 3 noting it had a strong ICCS capability but no
platform offering and [] as a 1 noting it was a strong platform but its
offering focused on CAD and its ICCS offering is weak with no hosting
capability. 310 [] also noted that [] was the only recent vendor who has
broken into the ICCS market ([]) and thought this was likely due to its price
offering. 311

(b)

Saab noted that from an ICCS-only perspective, its competitors have
traditionally been NECSWS, SSS and Frequentis. []. 312

(c)

Frequentis told us that NECSWS, SSS, Frequentis, Systel and Motorola were
the main suppliers of ICCS products but the majority of customers would be
between Frequentis, NECSWS and SSS. 313 Frequentis ranked NECSWS as

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 14.
310 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 5.
311 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 6.
312 Note of call with [], July 2022, paragraph 8.
313 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 9.
308
309
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a 4/5 noting its strengths being that it is strong in the police market and its
price but its perception is its weakness being its product is older. It ranked
SSS as a 3/5 noting its strengths being it has major market share across fire
and rescue and police with ICCS and CAD and its price but it perceives its
lack of development in certain products as a weakness. It ranked Motorola as
a 2/5 noting it has a strong service management offering, ESN and cloud
referenced as strengths but Frequentis’s perception is Motorola’s product is
not as feature rich as some of the providers. It ranked Saab as a 2/5 noting
that its ICCS product is only normally offered as part of a complete CAD
solution and that it currently does not offer a full web based solution. 314
Provisional view
6.131

Our provisional view, based on competitors’ views, is that the Parties are two of
the main suppliers in the market and among the closest competitors to each
competitor who provided its views. Two competitors ranked the Parties as their
closest two competitors. Competitors identified the ICCS market as being
concentrated, with references to either five or six suppliers in total.

Provisional view on current competition
6.132

NECSWS and SSS provide software and solutions to the emergency services
sector which is an important market for public safety. ICCS in particular is a control
room service that is mission-critical and needs to be available 24/7/365 where
customers mandate that there can be no single point of failure to avoid having a
severe impact on public safety. The market for ICCS is concentrated with only six
competitors operating it. As set out in paragraph 6.4, there is some differentiation
between suppliers in terms of product offering and the customer type that each
supplier serves which means for any given customer there is likely to be less than
six suppliers who can compete for the contract.

6.133

The Parties have historically been important competitors and are currently the
largest and third largest suppliers of ICCS on a revenue basis. Recently, the
Parties have only directly competed with each other a few times, however they
refer to each other in recent internal documents as key competitors. Competitors
and customers also frequently mention the Parties as being competitors in this
market, although some recognise that SSS’s ICCS product is outdated.

6.134

SSS’s recent performance in tenders has been poor. However, it competes in
more tenders than any other competitor, is recognised as having aggressive
pricing and has won a few tenders. Other suppliers may adapt their bids given
their views of where SSS may bid and how it may price. [] SSS has []

314

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 5.
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managed to retain a strong customer base through direct awards and extensions.
[] of SSS’s direct awards and extensions which have been awarded since 2020
had a [] contract period. Given the critical nature of the ICCS product this
demonstrates that customers are willing to continue using SSS’s ICCS product for
a notable period of time (between []) and suggests that SSS’s ICCS product still
meets customer needs despite it being more outdated than some of its
competitors’ products.
6.135

Motorola has a strong offering and in the recent past has frequently participated in
and won tenders. Other competitors, such as Frequentis and Saab also have a
strong offering, albeit they do not frequently bid. [].

6.136

Overall, considering all of the relevant evidence, our provisional view is that the
Parties are two of the three largest ICCS suppliers and are currently close
competitors.

Market developments
6.137

We have assessed whether there are any market developments that may mean
that the strength of the competitive constraint the Parties place on each other, and
other competitors place on the Parties, may materially change.

6.138

We first assess whether, and how fast, there may be a change in customer
requirements towards public-cloud solutions (see paragraphs 5.16 to 5.30 in
chapter 5). We then consider how many opportunities will arise over that
timeframe and how well placed the Parties and other suppliers are to compete for
these opportunities.

Changing customer requirements – transition to public-cloud solutions
Parties’ views
6.139

315

NECSWS submitted that suppliers of cloud-based solutions have a competitive
advantage over suppliers of on-premise solutions:
(a)

as cloud technology enables suppliers to implement and deploy their solution
much more quickly and at lower cost, and provides more flexibility to add and
remove users, or supply additional capacity to store or process as it is
needed; 315 and

(b)

in respect of service availability, maintenance and upgrades: service
availability can be 100% if the supplier offers replacement infrastructure
which is automatically activated when there are problems with the main

NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 32a.
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solution, and software updates can be installed frequently and easily to
ensure that the solution is always up to date. 316
6.140

The Parties have stated that there is a strong trend towards procuring cloud-based
ICCS solutions and that SSS is not a credible competitor for new opportunities
going forward given that: 317
(a)

[];

(b)

Even if there had been an alternative buyer, which the Parties do not agree
with, there is no evidence that such a buyer would have made the necessary
investments to [];

(c)

If, in the absence of the Merger, [].

6.141

The Parties have also submitted that they believe that evidence shows in terms of
revenue, SSS could reasonably be expected []. 318

6.142

In addition to SSS’s lack of a cloud-enabled ICCS, []. 319 SSS also stated that its
issue with its ICCS is a lack of cloud capability but also []. 320
PDS strategy

6.143

As set out in paragraph 5.26, the PDS told us that in line with the Government’s
cloud strategy, there is an expectation that when undertaking procurement
processes, police forces will consider cloud solutions. However, services are
procured locally (by individual forces) under local decision making and it is for
each force to make an assessment regarding utilising the cloud; with no police
force obliged to adopt a cloud solution. Moving to cloud is a large organisational
change and some organisations are not currently cloud ready. The PDS estimated
that it will take until 2030 for 80% of customers to move to public-cloud services
although it expects the pace to increase as work is undertaken to provide
centralised design services and common standards documents.
Customers’ views

6.144

We asked customers to indicate how important they expected cloud-based ICCS
products to be when next deciding on an ICCS product. Figure 6-1 below shows
that almost all ICCS customers answered that cloud would be important in future

NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 32d.
Parties’ response to the AIS, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.4.
318 Parties’ response to the AIS, 4 August 2022, paragraph 4.18.
319 FMN, paragraph 11.6.1c.
320 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 13, lines 16-18.
316
317
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(almost all answered between 3-5 on a scale of 1-5). More than half (22/39) of
customers said that it would be a four or a five (very important).
Figure 6.1: Figure 6-1 ICCS customers – importance of cloud

Question: Q12) When next deciding on an ICCS product, how important or unimportant will an ICCS suppliers' cloud capability be for
you? 1 = not important, 5 = very important.
Base: 38 fire and rescue and police customers.
Source: CMA analysis of third party data.

6.145

Alongside their quantitative responses, most customers provided comments to
explain their answer. These responses were varied and with a degree of detail
however it was most frequently referred to (by 15 customers) that moving to cloud
is in line with local and/or national strategies. 321 In order to summarise these
responses, we have classified them under three broad categories: customers who
are supportive of cloud-based solutions, customers who have some reservations
about cloud-based solutions and customers whose responses do not indicate their
thoughts on cloud-based solutions:
(a)

19 customers were supportive of and/or prefer cloud-based solutions. In
particular:
(i)

Seven respondents referred to the benefits of cloud, including its
flexibility, integration, collaborative benefits and scope for costsavings; 322

(ii)

One respondent had already moved to cloud; 323

321 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], [] and [], 26 May 2022, question 12; [], [], [], [], [],
[], [], [], [], and [] 20 May 2022, question 12; [], []and [], 25 May 2022, question 12; [] 14 March
2022, question 26; [], 10 June 2022, question 12.
322 [], [], [], [], [], [], [].
323 [].
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(iii)

Two respondents said they expected to move to cloud but in the more
distant future; 324 and

(iv) Nine respondents mentioned that moving to cloud fits with either their
own or national strategy. 325
(b)

15 customers had reservations about and/or no preference for cloud-based
solutions. In particular:
(i)

Eight respondents said they were wary of the risks (eg connectivity
issues) of a cloud-based solution; 326

(ii)

Four respondents said they would consider all options and had no
strong preference for cloud or on-premise solutions; 327

(iii)

One respondent said that a ‘cloud first’ model is in line with national and
organisational strategy but operational requirements may result in a
traditional locally hosted solution; 328 and

(iv) Two respondents said that cloud was not a main or determinative factor
in deciding who to appoint as a supplier. 329
(c)
6.146

Five customers’ responses did not indicate their thoughts on cloud-based
solutions.

We consider that the customer responses above indicate that a significant
proportion of customers who provided a response indicating their view on cloudbased solutions indicated that they have at least some reservations about cloudbased solutions. We further understand that at least five of these customers (ie the
customers with reservations) are likely to consider an ICCS procurement process
in the next few years. Our view is therefore that while there is a trend towards
procuring cloud-based ICCS solutions, a competitor who does not yet have a
cloud solution is still likely to be able to compete for some opportunities.
Competitor’s views

6.147

One competitor 330 told us that the trend towards cloud-based deployment is
strongest in the fire and rescue sector, where customers tend to ask for this as a
managed service. Police customers are at the early stages of cloud-based
requirements. Over the next couple of years, it expects the majority of fire and

[], [].
[], [], [], [], [], [], [], [], [].
326 [], [], [], [], [], [], [].
327 [], [], [], [].
328 [].
329 [], [].
330 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 3.
324
325
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rescue customer requirements to be cloud-based. However, it has seen a recent
fire and rescue customer tender for an on-premise solution, with a requirement to
be able to move to cloud in the future. Over the same period, it expects Police
customers to be seeking either on-premise or cloud-based solutions.
6.148

Another competitor 331 told us that the ability to offer a cloud-based solution is
important, and will become increasingly important in future. Currently, a number of
customers are open to cloud-hosted services, which was not the case two years
ago, although there are still some customers that do not wish to adopt a cloudbased solution. On-premise solutions would still be viable competitors, depending
on customer requirements. An on-premise solution would not always offer the
flexibility of a hosted solution. One added benefit of a cloud-solution is that it
enables greater collaboration with neighbouring forces.

6.149

We consider that the competitor responses above indicate that customer
requirements will vary both between emergency service sectors (with fire and
rescue customers appearing to be ahead of police forces in terms of transitioning
to public-cloud solutions) and by individual customer. Our view is therefore that
while there is a trend towards procuring public-cloud ICCS solutions, this does not
mean that all customers currently want, or will want in the next few years, a publiccloud ICCS solution. Therefore, the fact that a competitor does not yet have a
public-cloud solution does not mean that it is not a credible competitor in some
circumstances and will not be able to compete for some opportunities.

Number of opportunities
6.150

We have examined how many future opportunities are likely to arise in the ICCS
market and over what timeframes. This is relevant to the time period over which it
is appropriate for us to assess the effects of the Merger.

6.151

Using evidence provided by suppliers, we have identified c.[] opportunities per
year in 2023 and 2024. This covers opportunities in both the police and fire and
rescue sectors, and a small number of opportunities in transport.

6.152

Evidence from SSS supports that there will be more opportunities for ICCS in the
next few years compared to the previous five years. In particular, SSS stated that
its [] over the next few years with one of the key factors being the []. 332
However, we have also seen one internal document that indicates that []. 333

6.153

We consider that with these forthcoming opportunities for competition in the
market, it is appropriate for us to focus our assessment in particular on the next

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 4.
SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 74, lines 6-11.
333 Appendix C, Document 12.
331
332
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few years to provisionally determine whether the Merger has resulted, or may be
expected to result, in an SLC.
Competitiveness of Parties’ products
6.154

We have reviewed the evidence on whether it is likely that NECSWS and SSS will
be able to compete for future ICCS opportunities over the next few years and the
foreseeable future beyond this. We note that SSS risks losing customers over the
next few years given that it has a number of contracts that will end during this
same period.

6.155

We have considered the Parties’ ability to win customers through:
(a)

Tenders; and

(b)

Direct awards and extensions.

Ability to win tenders
6.156

We consider that customers will have a range of requirements in forthcoming
opportunities and these will typically be specified within the tender documentation.
We have considered the Parties’ ability to win tenders that require public-cloud
solutions, those that require only an on-premise solution or roadmap to a publiccloud solution and also the Parties’ ability to meet other non-cloud based technical
requirements.
Tenders requiring a cloud-based solution

6.157

Some future tenders are likely to require a solution deployed through a publiccloud (either immediately or via a roadmap). []. This is likely to limit their ability
to compete for opportunities with this requirement over the next few years.

6.158

NECSWS is still developing its cloud-based ICCS. NECSWS told us that, in the
UK, its ICCS product (Cortex) cannot currently operate in the cloud. However, it
has just embarked on a reinvestment project to modernise Cortex. []. 334 This
investment will take [] years and cost around [] of investment. 335 NECSWS
also noted that the investment will [] with the principal aim of investment being
to retain existing customers but also to enable it to compete for new-name
customers in the UK.

6.159

SSS has submitted that it believes it will take it [] to develop a cloud-solution. 336
We consider in detail the likelihood and timing of SSS developing a cloud-based

NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 44, lines 13-17.
NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 45, lines 1 and 3.
336 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraphs 71.2 and 72.8.
334
335
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ICCS product in the following section. While SSS does not currently have a
[]cloud based ICCS, it can offer customers a [] solution and it has submitted
bids with a [] offering in recent tenders that had a []cloud requirement. 337 For
example:

6.160

(a)

SSS bid and won the [] tender with a []. We note that SSS was the only
bidder in this tender. 338 Additionally, SSS noted that []. 339

(b)

SSS has also bid for an ICCS-only contract with a []. 340

(c)

SSS has also submitted a bid for a [] offer to [], for a control solution for
CAD and ICCS earlier this year. SSS has been unsuccessful in this bid. 341

We therefore consider that while SSS does not yet have a []cloud solution, it
may still be able to provide some constraint, through offering []. SSS appears to
have both the ability and incentive to continue to compete for customers while it
develops its [] cloud offering. In particular, despite the fact that the [] fire and
rescue tender has resulted in [], SSS has still bid for several other customers
with a similar [] solution.
Required cloud-related changes in SSS’s ICCS product

6.161

Prior to the merger, we have seen evidence that SSS had planned to develop its
ICCS product to make it a [] cloud offering:
(a)

One document notes that SSS []. 342

(b)

Another internal document noted that SSS’s short-to-medium term strategy
was to []. 343

6.162

However, due to []. 344

6.163

Despite []. 345 [].

6.164

SSS estimates that even if it had to rewrite its ICCS software to achieve a cloudbased product that this could be done in []. 346

A hosted solution is one where the supplier hosts the solution on its own premises (or at a data centre) rather than at
the customer’s premises. The infrastructure is private and the resources are not shared with any other customers or
organisations. Upgrades can be deployed by the supplier directly. One disadvantage of this approach is that it is more
costly than a public-cloud solution since it does not realise cost savings from shared resources.
338 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraph 73.3.
339 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraph 73.10.
340 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraph 73.13.
341 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraph 73.14.
342 Parties, Issues Meeting presentation, 6 April 2022, slide 10.
343 Appendix C, Document 28.
344 Parties Initial Phase 2 Submission, 31 May 2022, paragraph 2.5.
345 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraphs 72.1 and 72.2.
346 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraphs 71.2 and 72.8.
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6.165

SSS has stated that []. 347

6.166

Most recently, SSS has informed the Monitoring Trustee (MT) that it []. 348

6.167

We note that there is some uncertainty around how long it would take SSS to
transition its ICCS product to have []cloud functionality. In particular, in one
submission from SSS, see paragraph 6.140(c), it noted that it would take between
[]. However, SSS indicated in another submission that it is likely to be possible
within [] and possibly sooner. 349 In addition, SSS is recognised as having
[]. 350 This could support its ability to achieve this.
Viability of investment plans

6.168

We have also considered the incentive to invest in transitioning SSS’s ICCS
product to being a []cloud solution. As noted above, the exact size of the
investment needed is uncertain, as is the potential return and timing of that return.
However, we note that all investments entail some degree of uncertainty and risk.
In the round, our provisional view is that there is likely to be an incentive for
investment. In particular:
(a)

SSS has a sizeable customer base, some of which will be at risk in the
coming two years due to contracts terminating, and which investment in a
credible pathway to a [] cloud offering may allow it to retain;

(b)

In addition, a credible pathway to cloud may allow it to win new customers;

(c)

As noted above, SSS had a plan to develop its ICCS product pre-merger
which was not progressed due to the financial difficulties faced by Capita;

(d)

SSS is currently making progress to develop its cloud-based ICCS (see
paragraphs 6.165 and 6.166);

(e)

ICCS is considered by SSS to be a ‘[]’ product with a contribution margin
of [], 351 which reflects its profitability. Generally, we consider that, as a
starting point, a product in which a competitor has been successful and is
generating [] is more likely to be one in which it will consider investing to
try and maintain its historic/current position.

(f)

Other competitors, some of which have much smaller existing UK customer
bases than SSS, are also investing in []cloud products. This suggests that
the returns available to investment in ICCS justify the investment. We also

SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraph 72.6.
Second MT Report, 5 August 2022, paragraph 3.2.5.
349 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraphs 71.2 and 72.8.
350 Appendix C, Document 2,16.
351 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, pages 10, line 25 and 11, line 3.
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recognise that SSS could seek to provide its ICCS overseas to spread
investment costs; and
(g)

NECSWS noted that the end product for ICCS []. 352 In particular,
NECSWS spoke about taking the []. 353 This suggests that while SSS’s
ICCS product requires some investment it provides an attractive starting
product to build on.

6.169

We note that there is some uncertainty about the investability of the SSS business
in its entirety given the mixed evidence on potential buyers. While many potential
buyers were not interested in purchasing SSS, their reasons and potential
incentives varied. No bidder specifically mentioned the ICCS product as a reason
for declining to bid, and therefore we consider that the lack of interest in
purchasing SSS by certain potential bidders does not provide support for a lack of
an investment case in ICCS on a standalone basis. 354 We also note that Capita’s
reason for [] from SSS was not solely related to SSS or ICCS, but rather []. 355
We consider here the viability of investment in ICCS as a standalone product.

6.170

We also recognise that two [] suppliers without public-cloud functionality are
currently in the process of investing in their products to develop it. As discussed in
paragraph 6.158, NECSWS is in the process of developing its ICCS product. Saab
told us that the transition to cloud is hugely important []. 356

6.171

We consider that the evidence from NECSWS and Saab, both of whom have a
smaller UK customer base than SSS, indicates that it is likely that SSS would also
have an incentive to make similar investments. In particular:
(a)

a small customer base can make the product profitable; and

(b)

we have seen evidence that customers retaining their incumbent supplier for
a long duration is a feature of the market (on the assumption that a
customer’s needs are being met) and that it is difficult to win new customers.
For example:
(i)

one competitor noted that ‘customers in general do not regularly change
their ICCS or CAD provider and enter into long contracts, for example
five years plus’. 357

NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 53, lines 3-6.
NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 53, lines 3-6.
354 Capita response to the Counterfactual WP, 4 August 2022, paragraphs 2.6 to 2.8.
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(ii)

another competitor stated ‘where suppliers have an incumbency
position, this does make it difficult for a customer to move away from its
incumbent supplier’. 358

(iii)

a third competitor noted ‘customer loyalty and disloyalty are features of
the market. Customers with good relationships with their existing
suppliers are difficult to dislodge. However, if a supplier performs
poorly, particularly in terms of support and maintenance, the customer
will be open to change. One difficulty arises out of customers finding
creative ways to extend contracts as it is cheaper than going out to
tender’. 359

(iv) NECSWS told us that ‘new customers are hard to win. So []’. 360
6.172

Given this, we consider that SSS’s current large customer base provides a strong
starting position for it to have an incentive to invest in its product to ensure that it is
meeting customer’s future needs and putting itself in the best position to retain the
customers it already has.

6.173

Overall, we consider that NECSWS and SSS may not be able to compete for
tenders with a firm requirement for a [] cloud solution that will be ready for
implementation in the next few years (although, as we note above, it is likely to be
possible to compete in some tenders with [] cloud or flexible cloud requirements
[], although this may not always lead to attractive financial terms for the
supplier). However, we consider that it is likely that they would both continue
working to develop [] cloud capability such that they could eventually compete
for such tenders. We also consider that they, and other competitors who have not
yet developed a full [] cloud solution, could use this ongoing development as a
credible basis for competing in tenders through offering a roadmap to a []cloud
solution and that this is likely to be sufficient to allow them to compete for some
opportunities (see below).
Tenders requiring an on-premise solution and/or roadmap to cloud

6.174

The extent to which the Parties will exert a competitive constraint prior to
developing their []cloud solutions will depend on:
(a)

customers’ willingness to accept an on-premise solution and/or a roadmap to
cloud; and

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 5.
Note of a call with Saab, July 2022, paragraph 7.
360 NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 25, lines 17-22.
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(b)
6.175

customers’ willingness to tolerate some uncertainty about the viability of the
Parties’ public-cloud solution and timing for when this will be developed.

We have seen evidence that suggests that there are still some customers whose
stated preference is an on-premise solution and/or who have reservations about
moving to a public-cloud solution:
(a)

customer evidence as set out in paragraph 6.145;

(b)

evidence from competitors as set out in paragraphs 6.147 to 6.148; and

(c)

one of SSS’s internal document states ‘[]’. 361

6.176

Therefore, our view is that some tenders in the next few years are likely to require
a solution that is on-premise. We note that the number of tenders with such
requirements may be small and declining in the coming years, especially given the
PDS strategy that is set out in paragraph 6.143.

6.177

Furthermore, we have seen some evidence that an on-premise solution that is
complemented with a road-map to a [] cloud solution may be suitable to some
customers. For example:
(a)

South Wales Police & Gwent Police held a tender in January 2022 and
considered both on-premise and cloud-options, but told us that its preferred
solution is on-premise. It explained that at a high-level, while the organisation
does have a cloud-first strategy, there is a balance of risk with services like
the control room system, particularly given the risks around major telecoms
outages. Its risk analysis concluded that it would prefer that control room
solutions should be on premise at present. 362 However, during the tender
evaluation, suppliers were scored on whether they already had a cloud
solution in a live environment or not; they were further scored on the way
each supplier could provide a future cloud solution. 363 [] noted that it
withdrew from this tender because of the requirement to initially install an onpremise solution with the potential to move to the cloud. 364

6.178

We consider that the above example demonstrates that some customers in the
next few years may find an on-premise solution with a credible road-map to cloud
not only acceptable, but preferable, and for such customers it will be a necessity
that a supplier will be able to offer an on-premise solution.

6.179

As set out above, we consider that both NECSWS and SSS are likely to continue
to develop their [] cloud solutions. Given the tender example above we consider

Appendix C, Document 26.
Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 6.
363 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 6.
364 Submission from [] to the CMA, ‘[]’, 1 July 2022.
361
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that this may allow the Parties to use any development as a credible basis for
competing in tenders through offering a roadmap to a [] cloud solution.
6.180

Overall, on the basis of the evidence from customers, recent tenders, competitors
and the PDS, we consider that there is likely to be a small and possibly declining
number of opportunities in the next few years that will either only require an onpremise solution or where an on-premise solution with a credible road map to
cloud may be acceptable (or even desirable) to the customer. For such
opportunities, we consider that the Parties are likely to be two of the better placed
suppliers to win given their current product offerings and that suppliers such as
Motorola that only have a cloud solution may not bid if the requirement is for an
on-premise solution with a roadmap to cloud.
Non-cloud based technical and quality considerations

6.181

Regardless of whether a tender has a requirement for on-premise, privatelyhosted or public-cloud, it will contain a set of other requirements in relation to
functionality, features and useability. We have considered how well placed the
Parties are to compete over these criteria. In particular, evidence from recent
tenders suggests that SSS []:
(a)

[]. 365

(b)

[]. 366

(c)

[]. 367

(d)

[]. 368

6.182

Although [] suggest that SSS’s product was [] as some of its competitors
(supporting competitor’s views in paragraph 6.130 that SSS’s ICCS product is
viewed as somewhat of a legacy product), it was not disqualified on technical
grounds. Furthermore, SSS was often [].

6.183

However, one SSS internal document produced in March 2022 described its ICCS
system as ‘rock solid’. 369

6.184

There is uncertainty around the extent and cost of non-cloud related investment
which SSS would need to make in its ICCS product to modernise its product to be
more technically competitive going forward. However, our provisional view is that
this uncertainty is not sufficient to prevent us from considering that SSS exerts a

Appendix C, Document 24.
Appendix C, Document 25.
367 SSS, main party hearing transcript, 2 August 2022, page 7, lines 1-5.
368 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 9 June 2022, question 8.
369 Appendix C, Document 13.
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competitive constraint (recognising that a constraint exists even where it does not
ultimately win a tender but still competes for it).
Scope for Parties to win extensions/direct awards
6.185

In addition to tenders, we recognise that opportunities for extensions are also
situations where indirect competitive pressure can be exerted (see Nature of
competition). As set out in paragraph 6.101, SSS has a strong track record of
winning direct awards and extensions. Our understanding is that given there are
relatively few public-cloud solutions that have been in place for some time most
past extensions have been for on-premise solutions.

6.186

As set out in paragraph 6.171(b) we have seen evidence that it is attractive for
customers to stay with their current supplier if their supplier meets their
requirements (in terms of functionality and value for money) and competitors can
find it difficult to win new customers and try to retain customers. This suggests that
there may be an incentive for a customer to extend with their current supplier,
particularly if the supplier can demonstrate a credible roadmap to any desired
product improvements.

6.187

Additionally, one SSS internal document produced in February 2022 indicates that
a []. 370

6.188

NECSWS also noted that it would continue to offer a []. 371 Furthermore, it
expects market demand to accelerate even further towards cloud once ESN is
completed and operating. 372 This indicates that in the next couple of years there
are likely to be at least some opportunities for non public-cloud products.

6.189

Overall, we consider that the Parties will be well placed to win direct awards, and
in particular, extensions in the next few years. We reach this view on the basis of
their track record of winning these types of opportunities and their relatively large
customer bases meaning they will have multiple opportunities to win such
extensions.

Competitiveness of competitors’ products
6.190

[] currently offers a public-cloud ICCS product putting it in a good position to win
upcoming opportunities that have cloud requirements. [] told us that it intends to
bid for more than [] ICCS opportunities over the next two years. 373 However, it

Appendix C, Document 12.
NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 46, lines 2-5.
372 NECSWS, main party hearing transcript, 27 July 2022, page 46, lines 14-16.
373 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 31 May 2022, question 4.
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also noted that the level of customer requirements for each contract would, to an
extent, determine [] capacity for future bids. 374
6.191

Frequentis also currently offers a public-cloud ICCS product and this puts it in a
good position to win upcoming opportunities that have cloud requirements.
However, Frequentis submitted that it intends on bidding for approximately 13 of
ICCS opportunities over the next two years. 375 Frequentis noted that in the recent
past it has opted not to bid for some contracts based on its likely chance of
winning a bid (following receipt of the tender details) or being able to offer the best
solution in a particular market. Additionally, in some cases, it has had a conflict of
resources and priorities and at any given time, there are usually more
opportunities to bid than it does bid for due to customer timelines. 376 [].

6.192

[]. 377 []. 378

6.193

Systel has a private cloud capability via its data centre. However, Systel only
supplies fire and rescue customers and Systel submitted that it only intends on
bidding for six ICCS opportunities over the next two years. 379 Therefore we
consider that Systel is likely to add a further specific, but limited, constraint on the
Parties.

Provisional view on future competition
6.194

A substantial proportion of opportunities forthcoming in the next few years are
likely to consider suppliers’ cloud capabilities as one element – and in some cases
a key element – of their requirements.

6.195

We consider that the Parties are not well placed to win opportunities in the next
few years which require an immediate public-cloud deployment. However, we
consider that they will have an incentive to develop these capabilities.

6.196

[], the opportunity to retain its substantial customer base, and the possibility of
winning new customers suggest that its current ICCS product is likely to provide a
good starting base for an investment case to develop a cloud-capable solution.
SSS is currently investigating and taking steps to further develop its strategy for
potential [] cloud enablement. This indicates that SSS is likely to be a more
effective competitor in the future.

6.197

The evidence suggests that it is unlikely that all upcoming tenders will require a
[]cloud solution to be implemented immediately. A credible roadmap to cloud, or

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 15.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 31 May 2022, question 4.
376 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 11.
377 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 31 May 2022, question 4.
378 Note of call with [], July 2022, paragraphs 8 and 11.
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a hybrid solution ([]), is likely to be enough to enable the Parties to compete for
a number of opportunities, particularly where they are the incumbent suppliers.
6.198

The Parties will also be well-placed to compete for direct awards and extensions,
particularly for their existing customer bases.

6.199

The Parties will face some constraint from other suppliers, and this may increase
over the next few years, but not materially so. Motorola and Frequentis have a
head-start on the Parties given that both of them already have a cloud-based
product. [] is likely to provide a strong constraint []. However, the Parties are
not the only competitors without a [] cloud offering currently and Frequentis,
Saab and Systel are all likely to face constraints in the number of tenders that they
can bid for and service over the next couple of years.

Provisional conclusion
6.200

We have found that the ICCS market is characterised by a relatively high degree
of market concentration with the Parties being the first and third largest suppliers
in the market on a revenue basis. The ICCS market is also extremely important for
public safety and the ICCS product needs to be available 24/7/365 where
customers mandate that there can be no single point of failure to avoid having a
severe impact on public safety.

6.201

We are mindful that where the CMA finds evidence that competition mainly takes
place among a few firms, any two would normally be sufficiently close competitors
that the elimination of competition between them would raise competition
concerns, subject to evidence to the contrary. 380 We have therefore considered the
evidence of a high degree of concentration, and the importance of the product
market, alongside the other evidence we have collected.

6.202

There have been relatively few opportunities in the ICCS market in the last five
years. Where tenders have taken place on average only two suppliers have
submitted a bid for them. SSS has had a good track record of retaining its
customer base through direct awards and extensions. However, it has lost some
customers recently and has often been unsuccessful in winning new customers via
tenders since 2017. Despite this, SSS has frequently participated in tenders with a
focus of competing on price and has been involved in [] of the same
opportunities as NECSWS with both Parties having competed directly in [] of the
tenders that NECSWS bid for. We consider that this indicates that the Parties are
competitive constraints on each other and that SSS has acted as an competitive
constraint in the market.

380

CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
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6.203

The internal documents that we have viewed show that the Parties consider each
other as major competitors in ICCS. Competitors and customers also told us that
the Parties are two of the main ICCS suppliers in the market.

6.204

We have considered the prospects for each of the Parties’ and their competitors’
offerings in the future and whether the strength of the constraint they provide may
change.

6.205

We consider that NECSWS will be a strong constraint in the market going forward
given that it is in the process of developing its ICCS product to both modernise it
and be cloud-capable.

6.206

We also consider that SSS is in the process of exploring options for transitioning
its product to the [] cloud and there is likely a case for investment in SSS’s ICCS
product to make it a more effective competitor in the future.

6.207

While NECSWS and SSS work on developing their [] cloud solutions, we
consider that they will continue to be effective competitors as an on-premise
solution, a credible roadmap to a [] cloud solution or a hybrid solution ([]) is
likely to be enough to enable the Parties to compete for a number of opportunities,
particularly where they are the incumbent suppliers. The Parties will also be wellplaced to compete for direct awards and extensions, particularly for their existing
customer bases.

6.208

With regards to other suppliers, we consider that Motorola is well positioned in the
market and will remain a strong constraint in the market in the future. Frequentis is
also well positioned in terms of its product offering. However, given the Parties’
view of Frequentis’s recent challenges in delivering on contracts that it has won,
and Frequentis’s strategic decision to limit the number of tenders that it bids on,
we expect it to face constraints in the number of tenders that it can bid for and
service in the next few years. We consider that Saab will also provide a constraint
given that it has been successful in recent tenders. However, we note that it bids
strategically and focuses on tenders requiring an integrated CAD and ICCS
solution. Given Systel’s focus on fire and rescue customers, and the relatively
small number of tenders that it expects to bid for in the next couple of years, we
consider that Systel adds a further specific, but limited, constraint on the Parties.

6.209

In the round, we consider that the evidence shows that the Parties are currently
close and important competitors in a concentrated market. SSS has had less
recent tender success but has nonetheless imposed an important constraint and
we consider there is likely a case for investment which will make it a more effective
competitor in future. We have therefore provisionally concluded that the Merger
has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an SLC in the supply of ICCS to
emergency services and transport customers in the UK.
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7. COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT - DUTIES
7.1

In this chapter, we assess whether the loss of competition between NECSWS and
SSS as a result of the Merger has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an
SLC in the supply of Duties to police forces in the UK.

7.2

The Parties currently overlap in the supply of Duties to police forces in the UK. The
Merger combines the two Parties and removes any competitive constraint they
place on each other. We have considered whether the Merged Entity would be
likely to worsen its offering (for example, by removing available product lines,
reducing service quality or investment, or increasing prices) compared to the
situation if the Merger did not take place. This is a horizontal unilateral effects
theory of harm.

7.3

This chapter sets out details of our investigation and provisional findings in relation
to this theory of harm, covering: (a) details of the Parties’ and competitors’
offerings; (b) market definition; (c) the key evidence we have reviewed in our
competitive assessment, including: market shares; our assessment of the Parties’
internal documents; analysis of recent opportunities; evidence from third parties;
and our assessment of future market developments; and (d) our provisional
conclusions.

Suppliers’ offerings
7.4

The Parties are two of the main Duties suppliers currently active in the UK. These
suppliers offer differentiated Duties products to customers. We briefly outline some
of the features of these suppliers’ offerings below.
(a)

NECSWS 381 – NECSWS offers a duty planning and rostering software
solution called CARM to UK police forces. CARM can connect to other backoffice systems but is not part of a broader Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) solution (ie wider enterprise resource planning software that include
HR and finance functions). 382 []. 383

(b)

SSS 384 – SSS offers a Duties management solution to UK police forces
known as Origin DMS. This is part of the broader Origin product which is an
integrated suite of modules covering multiple back-office functions, such as
Leave Requests, Time Management and Health & Safety. Customers may

FMN, paragraphs 12.51 to 12.53.
See paragraph 7.19 for further details as regards ERP solutions.
383 NECSWS response to Cloud WP, 4 August 2022, page 40.
384 SSS Site Visit Presentation, 13 June 2022, slides 60-61.
381
382
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use all, or just some, of these modules. Origin can be deployed on-premise
or deployed []. 385
(c)

Crown Workforce Management (Crown) 386 – Crown is a dedicated Duties
supplier which offers a Duties system to police forces. Its system can
integrate with ERP suppliers. [].

(d)

Totalmobile 387 – Totalmobile offers a workforce management tool that
enables shift pattern design. Totalmobile operates in the police sector, as
well as ambulance and other sectors. Its solution can integrate with other
suppliers. Totalmobile uses an on-premise solution but has recently
developed a cloud-based version using Microsoft Azure.

(e)

SAP 388 – SAP has a workforce management system, but it does not currently
actively provide this to emergency services customers (including police
forces). However, SAP has previously provided customers with an onpremise ERP solution that contained elements of shift planning capabilities
and some police forces continue to use this solution.

(f)

Zellis 389 – Zellis provides a time and attendance solution that allows rostering
of employees; clock in/clock out functionality; absence management; and
automatic timesheet completion. This solution has both a web and mobile
app. The product is typically sold as part of its payroll and HR solution. Zellis
offers its Duties product to a range of customers across multiple sectors,
including in the police sector.

Market definition
7.5

This section sets out our provisional views on the relevant market. Where the CMA
makes an SLC finding, this must be ‘within any market or markets in the United
Kingdom for goods or services’. 390 An SLC can affect the whole or part of a market
or markets. 391

7.6

While market definition can sometimes be a useful tool, it is not an end in itself. 392
The outcome of any market definition exercise does not determine the outcome of
the CMA’s analysis of the competitive effects of the merger in any mechanistic
way. 393 In assessing whether a merger may give rise to an SLC, the CMA may
take into account constraints outside the relevant market, segmentation within the

SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 18 July 2022, question 75.1.
Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 3.
387 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 2.
388 Submission from []to the CMA, 19 July 2022.
389 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 9 March 2022, question 10.
390 As regards the Merger, see section 35(1)(b) of the Act.
391 CMA129, paragraph 9.1.
392 CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
393 CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
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relevant market, or other ways in which some constraints are more important than
others. 394
Product scope
7.7

Product market definition starts with the relevant products of the merger firms. 395
The Parties overlap in the supply of Duties to police forces only. We considered
whether the market definition should be broader than this and whether other
customer groups should be included (eg supply to all emergency services
customers). We also considered whether the relevant market should be widened
to include ERP. In identifying what other significant competitive alternatives should
be included in the relevant market, the CMA will pay particular regard to
demand. 396 The CMA may also consider supply-side factors. 397

Customer types
Parties’ submissions
7.8

7.9

The Parties submitted that the relevant market should include the supply of Duties
to all emergency services customers because: 398
(a)

Duties software has broadly the same basic functionality regardless of
customer type. 399 All Duties software enables workforce planning, scheduling
and shift management based on a set of rules which are an input into the
software. Although the content of the rules themselves will generally differ
between different categories of emergency services customer, the products
and the types of rules involved are the same or broadly similar. 400

(b)

The scale of investment required by, for example, NECSWS, to focus on a
different set of emergency services customers such as fire and rescue
customers would not present an obstacle to doing so. 401

(c)

There are no significant differences in ongoing customer support provided to
different categories of emergency services customers. 402

The Parties also submitted that the fact that some suppliers’ shares of supply differ
significantly across emergency services customer segments is not indicative of
any significant difference in conditions of competition across different emergency

CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
CMA129, paragraph 9.6.
396 CMA129, paragraph 9.6.
397 CMA129, paragraph 9.6.
398 FMN, paragraph 13.27.
399 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, paragraph 4.6.1.
400 FMN, paragraph 13.16.
401 FMN, paragraph 13.21.
402 FMN, paragraph 13.24.
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services customer groups as competition takes place ‘for the market’ in bidding
markets such that shares of supply can fluctuate significantly. 403
Our assessment
7.10

The starting point for our assessment is that the Parties supply Duties only to
police forces. 404
Differences in competitive conditions

7.11

The Parties’ own share of supply data indicates that the Parties and other
suppliers of Duties, with the exception of Totalmobile, are only active in one
emergency services customer segment. 405 For example, according to the Parties’
data, []; [] and [] only serve fire and rescue customers; and Working Time
Solutions only serves ambulance customers. 406 The Parties’ data is consistent with
feedback received from competitors during our investigation. 407 408

7.12

We acknowledge that in bidding markets with long term contracts current
differences in shares of supply between customer segments may not necessarily
be indicative of any significant difference in conditions of competition across
different customer groups. However, in this case, the fact that only one sizable
supplier of police forces is active across multiple emergency services segments is
indicative that there may be significant differences in conditions of competition
across these customer segments. This is further evidenced by the fact that
suppliers seldom bid across segments (see paragraph 7.15 below).
Demand-side substitutability

7.13

We asked police forces whether a solution used by other emergency services
customers could meet their needs. The responses were qualitative, but only a
minority (three out of 14) said that solutions used by emergency services other
than police forces could meet their needs. 409 Several (six out of 14) police forces

FMN, paragraph 13.22.
FMN, paragraph 13.1.3.
405 FMN, Table 14.3A.
406 FMN, Table 14.3A.
407 [] (response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 10). [] (response to the CMA
questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question). [] confirmed it currently supplies both ambulance and police
customers (response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 10).
408 In the phase 1 issues meeting, the Parties noted that a number of key competitors (Crown, Totalmobile and SAP)
supply both emergency services customers and other mobile workforce organisations. See slide 15 of the Phase 1
Issues Meeting presentation. We do not consider that this provides evidence that there is substitutability across ‘different
emergency services customers’. []. (Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 11).
409 We have classified qualitative responses ourselves. The question was ‘13. Do you consider suppliers serving other
emergency services as a viable alternative to supply your Duties needs? Please explain your answer’. We consider that
3 out of 14 respondents said solutions used by other emergency services providers could meet their needs, 6 out of 14
respondents said that a solution used by another police force could meet their needs, 2 out of 14 said other solutions
couldn’t meet their needs and 3 out of 14 said they didn’t know. CMA analysis of 14 responses to our phase 1
questionnaire.
403
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indicated that a solution used by another police force could meet their needs. This
indicates that most customers would likely prefer to use a product already
currently used by another police force.
7.14

Further, some customers highlighted specific features required by police forces.
For example, one police customer highlighted that Duties software for policing is
complex with all regulatory requirements needing to be ‘hard-coded’ in the
software. 410 Another customer referred to Duties products for police forces
needing to comply with UK Police legislation and terms and conditions for DMS
and that products used by other emergency services are therefore not suitable
without rework. 411 One supplier also told us that fire and rescue services have
different needs to police forces. 412 This indicates that modifications would be
needed for software to be used between different emergency services customer
segments.
Supply-side substitutability

7.15

We have seen evidence that, from a supply-side perspective, switching into
another customer segment may be time consuming and expensive. Supplier
feedback also indicates that supply-side substitution is not feasible as expanding
into a new customer segment is difficult due to the high level of tailoring needed to
cater to the requirements of customers in a different segment. One third party that
currently supplies the police said that it had considered offering its product to []
customers, but []. 413 Another third party indicated that it supplies ‘a specialist
duty management system for [] market’ that it had ‘spent over [] building’ as
part of and along with its [], with a cumulative investment ‘in the region of
[]. 414

7.16

The Parties’ Opportunities Data shows that the Parties have [] for Duties
opportunities for [] ambulance customers (they did not provide information on
any opportunities in relation to fire and rescue). 415 Likewise, other suppliers
(except Totalmobile) focus on a particular emergency services customer segment
(eg []). For example, in our Opportunities Data (discussed in detail in paragraph
7.69), there is no instance of a supplier that is identified as being active in one
customer segment being considered as an alternative by a customer in a different
customer segment. 416

7.17

Furthermore, the internal documents that we have seen that consider the
competitive landscape for Duties refer to suppliers that are active supplying the

Note of a call with [], January 2022, paragraph 33.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 10 March 2022, question 13.
412 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 10.
413 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 11.
414 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 11.
415 Parties, Response to CMA’s RFI 5 24 March 2022, Annex 3.1.
416 This is based on three procurements by police forces and four procurements by fire customers.
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police (ie the customer segment where the Parties are active), rather than
suppliers to emergency services more generally. For example, SSS’s internal
documents refer to Crown, Totalmobile (GRS) and NECSWS (all of which are
active in the police segment) and do not refer to suppliers such as [] (which are
all active in other customer segments). 417 The Parties submitted that Duties is a
more limited area for NECSWS and the Parties have a lower level of focus and
market visibility with respect to other Duties suppliers. 418 We consider that this
supports a finding that the Parties see their key rivals as those that currently
supply other police forces and not those that supply other segments.
Provisional view on segmentation by customer types
7.18

For the reasons set out above, our provisional view is that it is appropriate to
segment the supply of Duties by emergency services customer type and that the
relevant market for assessment covers the supply of Duties to police forces only.

ERP suppliers
Parties’ submissions
7.19

The Parties submitted that the frame of reference should include both suppliers of
Duties and suppliers of ERP software, 419 (ie wider enterprise resource planning
software that include HR and finance functions). In particular, the Parties
submitted that although Duties can be procured separately or as part of ERP
software, most tenders are for wider ERP software rather than the Duties aspect
alone. ERP suppliers can choose to sub-contract the Duties element to a thirdparty supplier or build a Duties product themselves. The Parties submitted that in
the event of a small but significant and non-transitory price increase, ERP vendors
that do not currently have an in-house Duties offering may see an opportunity to
develop and supply their own Duties product. The Parties submitted that
international ERP suppliers such as SAP and Oracle already supply Duties to
police forces in the UK and that other ERP suppliers (such as Unit4 or Advanced)
could readily develop a Duties capability by customising their existing ERP
product. 420

7.20

The Parties also submitted that third party feedback on substitutability between
ERP software and Duties received by the CMA during its phase 1 investigation
focused on degrees of functionality which might be more relevant to closeness of

417 See,

Appendix C, Documents 38-46.
Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, paragraph 4.7.
419 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, paragraph 4.8.
420 FMN, paragraphs 13.15 and 13.25 and Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, paragraph 4.8.1.
418
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competition such that ERP suppliers should not be excluded from consideration as
actual or potential competitors. 421
Our assessment
7.21

We considered whether suppliers of Duties are constrained by ERP suppliers and,
as such, whether ERP suppliers should be included in the same relevant market
as Duties suppliers.

7.22

Although customers sometimes procure Duties as part of a wider tender for an
ERP software, we found that generally an ERP supplier will sub-contract the
Duties component to a third party-supplier of Duties or will work with a customer’s
existing Duties supplier. We have seen very limited evidence that police forces use
Duties solutions developed in-house by their ERP supplier. 422 Where we have
seen evidence of a solution provided by an ERP supplier, these are legacy
solutions, for which the ERP supplier no longer provides support and
maintenance. 423 Some police forces told the CMA that it is important that their
Duties product integrates into wider systems such as their ERP software. 424

7.23

Furthermore, as indicated in paragraph 7.14 above, Duties solutions are highly
complex. We asked customers whether ERP solutions could be an alternative to
Duties. Several customers (seven out of 17) did not consider that ERP solutions
were an alternative, including some customers that had scoped these solutions as
an option but found that they did not have the necessary functionality. 425 These
customers emphasised that Duties solutions are highly specialised and offer
greater functionality than ERP software. 426 For example, one police customer told
the CMA that ‘in the early stages’ Duties solutions supplied by ERP suppliers had
been ‘fairly unsophisticated’, and that as a result, police forces started demanding
that their ERP provider enable integration with their existing Duties solution which
had been designed and supplied by a third party. 427 Another police customer said
that as ‘forces get used to the support of the deep functionality available [with a
specialist Duties solution] they are reluctant to forego that for the poorer cousin
functionality of the ERP module’. 428 Another police customer that had scoped the

Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, paragraph 4.8.22.
We have observed only one such instance in feedback from third parties. [].
423 We understand [] legacy, on-premise ERP solution which includes shift planning capabilities. Of [] and this is for
the ERP solution as a whole. Submission from [] to the CMA, 19 July 2022.
424 For example, see Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 10; Response to the CMA
questionnaire from the [], 3 March 2022, question 11; Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022,
question 11.
425 We have classified qualitative responses ourselves. The question was ’14. To what extent do you consider suppliers
of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software (which includes functions such as HR and finance), such as SAP and
Unit4 (Agresso), to be an alternative to procuring Duties?‘. We consider that 4 out of 17 respondents said ERP solutions
were an alternative to Duties, 7 out of 17 respondents said they were not an alternative, 2 out of 17 said they would
consider them and 4 out of 17 said they didn’t know. CMA analysis of 17 responses to our phase 1 questionnaire.
426 For example, see responses to the CMA questionnaire from [], [], [], [], [], [], [], 3 March 2022,
questions 14 and 15.
427 Note of a call with [], January 2022, paragraph 32.
428 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, questions 14 and 15.
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possibility of replacing its specialised Duties solution with ERP software said that
the functionality offered was ‘limited particularly in the policing context’ and that a
third party specialised Duties solution had to be deployed alongside the ERP
software to replicate the functionality available in its existing Duties solution. 429
7.24

Suppliers of Duties solutions that responded to the CMA’s merger investigation did
not consider that they compete with ERP solutions. 430 A third party described ERP
software and Duties solutions as complementary and explained that it []. 431 That
third party said that none of the principal ERP vendors including Oracle, Microsoft,
SAP, Unit4/Agresso and MHR has a resource scheduling component that is
capable of dealing with the many complexities of the police sector. Another third
party said that ‘ERP software does not typically help with rostering, shift planning,
time sheets or clocking in and out’ which Duties software does. 432

7.25

We note that one internal SSS document states that while SSS’s main competitor
is Crown, and NECSWS (Northgate) is an [], the ERP supplier Oracle is a []
to SSS’s Origin product. However, the same document also notes that Oracle
[]. 433
Provisional view on ERP

7.26

For the reasons set out above, we consider that ERP suppliers are unlikely to
supply an appropriate substitute to Duties for police forces supplied by specialist
suppliers. As such, our provisional view is that the relevant market should not
include supply of broader ERP solutions.

Provisional view on product scope
7.27

For the reasons set out above, our provisional view is that the relevant product
market is the supply of Duties to police forces. Our provisional view is that the
relevant product market should not include the supply of Duties to other
emergency services customer types or the supply of broader ERP solutions.

Geographic scope
7.28

We have considered the geographic scope of the relevant market. As with product
markets, the CMA’s focus in defining geographic markets is on demand-side
factors and identifying the most important competitive alternatives to the merger
firms. 434 The CMA may consider a range of evidence as regards geographic

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, questions 14 and 15.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [] and [], 3 March 2022, questions 13 and 14.
431 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [] 3 March 2022, question 13.
432 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022.
433 SSS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.22 to the FMN, [], 20 March 2021, slide 24-26.
434 CMA129, paragraph 9.13.
429
430
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scope, including the views of market participants on consumer preferences and
product characteristics. 435
7.29

NECSWS submitted that the narrowest candidate geographic market is the UK. 436

7.30

One third party said that overseas suppliers had ‘not gained traction with any UK
police services’. 437 Another third party said non-UK suppliers ‘lack the specialist
functionality required’ to supply a Duties solution ‘within sensible timescale, risk
and cost parameters’. 438 Another third party said that it didn’t see any barriers to
entry into the UK Duties market from other countries, although there are issues
related to data protection, which would not be a problem as long as data is hosted
in the UK. 439 It also identified issues around the complexity of the solution, the
reluctance of customers to change suppliers and the small size of the market. One
customer noted that ‘UK Police legislation and terms and conditions for HR and
DMS [is] likely preventative of immediate viable alternatives from other
countries’. 440

Provisional view on geographic scope
7.31

For the reasons set out above, particularly third parties’ views on the specificity of
certain UK requirements, including those flowing from relevant legislation, our
provisional view is that the appropriate geographic market definition for Duties is
the UK.

Provisional view on market definition
7.32

For the reasons set out above, our provisional view is that the relevant market is
the supply of Duties to police forces in the UK.

Competitive assessment overview
7.33

In the remainder of this chapter, we assess the key evidence we have reviewed in
considering whether the Merger has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an
SLC in the supply of Duties to police forces in the UK.

7.34

We have considered:
(a)

market shares;

CMA129, paragraph 9.13.
FMN, paragraph 13.27. This submission was made across the Relevant Markets and applies also to Duties.
437 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 15.
438 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 15.
439 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 12.
440 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 17.
435
436
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(b)

internal documents;

(c)

recent opportunities;

(d)

customers’ and competitors’ views; and

(e)

market developments.

7.35

After our assessment of these various types of evidence, at the end of this
chapter, we set out our provisional conclusion.

7.36

In this chapter, we have considered a horizontal unilateral effects theory of harm.
Unilateral effects can arise in a horizontal merger when one firm merges with a
competitor that previously provided a competitive constraint, allowing the merged
entity profitably to raise prices or degrade non-price aspects of its competitive
offering (such as quality, range, service and innovation) on its own and without
needing to coordinate with its rivals. 441 The concern under horizontal unilateral
effects essentially relates to the elimination of a competitive constraint by
removing an alternative that customers could switch to. 442 The main consideration
is whether there are sufficient remaining good alternatives to constrain the merged
entity post-merger. 443 Where there are few existing suppliers, the merger firms
enjoy a strong position or exert a strong constraint on each other, or the remaining
constraints on the merger firms are weak, competition concerns are likely. 444

7.37

In our assessment of whether horizontal unilateral effects arise, we review
closeness of competition. 445 The more closely the merger firms compete the
greater the likelihood of unilateral effects. 446 The concept of close competition is
not limited to products or services that have similar characteristics. 447 A firm may
be a close competitor if it represents a significant competitive force or exerts a
strong constraint on other firms. 448 Where there is a degree of differentiation
between the merger firms’ products, they may nevertheless still be close
competitors if rivals’ products are more differentiated, or if there are few rivals. 449
The CMA will consider the overall closeness of competition between the merger
firms in the context of the other constraints that would remain post-merger. 450 For
example, where the CMA finds evidence that competition mainly takes place
among few firms, any two would normally be sufficiently close competitors that the

CMA129, paragraph 4.1.
CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
443 CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
444 CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
445 CMA129, paragraph 4.8-4.10.
446 CMA129, paragraph 4.8.
447 CMA129, paragraph 4.9.
448 CMA129, paragraph 4.9.
449 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
450 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
441
442
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elimination of competition between them would raise competition concerns,
subject to evidence to the contrary. 451

Market shares
7.38

In this section we present estimates of market shares within the Duties market. In
a differentiated market such as the supply of Duties to police forces in the UK,
horizontal unilateral effects are more likely to result from a merger where one or
more of the merger parties has a strong position in the market. 452 The level and
stability of market shares are relevant evidence in this regard. 453

Parties’ views
7.39

The Parties submitted that market shares need to be interpreted with caution for
the purposes of a forward-looking merger assessment. 454

7.40

They submitted that little weight should be attributed to a market share analysis for
the purposes of assessing different suppliers’ past, present and future competitive
strength. 455

7.41

The Parties submitted estimates of market shares for the supply of Duties to police
forces in the UK in 2021. Their estimates were made on a volume basis, based on
the number of police officers per police customer, according to official data on the
number of police officers per force in England and Wales as of March 2021. 456 The
Parties’ estimates are shown in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1 Shares of supply for supply of Duties to police forces (UK, 2021)
Competitor
NECSWS
Capita SSS
Parties Combined
Crown
Totalmobile (GRS)
SAP
Zellis
Midland HR
In House
Total
Source: FMN, Table 14.3A.

Number of police
officers (%)
[30-40]
[20-30]
[50-60]
[20-30]
[10-20]
[5-10]
[0-5]
[0-5]
[5-10]
100%

CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
CMA129, paragraph 4.12(a).
453 CMA129, paragraph 4.12(a).
454 Parties’ response to the Market Shares WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.
455 Parties’ response to the Market Shares WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.
456 FMN, paragraph 14.17.8.
451
452
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Our assessment
7.42

Measures of concentration such as shares of supply can be useful evidence when
assessing closeness of competition. 457 Therefore, as part of our competitive
assessment we often use market shares for the defined market(s) as one measure
of the strength of different competitors.

7.43

We consider that examining market shares provides context to our competitive
assessment of the Duties market. They are a measure of historical market
concentration and, in particular, capture the outcome of previous competition in a
period through which current suppliers have been active in the market. However,
we also recognise that they have limitations which reduce their usefulness in this
case. As such, we assess them alongside other evidence in the round in forming
our provisional conclusion.

7.44

As part of our review we examined market shares using several different metrics
(Table 7-2), including the revenue-based estimates, estimates based on customer
numbers, and the Parties’ volume-based estimates.

Table 7-2 Shares of supply for Duties suppliers (UK, 2021)
Competitor
NECSWS
SSS
Parties Combined
Crown
Totalmobile (GRS)
SAP
Zellis
In House
MidlandHR/Unverified
Total

Revenue (%)
[10-20]
[50-60]
[60-70]
[20-30]
[5-10]
[-]
[0-5]
[-]
[-]
[]

Number of police
officers (%)
[30-40]
[20-30]
[50-60]
[20-30]
[10-20]
[5-10]
[0-5]
[5-10]
[0-5]
[]

Number of police
forces (%)
[10-20]
[30-40]
[40-50]
[20-30]
[30-40]
[5-10]
[0-5]
[0-5]
[0-5]
[]

Number of police
forces
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Note: The Parties’ included MidlandHR in their volume estimates but MidlandHR told us it does not compete in the Duties market.
Source: CMA estimates based on Parties and third party data.
Shares by revenue: We have calculated revenue shares by collecting revenue information from suppliers active in the market.
Shares by number of police officers: We have repeated the Parties’ estimates of shares by number of police officers.
Shares by number of police forces: We have calculated shares of the total number of police forces by using customer lists collected from
suppliers currently active in the market.

7.45

457

The market share estimates differ across the three metrics. For the purposes of
our merger assessment the most significant difference across metrics was in the
size of NECSWS’s market share. In the Parties’ volume-based estimates
NECSWS is found to have a market share of [30-40]%. A large proportion of this
market share is attributable to NECSWS’s provision of Duties to the Metropolitan
Police, which has a high number of staff. If market shares are estimated on the
basis of revenues or customer numbers, NECSWS’s share falls significantly to
[10-20]% or [10-20]% respectively.

CMA129, paragraph 4.14.
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7.46

In general, in a differentiated product market we place more weight on revenue
shares than other metrics, since they more accurately represent the economic
value of contracts. We consider this holds in assessing this market. However, we
also recognise that the revenue profiles of contracts vary such that revenues may
not be a stable metric across time. 458 We have therefore looked at all three
metrics.

7.47

Regardless of the metric used, the Parties are two of the three largest competitors.
Taken together, we estimate that the Parties’ combined market share is around
[40-50]%-[60-70]% with a minimum increment from the Merger of [10-20]%.

Provisional view
7.48

Overall, across all metrics, we consider that the current market share data shows
that the supply of Duties to police forces is highly concentrated, with a small
number of suppliers accounting for a large proportion of overall supply. In
particular, the Parties are among the four largest suppliers, reflecting historical
successes they have had in the market.

Internal documents
7.49

We have reviewed the Parties’ internal documents for evidence of their own views
of the competitive constraints they face. 459 We note that we have found and
reviewed relatively few internal documents discussing Duties. This may be
because there are very few competitive opportunities for Duties or because it is a
relatively small part of the Parties’ businesses (approx. []% of NECSWS’s UK
revenues and approx. []% of SSS’s UK revenues). Summaries of relevant points
within the documents we have reviewed are given in Appendix C – from Document
32 to Document 46.

NECSWS’s views – NECSWS’s documents
7.50

NECSWS submitted that the documents that the CMA reviewed were primarily
focused on the Metropolitan Police opportunity, which ended in a cancelled
procurement. NECSWS submitted that its assumptions in relation to this
opportunity as set out in the internal documents WP were inaccurate, because the
‘main’ suppliers NECSWS identified ([]) were not considered suitable by the
Metropolitan Police. 460

We have examined revenue market shares between 2019 and 2021 and found that they varied by up to nine
percentage points. We have focused on the most recent (2021) revenue market shares and looked at these alongside
other metrics.
459 CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
460 NECSWS’s response to Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.1(a).
458
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7.51

NECSWS submitted that internal documents relating to Duties cited by the CMA
are characterised by a level of optimism in relation to CARM []. 461

7.52

NECSWS made the following observations on the substantive conclusions drawn
in our Internal Documents WP:
(a)

NECSWS and SSS are not close competitors in Duties and have [] against
each other since [] 2015. The Parties will not be close competitors, [], in
Duties absent the Transaction, because NECSWS intends [].

(b)

Duties products are broadly similar across emergency services customer
segments and the non-emergency services user base. This allows ERP
suppliers and workforce management suppliers to compete for Duties
opportunities, as recognised in NECSWS's internal documents [].

Our assessment - NECSWS’s documents
Response to NECSWS’s views
7.53

We acknowledge that the documents we have reviewed primarily focused on
consideration of a historical Metropolitan Police opportunity. We consider they
provide insight into NECSWS’s views of the competitive landscape at the time and
that even if its views proved to be ultimately incorrect as regards the specific
opportunity [], they reflect NECSWS’s own assessment of the market at the
point in time. We consider more recent developments related to the Metropolitan
Police in paragraph 7.133 below.

7.54

In relation to NECSWS’s submissions at paragraph 7.52 we consider the point
about opportunities at paragraph 7.78, the point about future plans for CARM at
paragraph 7.134 and the similarities with other products at paragraphs 7.10 to
7.26.

Closeness between the Parties
7.55

NECSWS mentioned and analysed [] as a possible competitor when it
considered the previous Metropolitan Police opportunity. 462 NECSWS saw [] as
having a similar Duties offering to itself. 463

NECSWS’s response to Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.1(b).
Appendix C, Documents 32 and 34.
463 Appendix C, Document 34.
461
462
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Closeness with others
7.56

NECSWS regularly mentions [] and considers that [] has a stronger offering
than its own offering. 464 NECSWS mentioned [] once and did not conduct a
detailed assessment of its offering (unlike with []). 465 NECSWS mentioned []
once but noted that its offering is not typically used by the police. 466

Provisional view
7.57

We have seen only a limited number of NECSWS documents relevant to the
Duties market. However, these documents indicate that the pool of competitors
NECSWS mentions, and analyses, is very limited. NECSWS considers that []
and [] are close competitors to itself in the Duties market. Beyond these two
suppliers NECSWS is also aware of [] and [] as suppliers, but the documents
show they are not seen as close constraints.

SSS’s views – SSS’s documents
7.58

SSS submitted that historic documents do not reflect the current state of
competition and the documents should be interpreted with reference to the context
in which they were created, including that some documents were created in the
context of the proposed sale of SSS, which might ‘set out aspirational targets’. 467

7.59

SSS submitted that an absence of any reference to Totalmobile in competitive
assessments within its internal documents does not mean that SSS does not, in
practice, view Totalmobile as a strong competitor. 468 Even in the absence of
specific references in SSS’s internal documents, SSS submitted that it considers
Totalmobile as providing a strong constraint. 469

7.60

SSS submitted that, despite stating in a document that its product is the superior
product in the market, it is not the case that []. 470

Appendix C, Documents 32, 33, 34, 38.
Appendix C, Document 34.
466 Appendix C, Document 34.
467 SSS’s Response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, 2.2 and 2.5.
468 We note that we have seen one reference to Totalmobile under the name of GRS which it acquired. See Appendix C,
Document 41.
469 SSS’s Response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, 5.2.1.
470 SSS’s Response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 August 2022, 5.2.2.
464
465
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Our assessment - SSS’s documents
Response to SSS’s views
7.61

In relation to SSS’s submissions set out at paragraph 7.58, we recognise these
are historical documents and have taken their context into account when
determining how much weight to place on them as evidence.

7.62

With regards to the submissions set out at paragraphs 7.59 and 7.60, we have
seen no evidence to substantiate SSS’s claims and note that they do not align with
the other evidence we have reviewed in this chapter (as well as not being reflected
in the terms of internal documents discussed in this section).

Closeness between the Parties
7.63

SSS regularly mentions NECSWS in its documents 471 and sees it as the []
competitor in the Duties market (after Crown and itself). 472 While SSS sees
NECSWS [], 473 [] of its mentions of NECSWS show that it sees NECSWS as
a competitor.

Closeness to other suppliers
7.64

SSS describes the Duties market in the UK as having intense rivalry, with only
three main suppliers (Crown, NECSWS and itself). 474 It has described itself in
some documents as being the [] and has in a recent [], than both Crown and
NECSWS. 475

7.65

SSS regularly analyses Crown when assessing competitors. 476 SSS recognises
Crown as one of two major suppliers in the UK (the other being SSS itself). 477 SSS
sees Crown’s product as being [] than SSS’s, 478 but considers that Crown
[]. 479 This shows that SSS considers Crown as a [] competitive constraint.

7.66

SSS mentions Totalmobile in one of its documents but note that it is not aware of it
having recent success. 480 This indicates that SSS views Totalmobile only as a []
constraint.

Appendix C, Documents 38, 40, 42, 43, 44, 45.
Appendix C, Document 38.
473 Appendix C, Document 40.
474 Appendix C, Document 45.
475 Appendix C, Document 38.
476 Appendix C, Documents 38, 41, 43, 44, 45 and 46.
477 Appendix C, Document 38.
478 Appendix C, Documents 38 and 44.
479 Appendix C, Document 45.
480 Appendix C, Document 41.
471
472
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7.67

SSS mentions Oracle in one document but only to note it has no Duties
capability. 481 SAP is not referenced in SSS’s documents.

Provisional view
7.68

We have seen only a limited number of SSS documents relevant to the Duties
market. These documents show that SSS considers Crown to be its []
competitor and [] constraint on it in the market. SSS also considered NECSWS
to be a competitor, the [] strongest competitor in the market, albeit with a []
product than itself. SSS’s internal documents indicate that other providers are not
considered to be material constraints on SSS.

Recent opportunities
7.69

Evidence of customer diversion between merger parties and past competitive
interactions, such as merger parties’ offers in tenders, is relevant to the
assessment of closeness of competition. 482

7.70

We have analysed customer data on opportunities (tenders, direct awards and
extensions) since 2017 in the Duties market. These opportunities allow suppliers
to retain their customers or win customers from their competitors. Consideration of
a suppliers’ frequency of participation and success rates in opportunities allows us
to assess the current competitive constraints being provided by different suppliers.

Parties’ views
7.71

The Parties submitted their own estimates of recent opportunities (the Parties’
Opportunities Data) covering their understanding of the type of opportunity, which
suppliers bid and which supplier was successful. 483 They submitted that this
analysis was clear evidence that the Parties were not close competitors in
Duties. 484 They submitted:
(a)

[]; and

(b)

[].

Our assessment
7.72

We have conducted our own assessment of recent opportunities in the Duties
market, drawing on evidence received from customers, competitors and the
Parties. We have found there to have been a very small number of opportunities in

Appendix C, Document 43.
CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
483 Parties, response to RFI 5, 24 March 2022, Annex 3.1 and Parties’ Note on analysis of bidding data, 21 March 2022.
484 Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission, 31 May 2022, paragraph 4.10.
481
482
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the Duties market since 2017 (see Table 7-3). We have seen evidence of only one
completed tender process, 485 although we note that we have seen evidence of four
tender/framework processes that were commenced and subsequently were either
cancelled, delayed or deferred. 486 We have seen evidence of [] direct awards
and note that for several of these we have conflicting information as to whether
they were best described as a tender or a direct award. 487 We have also seen
evidence of [] extensions.
Table 7-3 Duties opportunities since 2017
Market wide total
[]

NECSWS

SSS

Tenders
Party involved in
[]
[]
Both Parties involved in
[]
[]
Won
[]
[]
Direct awards
[]
[]
[]
Extensions
[]
[]
[]
Note: ‘Involved in’ means that the Party was at least invited to the opportunity (and may have submitted an informal or formal bid).
Source: CMA analysis of Parties’, customer and competitor data, data until June 2022.

7.73

We have also observed that there has been very few examples of customers
changing suppliers. Almost all of the opportunities have been awarded to the
incumbent supplier.

Closeness between the Parties
7.74

[] both Parties have won direct awards and extensions over this period. SSS
has [] direct awards and []. NECSWS has [] direct awards and []
extension. For both Parties, these [] have been entirely from existing customers
where they held an incumbency position. The Parties’ successes in direct awards
and extensions indicates that they have been seen as viable options for their own
customers.

7.75

The lack of direct competition between the Parties must be viewed alongside the
very limited amount of direct competition to have occurred in the market at all. We
consider that Parties’ presence in the market means they have placed some
indirect constraint on each other at the point of award for the opportunities
discussed above.

Closeness with others
7.76

[] we have identified in the market was for a wider package of software, of which
Duties was only one component. SSS won this contract []. The customer
identified other bidders for the contract, but we consider these bidders were

We recognise that some direct awards included an initial market test. However, where customers have described the
eventual appointment as a direct award we have classified them in this manner.
486 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 22 June 2022, question 3.
487 We recognise that some direct awards included an initial market test. In some cases the appointed supplier referred
to these opportunities as tenders while the customer referred to them as direct awards. Where customers have described
the eventual appointment as a direct award we have classified them in this manner.
485
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unlikely to be able to provide the Duties component themselves, given no other
evidence suggests they have a presence in the Duties market. 488
7.77

Outside the [] tender since 2017 the most active alternative supplier was Crown,
which won [] direct awards and [] extension. While direct awards and
extensions do not provide examples of direct competition with either of the Parties,
as the most active supplier (in terms of winning opportunities) in the market, we
consider that Crown’s success in direct awards and extensions indicates that it
exerted a strong indirect constraint as an alternative option for customers
considering either tendering, or not appointing their incumbent supplier through a
direct award or extension. Totalmobile was [].

Provisional view
7.78

Our opportunities analysis shows that there are relatively few opportunities in the
market and tender opportunities are particularly rare.

7.79

Almost all opportunities are won by incumbents. Crown and SSS have been
particularly successful at retaining customers. NECSWS has also won some direct
awards and extensions to retain its existing customers.

7.80

Overall, we consider the opportunities data shows little evidence of strong
competition in the supply of Duties in the UK. The most successful suppliers in the
market have been Crown and SSS and these are likely to have placed a constraint
on each other, even if indirectly. There is relatively limited evidence of SSS and
NECSWS placing a constraint on each other for opportunities; nonetheless, we
consider that their ability to win direct awards and extensions indicates that they
placed some indirect competitive constraint on each other.

Customers’ views
7.81

When assessing closeness of competition between merger parties, the CMA often
gathers the views of customers. 489

7.82

We asked customers to identify all the Duties providers that they believed could
meet their software requirements, ranking the suitability of their offering from one
to five (where five is most suitable). The results are shown in Table 7-4.

Smartek21 Ltd, Pretium Change Management, Agilisys, Cloud Logik and DBaas all submitted an official bid for the
one tender but did not win it. We understand that this tender was for a combined ERP solution of which Duties was one
aspect and that these competitors primarily provide ERP solutions as opposed to solely Duties. Response to the CMA
questionnaire from Cleveland Police, 16 February 2022.
489 CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
488
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Table 7-4 Number of mentions of Duties suppliers

Crown
SSS
NECSWS
Totalmobile
SAP

Number of
mentions
7
3
2
2
1

Question: Please list all of the Duties providers that you believe could meet your software requirements in the following table, ranking
the suitability of their offering from one to five (where five is most suitable)
Source: Eight customer responses to CMA phase 1 questionnaire.

7.83

Eight customers answered this question, out of 15 that responded to our phase 1
questionnaire (and 48 police forces in the UK).

7.84

Crown was mentioned the most times (mentioned by seven of eight respondents)
as a supplier that could meet the customers needs. Only two forces commented
on its strengths and weaknesses.

7.85

NECSWS was mentioned twice but neither of the respondents discussed
NECSWS’s strengths or weaknesses. 490

7.86

SSS was mentioned three times. Only one force listed SSS’s strengths and
weaknesses. 491

7.87

Totalmobile was mentioned twice but neither of the respondents discussed
Totalmobile’s strengths or weaknesses. 492

7.88

SAP was mentioned once as a suitable supplier. 493

Provisional view
7.89

Given the relatively limited number of responses and the lack of elaboration by
respondents on strengths and weaknesses, we place limited weight on this
customer questionnaire evidence, but consider that it is consistent with other
evidence in showing a limited competitor set and not identifying significant
alternative suppliers to the Parties, Crown and Totalmobile.

Competitors’ views
7.90

When assessing closeness of competition between merger parties, the CMA often
gathers the views of competitors. 494

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [] and [], 3 March 2022, question 16.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], [] and [], 3 March 2022, question 16.
492 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [] and [], 3 March 2022, question 16.
493 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 16.
494 CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
490
491
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7.91

[].

7.92

Totalmobile 495 submitted that SSS (Capita) and Crown are its main competitors 496
in the Duties market for police forces. It did not refer to NECSWS as a competitor,
but it noted that both NECSWS’s and SSS’s Duties products have a dated look
and feel, although it considered that this is a problem with all Duties systems.

Provisional view
7.93

We consider that alternative suppliers identified the same competitor set as the
other sources of evidence for the Duties market. The views of competitors indicate
that Crown and SSS as the leading suppliers in the Duties market and that
NECSWS and Totalmobile are credible (albeit less strong) competitors.

Market developments
7.94

We have assessed whether there are any market developments that may mean
that the strength of the competitive constraint the Parties place on each other and
others place on the Parties, may materially change.

7.95

We first assess how many future opportunities will arise, then how well placed the
Parties and other suppliers are to compete for these opportunities and then
whether, and how fast, there may be a change in customer requirements towards
public-cloud solutions (see paragraphs 5.16-5.30 in chapter 5).

Number of opportunities
7.96

We have examined how many future opportunities are likely to arise in the Duties
market and over what timeframes. This is relevant to the time period over which it
is appropriate for us to assess the effects of the Merger.

7.97

Using evidence provided by suppliers, we have identified [] likely tender
opportunities over the period 2022 to 2023 (we were unable to identify if any, and
if so how many, opportunities may arise in 2024). 497

7.98

We consider that with these forthcoming opportunities for competition in the
market, it is appropriate for us to focus our assessment in particular on the next
few years to provisionally determine whether the Merger has resulted, or may be
expected to result, in an SLC.

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 10.
Totalmobile also listed Allocate Software as a competitor, although this was in the context of provision of rostering to
the NHS, rather than police customers, and hence we have omitted above.
497 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 13 June 2022, question 4.
495
496
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Future transition towards cloud-based services
Parties’ views
7.99

The Parties submitted that it is now essential for suppliers to be able to offer a
cloud-based solution in Duties. 498 They submitted that on-premise solutions will
continue to be relevant for extensions in the near future, given customers' existing
solutions, but they will not be able to impose a meaningful competitive constraint in
relation to new contract tenders, taking into account (in the Parties’ view) clear
evidence of the trend in this direction.

7.100

Further, the Parties submitted that suppliers with cloud-based capabilities currently
exert a strong competitive constraint, and that (in their view) the evidence
suggests that customers' adoption of cloud-based solutions will only increase in
the near future. 499 The Parties submitted that suppliers who do not keep up with
customer requirements are likely to exert a materially weaker constraint going
forward.

Customers’ views
7.101

498
499

We asked customers to indicate how important they expected cloud-based
services to be in future. Figure 7-1 below shows that most Duties customers
answered that cloud would be important in future (13 out of 21 answered that it
was between four and five in importance on a scale of one to five, with five being
very important and one being not important).

Parties, Response to Market Developments WP, 4 August 2022, page 40.
Parties, Response to Market Developments WP, 4 August 2022, page 40.
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Figure 7-1 Duties: Customers – importance of cloud

Importance of suppliers' cloud capability
Number of respondents

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1 (= not
important)

2.5

3

4

5 (= very
important)

Importance

Note: One customer gave a response of ‘2.5’ which is shown on the x axis of the chart.
Question: Q31. When next deciding on a Duties product, how important or unimportant will a Duties suppliers’ cloud capability be for
you?
Base: 21 police forces.
Source: CMA analysis of third-party data.

7.102

Alongside their quantitative responses, most customers also provided comments
to explain their answer. These responses were varied and often explained the
respondent's view with specific or detailed points. In order to summarise these
responses, we have classified them under the broad themes set out below. Some
respondents gave answers that have been classified into multiple categories.
(a)

Nine respondents mentioned that moving to cloud fits with either their own or
national strategy; 500

(b)

Four respondents said cloud-services would be important because of their
benefits; 501

(c)

Five respondents said they would carefully balance any decision on cloud
against the risks or that they were currently considering cloud; 502

(d)

Two respondents said cloud was a consideration but not vital; and 503

(e)

Two respondents said they were already actively moving towards cloud. 504

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, question 19; [], 26 May 2022, question 46; [],
26 May 2022, question 36; [], [], [], [], [] and [], 20 May 2022, question 46.
501 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, question 36; [] and [] 20 May 2022, question 46;
[], 26 May 2022, question 46.
502 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, question 31; [], 26 May 2022, question 19; [],
26 May 2022, question 46; [] and [] and [], 20 May 2022, question 46.
503 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 20 May 2022, question 46; [], 26 May 2022, question 40.
504 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, question 32; [], 20 May 2022, question 46.
500
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7.103

One customer told us on a call that for its next procurement it was likely that a
cloud-based solution would be preferred to an on-premise solution, but that a
privately-hosted solution would likely be sufficient (as opposed to a public-cloud
solution). 505

Competitors’ views
7.104

We spoke to two competitors that had differing views as to how long on-premise
solutions would remain viable.

7.105

One competitor told us that it anticipates that all tenders will be cloud-based in the
next three years. However, it expects on-premise solutions will remain viable for
the next 12-18 months. 506

7.106

One competitor told us that it is now essential for suppliers to offer a cloud-based
solution. 507 It considered that purely on-premise solutions will no longer be a viable
proposition.

Provisional view
7.107

Our provisional view is that being able to offer a cloud solution will be increasingly
important. It is unclear from the customer responses outlined above what form of
cloud solution (public or privately hosted) customers may prefer. Some customers
say they will actively consider cloud, but will consider the risks and benefits of it at
the stage at which they next procure.

Future competitiveness of the Parties’ products
7.108

We have considered the likely future competitiveness of the Parties’ products
taking into account that their broad prospects for future competitiveness, as well
as our provisional view set out at paragraph 7.107 above that an ability to offer a
cloud solution will be increasingly important.
NECSWS’s views - CARM

7.109

NECSWS submitted that []. []. 508

Note of a call with [], September 2022, paragraph 13.
Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 7.
507 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 3.
508 Parties’ response to AIS,4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.6.
505
506
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Current customers
7.110

[], NECSWS currently has [] Duties customers covering [] police forces
(one customer is a consortium of three police forces). The last of these contracts
currently runs until [] and there are [] within these contracts. 509
Metropolitan Police

7.111

[]. 510

7.112

[]. 511

7.113

[]. 512

7.114

[]

7.115

[].

513

[]. 514 []. 515

Marketing of CARM and opportunities for CARM
7.116

NECSWS last won a new customer for CARM in []. 516 [].

7.117

[]: 517

7.118

(a)

[];

(b)

[];

(c)

[]; and

(d)

[].

[]: 518
(a)

[].

(b)

[]. 519 []. 520 []. 521

NECSWS’s Response to CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing, 3 August 2022, question 5a and b.
NECSWS’s Response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 12b.
511 FMN, 15.65.
512 NECSWS’s response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 12b-d.
513 NECSWS’s response to CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing, 3 August 2022, question 5.
514 NECSWS’s main party hearing transcript, page 94.
515 NECSWS’s response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 12.
516 Parties’ response to AIS,4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.6.
517 NECSWS’s response to CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing, 3 August 2022, Q5c.
518 NECSWS’s response to CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing, 3 August 2022, Q5c.
519 FMN, paragraphs 15.69 and 15.70 and NECSWS’s response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, Q12e.
520 NECSWS’s response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, Q12.
521 NECSWS’s response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, Q12e.
509
510
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(c)

[].

Plans for CARM
7.119

[]. 522

7.120

[]. 523 Specifically, NECSWS referred to the following documents:
(a)

[]. 524

(b)

[]. 525

(c)

[]. 526

(d)

[]. 527

CARM’s financial position
7.121

[]. 528
Cloud-capability

7.122

NECSWS submitted that []. 529
Third party views - CARM

7.123

One customer told us that CARM has been its primary resource management
system for the last 15 years. 530 It currently uses version 4.2 of the CARM product.
It said that this works as a duties management tool but not as an adequate
resource management tool. 531 It said the current version is []. The customer is
currently upgrading to version 4.7 which would address [] and would give the
product a further 2 to 3 years of life. 532 It noted that CARM also has a version 5
which is an advanced product and very different to version 4.7.

NECSWS’s response to the AIS, 4 August 2022, paragraph 6.1.
NECSWS’s response to CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing, 3 August 2022, Q5d.
524 NECSWS internal document, Annex 189 to the CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing [], 5 July 2021,
slides 2-5
525 NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 18.1.27 to the DMN, [], 23 September 2021, page 11.
526 NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 190 to the CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing [],
23 September 2021, slide 4.
527 NECSWS, internal document, Annex 191 to the CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing [].
528 NECSWS’s response to CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing, 3 August 2022, question 5e.
529 NECSWS’s response to Market Developments WP, 4 August 2022, page 40.
530 [] submission to the CMA, 26 August 2022, question 4.
531 Note of a call with [], September 2022.
532 Note of a call with [], September 2022.
522
523
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7.124

The same customer is reviewing its strategy for a long-term solution. It explained
that while it does this, it is ‘almost certain’ that it will have to extend its current
CARM contract further while it considers and chooses its future options.

7.125

With regards to its future options, it told us that it would likely look for a
replacement for the current version of CARM. It would assess which options could
meet its needs, in particular one that can integrate with its wider ERP solution and
one that could be cloud-based (although a privately-hosted cloud option would
likely be sufficient).

7.126

Choosing a future option would require it to assess the available options. This
would likely include assessing CARM version 5 and solutions from other providers.
It has not yet decided the form of procurement it will undertake, whether that will
be contested or not, and whether or not it will use SPF2 for such a procurement.

7.127

One customer told us that it had been using CARM for many years and it is fully
embedded in its working practices and system interfaces. 533 Due to several backoffice systems and process reviews it thought it would not be cost effective to
‘compete the contract’ at the last procurement point. A direct award was agreed
with the supplier to avoid additional framework charges.

7.128

One customer told us that at its next procurement - expected around September
2023 - it would be seeking a product with []. 534

7.129

One supplier told us that it understands that NECSWS’s CARM product is []. 535
Our assessment – CARM

7.130

In light of the above evidence regarding the future competitiveness of CARM, we
have considered the likelihood of NECSWS winning new customers and/or
retaining existing customers, and its incentives in relation to staying active in the
market.

7.131

With regards to new customers, while NECSWS has made both some active
attempts to market CARM to new customers up until 2019, and some reactive
attempts since 2021, []. However, given there are relatively few open
opportunities to win new customers in the market, this is not surprising or out of
line with other suppliers’ success rate as regards new customers.

7.132

With regards to existing customers, NECSWS has had mixed success in retaining
its current Duties customers. [].

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 10 June 2022, question 42.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 8 June 2022, questions 45 and 51.
535 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 12.
533
534
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7.133

We consider that following [] cancellation of its recent procurement, its future
intentions for contracting a Duties supplier are highly uncertain. []. [] (see
paragraph 7.123) while it reviews its future strategy (see paragraph 7.123). If []
launches a further procurement for a new Duties product (or a tender that includes
Duties functionality), it is unclear whether NECSWS’s CARM product would meet
the requirements of that tender, given [] prior comments on the suitability of
CARM []. However, in its latest submission to us, [] stated that it would likely
make an assessment of the latest version of CARM (v5) alongside other suppliers’
products when it came to reviewing future options. We further note that NECSWS
is on the SPF2 framework and if a future Duties procurement was run using this
framework it could seek to bid if it wished to. The time until any future procurement
occurs would also allow NECSWS to consider its options and potentially develop
its offer to [] to make it more attractive.

7.134

With regards to NECSWS’s incentives to remain active in the market with CARM,
we have considered in particular CARM’s financial position. CARM earned a
positive gross margin of approximately []% in FY22, and a positive gross margin
for the preceding [] financial years (although before accounting for ‘Cap Dev’ it
earned [] in FY20 and FY22). 536 We acknowledge that the Metropolitan Police
contract []. [].

7.135

We acknowledge NECSWS’s submission that []. We do not consider that the
documentary evidence submitted by NECSWS is conclusive in this regard. These
documents are all from a period when the Merger was under consideration and
may have been produced when NECSWS focused on its plans for SSS’s Origin
product, assuming the Merger could be completed. 537 The documents contain
limited references to NECSWS’s future intentions for CARM and three of the four
documents refer to []. One of the documents, which contains a proposal to
[]. 538

7.136

We note that NECSWS’s suggested interpretation of the above documents is not
entirely consistent with other evidence we have considered. For example, as noted
at paragraphs 7.117 to 7.118 above, NECSWS has undertaken some activity to
promote CARM in the last few years and, as noted at paragraph 7.118, it has won
extensions for some of its existing Duties contracts with its current CARM product.

7.137

Further, other internal documents, while also not conclusive, suggest that
NECSWS planned to continue to promote CARM.

NECSWS, Responses to CMA Queries of 28 July 2022 following NECSWS’s main party hearing, 3 August 2022,
question 1.
537 See CMA129, paragraph 2.29(a).
538 NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 189 to the CMA queries of 28 July following main party hearing [], 5 July
2021, slide 4.
536
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(a)

[]; 539

(b)

[]; 540

7.138

Thus, our view is that the documents highlighted to us by NECSWS do not
sufficiently demonstrate that it is likely that NECSWS [] absent the Merger.

7.139

Overall, we have seen evidence that NECSWS has historically been the third
largest supplier in the market. In light of this, we have considered carefully the
evidence []. We consider that the evidence set out above shows, that NECSWS:

7.140

(a)

will continue to supply and support existing customers for several years
(including contracts lasting until []);

(b)

has won [] very recent extensions ([]);

(c)

faces significant uncertainty [] ([]), [];

(d)

has short-term profitability for CARM, []; and

(e)

[].

Given the above, on balance, []. As such, we consider that NECSWS will have
the incentive to continue to offer CARM as a competitive proposition in the market.
SSS’s views – Origin

7.141

SSS submitted that SSS’s Origin solution is not cloud capable []. SSS told us
that customers are telling SSS that they require cloud and will come to tender for
this in the next two years - []. 541
Our assessment – Origin

7.142

In our view, Origin will remain a strong competitive constraint in the market in
future because:
(a)

it currently has a large customer base and a strong position in the market,
including having won several direct awards and extensions. It is likely wellplaced to utilise this to continue to win direct awards and extensions;

(b)

it has been able to provide a ‘deployed-in-the-cloud’ solution to some
customers, [];

NECSWS, Internal Document, Annex 5.11 to the phase 1 s190(1) ‘[]’, slides 8 and 52.
NECSWS, Internal Document, Annex 9.2.2 to the FMN, ‘[]’, July 2020, slide 11.
541 Parties’ response to AIS, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.6.
539
540
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(c)

we acknowledge that it likely requires []. However, we consider it is
credible that SSS will achieve this and note that SSS has submitted []. 542
in the interim it is well-placed to present this as a credible road-map.

Future competitiveness of competitors’ products
Competitors’ views
7.143

We have also considered the likely future competitiveness of the products of
suppliers other than the Parties, particularly in relation to cloud-capability and in
relation to changes from their current offerings.

7.144

Crown submitted that []. 543 It also submitted that its offering is already cloudbased using the Microsoft Azure platform. It also submitted that incremental and
sometimes major product improvements occur every []. 544

7.145

Totalmobile submitted that []. 545 It also submitted that it has recently developed
a cloud-based version of its product using Microsoft Azure. At present this is
broadly the same as its on-premise solution but, in future, additional functionalities
will be built into the cloud-based product that will not be available on-premise. 546

7.146

SAP submitted that it has no plans to provide direct supply of Duties management
services to any emergency services customer in the UK in the next two years. 547

7.147

Zellis submitted that it has no plans to bid for future opportunities in the Duties
market. 548

7.148

MidlandHR submitted that []. 549
Our assessment – competitors’ products

7.149

We consider that, among the Parties’ competitors, Crown and Totalmobile have
public-cloud based products ([]). This capability may mean they are well-placed
to compete for opportunities requiring a public-cloud solution in the next few years.

Provisional view
7.150

We recognise that there is uncertainty []. Our provisional view is that NECSWS
would continue to supply CARM and it would continue to be a competitive

SSS’s response to the CMA’s RFI 4, 13 July 2022, paragraph 77.4.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 13 June 2022, question 4.
544 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 3 and 8.
545 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 13 June 2022, question 4.
546 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 2.
547 [] submission to the CMA, 19 July 2022.
548 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [] 10 June 2022, question 4.
549 [] submission to the CMA, 9 August 2022.
542
543
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proposition in the Duties market in the next few years (see paragraphs 7.139 and
7.140).
7.151

As set out in paragraph 7.142, we consider that Origin would remain a strong
competitive constraint in the market. We recognise it may require some
development, but consider that this is likely, particularly given the incentives
around its current large customer base.

7.152

We consider that broadly, other current suppliers (Crown and Totalmobile) will
remain constraints in the market, and do not consider it likely that suppliers in
adjacent markets will become competitors in the time period of our assessment,
given their lack of existing plans to enter.

7.153

We consider that customers will increasingly require public-cloud based solutions
in future, but do not consider that a movement towards cloud materially affects this
competitive assessment, since we consider all main suppliers have a form of cloud
capability (private or public cloud) and there is the potential to develop this further
or win opportunities with either privately-hosted cloud solutions or public-cloud
solutions.

Provisional conclusion
7.154

We have found that the Duties market is characterised by a high degree of market
concentration with SSS and Crown having the majority of customers in the market
and NECSWS and Totalmobile having fewer customers.

7.155

We are mindful that where the CMA finds evidence that competition mainly takes
place among a few firms, any two would normally be sufficiently close competitors
that the elimination of competition between them would raise competition
concerns, subject to evidence to the contrary. 550 We have therefore considered the
evidence of a high degree of concentration alongside all of the other evidence we
have collected.

7.156

There have been very few opportunities in the Duties market over the last five
years and in particular very few tenders. []. Despite this lack of recent direct
competition, we recognise that given the small number of current suppliers in the
market, the Parties are likely future competitors, directly or indirectly.

7.157

We have found and reviewed comparatively few internal documents from the
Parties. These documents show that the Parties have historically considered
Crown to be the strongest competitor in Duties and have considered each other to

550

CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
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be competitors. Competitors and customers also told us that the Parties were
among a small number of suppliers in the market.
7.158

We have considered the prospects for each of the Parties’ offerings in future and
whether the strength of constraint they currently place on each other and other
suppliers place on them may change.

7.159

NECSWS has []. We recognise that there is uncertainty []. However, given
NECSWS’s current position in the market and ongoing contracts (including recent
extensions), []. [] we consider that NECSWS’s Duties product is likely to
continue in the market serving its current customers, to be available as an option
for new customers and therefore to remain a constraint on SSS in future.

7.160

SSS currently has a strong position in the Duties market. While some third-party
feedback identifies weaknesses in SSS’s product, we have seen evidence that
SSS is exploring developing its Duties product and consider that given the
strength of its current product it is likely to have an incentive to develop the
product. We therefore consider that SSS is likely to remain a strong competitor in
the market in future and will remain a constraint on NECSWS.

7.161

With regards to other suppliers, we consider that Crown is well positioned to
remain a strong constraint in the market in the future and that Totalmobile will also
provide a constraint, particularly given its recently developed cloud-based solution.
As such, our expectation is that future competition in this market is likely to occur
between Crown, NECSWS, SSS and Totalmobile.

7.162

As such, absent the Merger we consider that in the next few years NECSWS and
SSS would be likely to remain competitors in the market and as such to place a
direct or indirect competitive constraint on each other.

7.163

In view of our assessment above, we therefore provisionally conclude that the
Merger has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an SLC as a result of
horizontal unilateral effects in the market for Duties in the UK.

8.

COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENT – RMS

8.1

In this chapter, we assess whether the loss of competition between NECSWS and
SSS has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an SLC in the supply of RMS to
police forces in the UK.

8.2

The Parties currently overlap in the supply of RMS in the UK. The Merger
combines the two Parties and removes any competitive constraint they place on
each other. We have looked at whether the Merged Entity would be likely to
worsen its offering (for example, by removing available product lines, reducing
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service quality or investment, or increasing prices) compared to the situation if the
Merger did not take place. This is a horizontal, unilateral effects theory of harm.
8.3

This chapter sets out details of our investigation and provisional findings in relation
to this theory of harm, covering: (a) details of the Parties’ and competitors’
offerings; (b) market definition; (c) the key evidence we have reviewed in our
competitive assessment, including: market shares; our assessment of the Parties’
internal documents; analysis of recent opportunities; evidence from third parties;
and our assessment of future market developments; and (d) our provisional
conclusions.

Suppliers’ offerings
8.4

RMS for police forces enables the recording and managing of case-related
information. It usually covers four main functions, namely, case (for managing
court case files), crime (for recording details of crimes), custody (for processing
detainees) and intelligence (for recording intelligence reports). 551 These functions
can be provided as an integrated solution (a single application) or as separate
modules (standalone software solutions).

8.5

The Parties are two of three main RMS suppliers currently active in the UK. There
is some differentiation between suppliers in terms of product offering and the
customer type that each serve:
(a)

SSS offers two different RMS products: PoliceWorks and UNIFI. PoliceWorks
is an integrated RMS (ie an RMS structured as a single application albeit it is
also deployable as modules). 552 []. It is tailored to Great Manchester
Police’s (GMP) requirements 553, but this customer has since stated that it will
move away from PoliceWorks. 554 UNIFI covers the same scope as integrated
RMS products but is formed of separate software modules addressing the
different elements of RMS where the underlying data is integrated into a
single data POLE (people, objects, locations, and events) store. 555 Neither
PoliceWorks nor UNIFI are cloud-enabled. 556

(b)

NECSWS offers an RMS product called CONNECT. NECSWS submitted
that CONNECT is a contemporary event-driven RMS, which means that data
or events entered into the software will trigger other actions. 557 Most

FMN, paragraph 1.7.2.
SSS, PoliceWorks, undated, page 2.
553 Parties’ Issues Meeting Presentation (confidential version), 6 April 2022, slide 20.
554 ‘Update on PoliceWorks computer system from Chief Constable Stephan Watson’, Greater Manchester Police’s
News, 21 March 2022, (last accessed 14 September 2022).
555 FMN, paragraph 15.55.
556 Parties, response to the Issues Statement, 28 June 2022, paragraph 5.1.2d.
557 FMN, paragraph 12.58-12.61.
551
552
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CONNECT customers currently use a private-cloud version, [] (see
chapter 5 for definitions). 558
(c)

Niche offers an RMS solution that allows for application programming
interfaces with almost all solutions currently in use by UK police forces. Its
product is based around the management of eight core pillars: intelligence,
vulnerability, property, custody, incident, forensics, investigation and crime
management, and case preparation and criminal justice. 559 Its product is
cloud-enabled as an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 560 offering. 561

(d)

Mark43 is an overseas-based RMS provider. It has recently entered the UK
market by contracting to serve Cumbria Constabulary and estimates that its
product will be ready in two years. 562 Its RMS solution offers five core
capabilities: Report Writing, Case Management Investigations, Property &
Evidence, Stat Reporting & Crime Analysis, and Booking & Jail. Mark43
describes itself as cloud-native. 563

(e)

There are a range of other suppliers that provide services that cover specific
aspects of RMS. For example, Kim Software Solutions offers property
management. These suppliers do not offer a full RMS solution on their own
but can sometimes supply police forces in combination with other providers.
However, the majority of police forces use a single RMS provider.

Market definition
8.6

This section sets out our provisional views on the relevant market. Where the CMA
makes an SLC finding, this must be ‘within any market or markets in the United
Kingdom for goods or services’. 564 An SLC can affect the whole or part of a market
or markets. 565

8.7

While market definition can sometimes be a useful tool, it is not an end in itself. 566
The outcome of any market definition exercise does not determine the outcome of
the CMA’s analysis of the competitive effects of the merger in any mechanistic
way. 567 In assessing whether a merger may give rise to an SLC, the CMA may
take into account constraints outside the relevant market, segmentation within the

NECSWS, response to Market Developments WP, 4 August 2022, page 22.
Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 1.
560 Infrastructure-as-a-Service refers to a cloud service where the supplier manages the infrastructure, but the customer
manages the software and apps.
561 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 2.
562 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 29 June, question 1.
563 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 29 June, question 1.
564 As regards the Merger, see section 35(1)(b) of the Act.
565 CMA129, paragraph 9.1.
566 CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
567 CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
558
559
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relevant market, or other ways in which some constraints are more important than
others. 568
Product Scope
8.8

Product market definition starts with the relevant products of the merger firms. 569
The Parties overlap in the supply of RMS to police forces only.

8.9

The Parties submitted that RMS is required only by police forces, and accordingly,
the appropriate frame of reference should be supply of RMS to police forces. 570

8.10

We have not received any evidence to the contrary from the Parties or third
parties. Moreover, RMS is mentioned in the Parties’ internal documents only in the
context of police forces (see Appendix C: Internal Documents) which supports a
product market definition focused on police forces.

8.11

For the reasons set out above, our provisional view is that the relevant product
market is the supply of RMS to police forces.

Geographic Scope
8.12

We have considered the geographic scope of the relevant market. As with
product markets, the CMA’s focus in defining geographic markets is on demandside factors and identifying the most important competitive alternatives to the
merger firms. 571 The CMA may consider a range of evidence as regards
geographic scope, including the views of market participants on consumer
preferences and product characteristics. 572

8.13

The Parties submitted that they supply customers across the UK, conditions of
competition do not differ materially across the country, and that the narrowest
possible geographic frame of reference should be the UK. 573

8.14

We considered whether the geographic market should be widened to include
countries outside the UK. We note that the Parties’ internal documents mainly
discuss products in the context of UK customers rather than on an international
basis. Where internal documents discuss a specific opportunity, they acknowledge
regional considerations (eg the supplier of neighbouring police forces). However,
this did not alter the competitor set that the Parties consider in relation to that
opportunity. The competitor set on which the Parties analysis focuses consists of
those suppliers that already supply UK customers. Where other international

CMA129, paragraph 9.4.
CMA129, paragraph 9.6.
570 FMN, paragraph 13.14
571 CMA129, paragraph 9.13.
572 CMA129, paragraph 9.13.
573 FMN, paragraph 13.27
568
569
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suppliers are mentioned they are typically analysed and considered in
substantially less detail. 574
8.15

Several third parties emphasised that non-UK suppliers would need to tailor their
products for UK policing and UK criminal justice processes to supply UK
customers. 575 As noted above, Mark43 (a non-UK based supplier) has recently
won a UK contract and told us that its current (international) offering lacks
essential functionality for the UK emergency service market and that it expects to
be able to develop this over the next two years. 576

8.16

For the reasons set out above, particularly third parties’ views on the specificity of
certain UK requirements including those flowing from relevant legislation, taking
the above evidence in the round, our provisional view is that the appropriate
geographic market definition for RMS is the UK.

Provisional view on market definition
8.17

For the reasons set out above, our provisional view is that the relevant market is
the supply of RMS to police forces in the UK.

Competitive assessment overview
8.18

In the remainder of this chapter, we assess the key evidence we have reviewed in
considering whether the Merger has resulted, or may be expected to result, in an
SLC in the supply of RMS to police forces in the UK.

8.19

We have considered:
(a)

market shares;

(b)

internal documents;

(c)

recent opportunities;

(d)

customers’ and competitors’ views; and

(e)

market developments.

8.20

After our assessment of these various types of evidence, at the end of this
chapter, we set out our provisional conclusion.

8.21

In this chapter, we have considered a horizontal unilateral effects theory of harm.
Unilateral effects can arise in a horizontal merger when one firm merges with a

Appendix C, Documents 34 and 35.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], [] and [], 3 March 2022. question 21.
576 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 29 June 2022, question 1c.
574
575
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competitor that previously provided a competitive constraint, allowing the merged
entity profitably to raise prices or degrade non-price aspects of its competitive
offering (such as quality, range, service and innovation) on its own and without
needing to coordinate with its rivals. 577 The concern under horizontal unilateral
effects essentially relates to the elimination of a competitive constraint by
removing an alternative that customers could switch to. 578 The main consideration
is whether there are sufficient remaining good alternatives to constrain the merged
entity post-merger. 579 Where there are few existing suppliers, the merger firms
enjoy a strong position or exert a strong constraint on each other, or the remaining
constraints on the merger firms are weak, competition concerns are likely. 580
8.22

In our assessment of whether horizontal unilateral effects arise, we review
closeness of competition. 581 The more closely the merger firms compete the
greater the likelihood of unilateral effects. 582 The concept of close competition is
not limited to products or services that have similar characteristics. 583 A firm may
be a close competitor if it represents a significant competitive force or exerts a
strong constraint on other firms. 584 Where there is a degree of differentiation
between the merger firms’ products, they may nevertheless still be close
competitors if rivals’ products are more differentiated, or if there are few rivals. 585
The CMA will consider the overall closeness of competition between the merger
firms in the context of the other constraints that would remain post-merger. 586 For
example, where the CMA finds evidence that competition mainly takes place
among few firms, any two would normally be sufficiently close competitors that the
elimination of competition between them would raise competition concerns,
subject to evidence to the contrary. 587

Market shares
8.23

In this section we present estimates of market shares for the RMS market. In a
differentiated market such as the supply of RMS to police forces in the UK,
horizontal unilateral effects are more likely to result from a merger where one or
more of the merger parties has a strong position in the market. 588 The level and
stability of market shares are relevant evidence in this regard. 589

CMA129, paragraph 4.1.
CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
579 CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
580 CMA129, paragraph 4.3.
581 CMA129, paragraph 4.8-4.10.
582 CMA129, paragraph 4.8.
583 CMA129, paragraph 4.9.
584 CMA129, paragraph 4.9.
585 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
586 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
587 CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
588 CMA129, paragraph 4.12(a).
589 CMA129, paragraph 4.12(a).
577
578
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Parties’ views
8.24

The Parties have made a number of submissions on the relevance of market
shares including that very little weight should be applied to an assessment of
market shares as a measure of competitive strength in a forward-looking merger
assessment. 590

8.25

The Parties submitted estimates of market shares for RMS to police forces in the
UK in 2021. Their estimates were made on a volume basis, based on the number
of recorded crimes reported by each police customer in 2021 according to ONS
data, combined with the Parties’ market intelligence on which customers are
supplied by each supplier in 2021. The Parties’ estimates are shown in Table 8-1.

Table 8-1 Shares of supply for RMS to Police forces (UK, 2021)
Competitor
NECSWS
Capita SSS
Parties Combined
Niche
In-house
Memex
EDS CRIS
ABM
Red Sigma
Sopra
Total
Source: FMN, Table 14.2.

Shares by volume of recorded
crimes (%)
[20-30%]
[10-20%]
[40-50%]
[40-50%]
[5-10%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
100%

Our assessment
8.26

Measures of concentration such as shares of supply can be useful evidence when
assessing closeness of competition. 591 Therefore, as part of our competitive
assessment we often use market shares in our defined market(s) as one measure
of the strength of different competitors.

8.27

We consider that examining market shares provides context to our competitive
assessment of the RMS market. They are a measure of historical market
concentration and, in particular, capture the outcome of previous competition in a
period through which current suppliers have been active in the market. However,
we also recognise that they have limitations which reduce their usefulness in this
case. As such, we assess them alongside other evidence in the round in forming
our provisional conclusion.

8.28

As part of our review, we examined market shares using several different metrics,
including revenue-based estimates, customer-number based estimates and the
Parties’ volume-based estimates. Estimates of market shares differ by metric
used, as set out in (Table 8-2).

590
591

Parties’ response to the Market Shares WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.
CMA129, paragraph 4.14.
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Table 8-2 Market shares in RMS

NECSWS
SSS
Parties Combined
Niche
In-house
Memex
EDS CRIS
ABM
RedSigma
Sopra
Mark43
Total

Shares by revenue
(2021) (%)

Shares by volume of
recorded crimes (%)

[60-70%]
[10-20%]
[70-80%]
[10-20%]
---[5-10%]
---100%

[20-30%]
[10-20%]
[40-50%]
[40-50%]
[5-10%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
[0-5%]
-100%

Shares by number of
police forces (go-live)
(%)
[20-30%]
[5-10%]
[30-40%]
[50-60%]
[0-5%]
-----[0-5%]
100%

Number of police
forces (go-live)
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
48

Notes: Shares by revenue: we have calculated revenue shares by collecting revenue information from suppliers active in the market.
[] did not submit any revenue data and hence have been omitted. Our understanding is that these two, (along with [] and []), are
small suppliers which do not offer full RMS solutions and therefore we do not expect their absence from the revenue share calculations
to materially affect our results. [] has not been included as we understand this is not a true RMS solution.
Shares by volume of recorded crimes: We have repeated the Parties’ estimates of shares by volume of recorded crimes
Shares by number of police forces (go-live): we have calculated shares of the total number of customers by using customer lists
collected from suppliers currently in the market.
Sources: CMA calculations based on third party responses to phase 2 questionnaire.

8.29

In general, in a differentiated product market we place more weight on revenue
shares than other metrics, since they more accurately represent the economic
value of contracts. However, in this market, there are differences in the business
models of the main RMS suppliers, and the potential for annual revenues to vary
over the course of multi-annual contracts, that make it difficult to compare like-forlike in the calculation of market shares based on revenue. 592 593 Hence, we have
examined estimates based on all three metrics used above.

8.30

On any market share basis, the market for RMS is concentrated, particularly
between NECSWS and Niche, who together account for between [60-70]% - [8090]% of the market. Niche is the largest competitor based on the volume of
recorded crimes and number of police forces whereas NECSWS is the largest
competitor by revenue. SSS is the third largest supplier with a share of [5-10]% –
[10-20]%.

8.31

The market share estimates suggest the Merged Entity would have a combined
market share of between [30-40]% and [70-80]% depending on the metric used.
Niche would be the next largest supplier on the basis of revenue and volume of
recorded crimes, but would be larger than the combined entity on the basis of
number of police forces.

8.32

Memex, EDS CRIS, ABM and Sopra are all smaller competitors represented in the
shares by volume, with ABM also represented in the shares by revenue. Our
understanding is that these competitors do not offer a full RMS solution. It is our

Niche submitted that its ‘[]’. Response to CMA questionnaire from [], 30 June 2022, question 1.
We have examined revenue market shares between 2019 and 2021 and found that they varied by up to 15
percentage points. We have focused on the most recent (2021) revenue market shares and looked at these alongside
other metrics.
592
593
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understanding that RedSigma was internally developed by Cumbria Constabulary
and Durham Constabulary to serve some of their RMS functions, and it is not used
by any other force.
Provisional view
8.33

Our provisional view is that the market for RMS is concentrated. Regardless of
which measure of market shares is used, the RMS market is concentrated around
NECSWS, SSS and Niche who together have a combined share of over 80% of
the market.

8.34

However, for the reasons noted at paragraph 8.27 above, we consider them
alongside other evidence that relates to current and future constraints in reaching
our provisional conclusion.

Internal documents
8.35

We have reviewed the Parties’ internal documents for evidence of their
assessment of the competitive constraints they face. 594 We note that we have
found and reviewed relatively few internal documents discussing RMS. This may
be because there are very few competitive opportunities for RMS. Summaries of
relevant points within the documents we have reviewed are given in Appendix C –
from Document 47 to Document 53.

Our Assessment – NECSWS’s documents
8.36

We have found and reviewed one relevant NECSWS document relating to a
specific RMS opportunity (Appendix C, Document 47). We have also reviewed a
strategy document that discusses suppliers’ positions in the RMS market over time
(Appendix C, Document 48).

Closeness between parties
8.37

NECSWS is aware of SSS’s historical position in supplying the market and that it
remains a supplier as of 2021. 595 In relation to a specific opportunity, []. []. 596

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
Appendix C, Document 48, slide 13.
596 Appendix C, Document 47, slide 6.
594
595
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Closeness with others
8.38

NECSWS considered Niche to be its strongest competitor and dedicated most of
its bid strategy and analysis to comparing itself against Niche. It states in one
internal document that ‘[].’ 597 []. 598

8.39

In 2019, NECSWS was aware of Mark43 and considered it to be a potential
competitor. NECSWS identified that Mark43 has a new, modern, and different
proposition. However, NECSWS did not see this as being entirely to Mark43’s
advantage as it considered it not to be a proven solution. 599

NECSWS’s views – NECSWS’s documents
8.40

NECSWS submitted that although SSS was the incumbent for the [] tender, this
was with UNIFI which is not an integrated RMS, and []. 600 NECSWS told us that
[]. NECSWS considered Niche to be the competition. 601

Our response to NECSWS’s views
8.41

We acknowledge that the single document we reviewed focused on the
consideration of one historical opportunity. However, we have not seen, nor have
NECSWS identified, any other documents that discuss the competitor set in RMS.
While we have seen some more recent documents discussing specific
opportunities, 602 these did not include an assessment of the competitor set. We
also note that more recent documents may have been prepared with knowledge of
the Merger in mind, which may have influenced their content.

8.42

Accordingly, we consider that one 2019 NECSWS document recognised SSS as a
competitor. The same document, however, considers Niche to be its strongest
competitor and also recognises Mark43 as a potential competitor. We have found
little evidence that NECSWS actively monitors the competitive landscape in
respect of RMS. We consider the internal documents evidence alongside other
evidence that relates to current and future constraints in the round in reaching our
provisional conclusion.

Provisional view – NECSWS’s documents
8.43

We have seen very few NECSWS documents relevant to the RMS market. We
therefore can only place limited weight on these documents. Nonetheless, they
indicate that the pool of competitors NECSWS mentions, and analyses, is very

Appendix C, Document 47, slide 3-4.
Appendix C, Document 47, slide 11.
599 Appendix C, Document 47, slide 6.
600 NECSWS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, page 3.
601 NECSWS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, page 3.
602 NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 1.10 to the phase 1 s109(5), ‘[]’, 21 July 2021.
597
598
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limited. The documents also indicate that NECSWS considers that Niche is a close
competitor and that SSS is a competitor but is considered less strong. NECSWS
also considers Mark43 to be a potential competitor that faces some barriers to
entry.
Our assessment – SSS’s documents
8.44

We have found and reviewed several SSS documents relating to RMS.

Closeness between the Parties
8.45

One document states that, in reference to NECSWS, ‘[]’. 603 Another internal
document compares SSS’s products against NECSWS. 604 SSS acknowledges that
there is intense rivalry in the market for RMS with only three main suppliers –
Niche, NECSWS and itself. 605

8.46

One internal document shows a [] assessment by SSS of its own products in
comparison to NECSWS and Niche. 606 The same document also states that SSS
[]. 607

8.47

We consider these documents show that SSS compares itself to NECSWS and
that SSS sees NECSWS as a close competitor, albeit it sees itself as a relatively
weak supplier compared to NECSWS.

Closeness with others
8.48

SSS regularly mentions Niche in several documents as a strong competitor. 608 In
one internal document SSS ranks Niche as the []. 609 We consider that the
documents show that SSS sees Niche as an established RMS provider and a
significant competitor.

8.49

In one document SSS sees Mark43 as an [] threat. It is listed as having the
ability to scale but does not have as high competitiveness as NECSWS and
Niche. 610 We consider that this Document indicates that SSS is aware of Mark43
as an emerging threat but did not consider it to be a strong competitor at the time.

8.50

SSS also refers to two other suppliers without a UK customer base in its
documents, Central Square and Axon. SSS sees Central Square to be US

Appendix C, Document 51, page 21.
Appendix C, Document 50, page 114-115.
605 Appendix C, Document 52, slide 1.
606 Appendix C, Document 50, page 114-115.
607 Appendix C, Document 50, page 108.
608 Appendix C, Documents 50, 35, 36 and 37.
609 Appendix C, Document 51, page 21.
610 Appendix C, Document 51, page 21.
603
604
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focused. 611 SSS sees Axon Records to have its sights set on the UK policing
market []. 612 SSS mentions these two suppliers briefly without in-depth
substantive analysis of their offerings. We consider this indicates that SSS
considers them to be weak competitors.
SSS’s views – SSS’s documents
8.51

8.52

SSS stated that it faces challenges in relation to PoliceWorks and UNIFI and the
competitive landscape within RMS, including the threat posed by Mark43 and how
Mark43’s emergence within the RMS market will embolden new entrants such as
Axon and Central Square. 613 In particular:
(a)

SSS submitted that although it describes an ‘intense rivalry’ with three main
suppliers (NECSWS, Niche and itself) Niche is still considered to be the
strongest competitor within RMS with competition mainly driven between
Niche and NECSWS. 614 SSS submitted that its May 2021 Product Strategy
Document, prepared in anticipation of the sale of SSS, reflects SSS as being
in a weak competitive position []. 615

(b)

SSS submitted that the document should be considered in light of Niche’s
growing strength as a competitor whereas SSS’s already weak position
[]. 616

(c)

SSS submitted that the competitive landscape within RMS includes the
competitive threat posed by Mark43 who, as SSS reference in its internal
documents, is []’. 617

SSS submitted that it is an understatement to say that SSS is []. []. 618 For
example:
(a)

A portfolio review document states ‘[]’. 619

(b)

A strategy document describes []. 620

(c)

A board report confirms that an ‘[].’ 621

Appendix C, Document 51, page 21.
Appendix C, Document 51, page 21.
613 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, paragraph 4.1.
614 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, paragraph 4.3.1.
615 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, paragraph 4.3.1.
616 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, paragraph 4.3.2.
617 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, paragraph 4.3.3.
618 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, page 4.4.
619 SSS response to the Internal Documents WP, 4 October 2022, page 4.4.1.1.
620 SSS Internal Document, Annex 522 to the FMN ‘[], April 2021, slide 16.
621 SSS Internal Document, Annex 709 to the FMN ‘[]’, August 2020, slide 8.
611
612
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Our response to SSS’s views
8.53

In relation to SSS’s submissions at paragraph 8.517.52 we note that the points
SSS has highlighted in these documents primarily discuss the strength of
competitors and SSS’s own strength, but do not indicate a different competitor set.
In relation to changes in the strength of competitors since documents were
produced we consider these documents alongside other evidence that relates to
current and future constraints in the round in reaching our provisional conclusion
below (see paragraphs 8.146 to 8.154).

8.54

In relation to SSS’s submissions on further internal documents which indicate []
(paragraph 8.52), we recognise that these documents indicate a [] uncertainty
regarding the future [] of SSS’s RMS products and consider this further in our
discussion of market developments below.

Provisional view – SSS’s documents
8.55

We have seen only a limited number of SSS documents relevant to the RMS
market. These documents show that the pool of competitors SSS mentions and
analyses is limited. SSS considers that NECSWS and Niche are its main
competitors and that Mark43 is an emerging competitor. Other providers are not
considered to be material constraints on SSS. SSS assesses itself as having
significant [], to the extent that its RMS products are likely [].

Recent opportunities
8.56

Evidence of customer diversion between merger parties and past competitive
interactions, such as merger parties’ offers in tenders, is relevant to the
assessment of closeness of competition. 622

8.57

We have analysed customer data on opportunities (tenders, direct awards and
extensions) since 2017 in the RMS market. These opportunities allow suppliers to
retain their customers or win customers from their competitors. Consideration of a
suppliers’ frequency of participation and success rates in opportunities allows us to
assess the current competitive constraints being provided by different suppliers.

Parties’ views
8.58

622
623

The Parties submitted their own estimates of recent opportunities (the Parties’
Opportunities Data) covering their understanding of the type of opportunity, which
suppliers bid and which supplier was successful. 623

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
Parties, response to RFI 5, 24 March 2022, Annex 3.1 and Parties’ Note on analysis of bidding data, 21 March 2022.
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8.59

The Parties submitted that since winning the GMP contract, SSS has won [] to
supply RMS software as part of a tender or a direct award involving a market
test. 624 Furthermore, the Parties stated that [] was not a ‘typical’ RMS win as
Police Scotland []. The Parties submitted that therefore the win rates do not
provide evidence that SSS is a credible competitive constraint in the supply of
RMS. 625

Our assessment
8.60

We have found that there have been a small number of opportunities since 2017.

8.61

We have seen only [] completed tenders and [] direct awards. We note that
for several of these we have conflicting information as to whether the opportunity
was best described as a direct award or tender. We have therefore used the
relevant customer’s description of the opportunity as our primary evidence. We
have also seen evidence of [] extensions.

8.62

Table 8-3 below presents our findings.

Table 8-3 Parties’ involvement in RMS Opportunities since 2017
Tenders
Party invited to tender
Both Parties invited to tender
Party submitted a bid
Both Parties submitted a bid

Market wide total
4
-

NECSWS
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Won
[]
Direct awards
9
[]
Extensions
11
[]
Note: Data from 2017 until June 2022.
Source: CMA analysis of Parties, customer, and competitor data.

SSS
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Closeness between the Parties
8.63

The Parties were invited to bid in the same tender [] times since 2017 and
subsequently submitted bids against each other []. We consider that this shows
that they have directly competed against each other to only a limited extent since
2017.

8.64

NECSWS submitted a bid in [] tenders. It [] two tenders, [] direct awards
and [] extensions. The direct awards received by NECSWS were awarded by
[]. This makes it one of the most active competitors in the market.

8.65

SSS submitted a bid in [] identified tenders and won [] ([]) in 2019 (see
paragraph 8.58). SSS also secured [] extensions ([]). The [] of these was

624
625

Parties, initial Phase 2 Submission, 31 May 2022, paragraph 5.8.
Parties response to Phase 1 Issues letter, paragraph 7.4.
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for a customer []), the other [] customers are []. 626,627 There is therefore
some evidence that SSS’s success in winning these extensions does not reflect its
future competitive strength, which has likely weakened.
8.66

Overall, the Parties have historically had some direct competitive interaction in the
market. However, evidence of direct competition between the Parties is limited and
there is also some evidence that SSS’s past successes do not reflect its likely
future competitive strength in the market.

Closeness with others
8.67

Our opportunities analysis has covered opportunities from 2017 until June 2022.
Asides from the Parties, there were only two other suppliers identified in our
analysis that have been active since 2017. 628

8.68

Niche has been very active since 2017. It submitted a bid [] and won [] of
them. It competed directly against NECSWS in all [] tenders and against SSS in
[]. It also received [] direct awards, [] from customers at least partially
served by NECSWS and [] from a customer who was supplied by a mixture of
in-house and SSS. Finally, it also secured [] extensions. Overall, Niche was the
most successful supplier in the market at winning opportunities.

8.69

Kim Software Solutions received a direct award []. We understand that Kim
Software Solution predominantly provides a form of record management that does
not cover all of the aspects of RMS (Case, Crime, Custody, Intelligence) that other
providers such as NECSWS, Niche and SSS do. On this basis, we do not believe
that it acts as a direct competitor to the Parties but, rather, provides an indirect
form of competition.

Provisional view
8.70

Our opportunities analysis shows that there is relatively little activity in the market
as there have been very few open tenders and direct awards since 2017. The
competition that has occurred has centred around only three parties: NECSWS,
SSS and Niche.

8.71

Niche has been the most successful supplier in the market followed by NECSWS,
and they have imposed both a direct and indirect constraint on each other. There
is also evidence that NECSWS and SSS have both directly and indirectly imposed
a constraint on each other, albeit to a more moderate degree.

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 7.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 15 June 2022, question 9.
628 Mark43 does not feature in our analysis as we have not included Cumbria Constabulary’s recent appointment of this
supplier, due to lack of full details.
626
627
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Customer views
8.72

When assessing closeness of competition between merger parties, the CMA often
gathers the views of customers. 629

Our assessment
8.73

We asked customers to identify viable alternative suppliers for an RMS product.
Five forces out of 13 police forces that responded to the questionnaire (out of 48
police forces in total), answered our question to list all the RMS providers that they
believed could meet their software requirements.

8.74

The Parties submitted that because only five forces answered our question to
identify viable alternative suppliers, very little evidential weight (if at all) can be
placed on the responses. 630 We consider that the relatively low number of
responses means that the insights drawn from these responses are limited and
must be considered alongside other evidence in reaching our provisional
conclusion (see paragraph 8.146 and onwards).

8.75

Amongst the five forces who responded, Niche, NECSWS and SSS were all
mentioned as viable competitors by at least one respondent. 631

8.76

In addition, [] told us that it was satisfied, to an extent, with both the
PoliceWorks product and SSS as a supplier. [] noted that it was aware of two
other forces that use PoliceWorks. Specifically, while PoliceWorks does the job, it
is inflexible. 632

8.77

[] submitted that it had identified Mark43 as a new entrant looking to enter the
UK market. In 2021 [] began a discovery phase with Mark43 to identify their
requirements but recently paused this until they had completed due diligence on
alternative options. [] submitted that it may be easier to introduce the existing
Niche product, but any system change would be a big undertaking for any force. 633

Provisional view
8.78

Given the relatively limited number of responses and the lack of detailed
comments by respondents on strengths and weaknesses, we place limited weight
on this customer questionnaire evidence. However, we consider that it is
consistent with other evidence in showing a limited competitor set, not identifying

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
Parties response to the Customer Evidence WP, 4 August 2022, page 20.
631 We acknowledge that Motorola was mentioned by one customer, but our understanding is that Motorola does not
compete in the RMS market in the UK.
632 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 8-9.
633 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 8-9.
629
630
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significant alternative suppliers to the Parties asides from Niche, and indicating
some issues with SSS and the PoliceWorks product.

Competitor views
8.79

When assessing closeness of competition between merger parties, the CMA often
gathers the views of competitors. 634

8.80

Niche submitted that historically NECSWS, SSS and Niche have been the only
suppliers of RMS in the UK. In the future, in Niche’s view, there could be new
entrants to the market, such as Mark43. 635

8.81

Niche submitted that both NECSWS and SSS benefit from their historical
presence and reputation in the police market, not just in the provision of RMS but
also their penetration of adjacent markets such as ICCS. 636 Niche submitted that
they are aware of two upcoming UK opportunities for RMS, and they consider
NECSWS and SSS to be their key competition for these opportunities. 637

8.82

Niche further submitted, however, that SSS’s reputation in the RMS market may
be affected by GMP’s negative experience with SSS’s PoliceWorks product as the
problems GMP faced with PoliceWorks are well documented. In Niche’s view,
PoliceWork’s solution has become an orphan product – no other force has
deployed it in the same format, although two forces have acquired elements of
it. 638

Provisional view
8.83

We consider that the alternative suppliers identified the same competitor set as the
other sources of evidence for the RMS market and confirmed that the market has
historically been concentrated among three suppliers. However, one competitor
has also recognised that SSS has suffered reputational harm due to the poor
performance of its PoliceWorks product.

Market developments
8.84

We have assessed whether there are any market developments that may mean
that the strength of the competitive constraint the Parties place on each other and
others place on the Parties, may materially change.

CMA129, paragraph 4.13.
Note of call with [], June 2022, paragraph 7.
636 Note of call with [], June 2022, paragraph 7.
637 Note of call with [], June 2022, paragraph 9.
638 Note of call with [], June 2022, paragraph 8.
634
635
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8.85

We first assess how many future opportunities will arise, then how well placed the
Parties and other suppliers are to compete for these opportunities and then
whether, and how fast, there may be a change in customer requirements towards
cloud solutions (see paragraphs 5.16-5.30).

Number of opportunities
8.86

We have examined how many future opportunities are likely to arise in the RMS
market and over what timeframes. This is relevant to the time period over which it
is appropriate for us to assess the effects of the Merger.

8.87

Using evidence provided by suppliers we have identified [] opportunities over
the period 2022 to 2024. 639

8.88

We consider that with these forthcoming opportunities for competition in the
market, it is appropriate for us to focus our assessment in particular on the next
few years to provisionally determine whether the Merger has resulted, or may be
expected to result, in an SLC.

Competitiveness of SSS’s RMS products
8.89

Given that SSS has a small existing customer base in the RMS market, we have
considered the extent to which SSS will continue to place a material competitive
constraint within RMS over the next few years.

SSS’s views – PoliceWorks and UNIFI
8.90

SSS submitted that their RMS products are facing issues that adversely affect
their viability as a future competitor for RMS. This includes the well-documented
issues with GMP.

8.91

SSS submitted []. 640 []: 641
(a)

SSS has suffered substantial reputational damage as a result of its issues
with GMP (see paragraph 8.111 below) in a market in which reputation is
important.

(b)

[].

(c)

[].

CMA analysis of competitor data.
SSS response to the Viability of SSS’s RMS Products WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.
641 SSS response to the Viability of SSS’s RMS Products WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.3-1.3.7.
639
640
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8.92

8.93

(d)

UNIFI is a legacy product which SSS had stopped marketing in 2010. It is not
an integrated RMS and [].

(e)

[].

(f)

both products have in large part been developed as bespoke products, each
for a specific customer; and

(g)

[].

SSS also submitted that customers are looking for a modern, integrated RMS
product with cloud capability, in line with those offered by Niche and Mark43. In
particular: 642
(a)

Niche’s product is significantly more sophisticated, with a modern-looking
user interface, and importantly has cloud-capability and is mobile-enabled,
supporting access from smartphones. It is used in more than 50% of UK
Police forces, and this large user-base allows Niche to fund product change.

(b)

Mark43’s product has a cloud native platform and is highly mobile and
browser based.

(c)

SSS identified weaknesses of its UNIFI product included its []. 643

[]. 644

Internal documents – future plans for RMS
8.94

We have reviewed SSS’s internal documents for evidence of its views and plans
about the future viability of its products.
PoliceWorks

8.95

SSS comments on PoliceWorks’s position in two internal documents.

8.96

In one document, SSS identified the strengths and weaknesses of version 3 of its
PoliceWorks product, 645 namely:
(a)

Identified strengths included its bespoke and modern looking User Interface
(UI), its generic case and custody capability, and that it is a
Windows/Commercial Off-The-Shelf product (COTS).

SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 19, paragraph 19.7.
Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.23 to the FMN, [], May 2021, page 114.
644 SSS response to the Viability of SSS’s RMS Products WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 1.4.
645 Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.23 to the FMN, [], May 2021, page 114.
642
643
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(b)

Identified weaknesses included its lack of web capability (Windows
Presentation Foundation), its [], and its tailoring to GMP’s specific RMS
needs.

8.97

In another document, SSS classified PoliceWorks as being in the decline phase of
its product life cycle, having only generated a total revenue of [] in 2020, which
was lower than that of products in their maturity phase, such as DSx or Origin.
Furthermore, SSS forecasted in that same document that revenue for PoliceWorks
was to remain [] in the years between 2020 and 2022. 646

8.98

This shows that SSS was aware of weaknesses in the PoliceWorks product and,in
particular, saw it as a declining product [].
UNIFI

8.99

SSS comments on UNIFI in several documents.

8.100

In one document, SSS identified the strengths and weaknesses of its UNIFI
product, 647 namely:

8.101

8.102

(a)

[].

(b)

[]’

In another document, [] and 2025, three RMS tenders were expected to take
place and UNIFI was deemed as a competitive contender []. In assessing its
own competitive position, SSS determined that: 648
(a)

[].

(b)

[].

(c)

[]. 649

This shows that SSS was aware of weaknesses in the UNIFI product and, [].
However, [].
Revitalised or new RMS product

8.103

We have also looked for evidence of whether SSS considered either revitalising
PoliceWorks or UNIFI or developing a new RMS product.

Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 056 to the FMN, [], December 2019, page 6.
Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.23 to the FMN, [], May 2021, page 114.
648 Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.23 to the FMN, [], May 2021, page 108.
649 Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 056 to the FMN, [], December 2019, page 6.
646
647
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8.104

In a 2021 internal document, SSS recommended to [] into its UK RMS product
and instead to focus on []. In the absence of further investment:
(a)

PoliceWorks was predicted to become [].

(b)

UNIFI was predicted to []. 650

8.105

In an internal document, []. 651

8.106

This indicates that SSS did not have a clear strategy as regards []. Some of the
internal document evidence indicates that SSS had an [], whereas other
evidence indicates that it intended to [] in RMS and []. However, we also
recognise that these documents are from a period when the Merger was under
consideration.
SSS’s views

8.107

SSS submitted that the document relied on by the CMA to suggest that SSS had a
long-term goal to remain in the RMS market by developing new products were
both prepared in the context of the sales process, are aspirational only and []. 652
Provisional view

8.108

Overall, the internal documents referenced above suggest that SSS did not have a
clear strategy as regards to []. The documents suggest that SSS []
PoliceWorks and UNIFI [], but one internal document indicated that SSS
potentially had a long-term goal to remain in the RMS market by developing new
products. We recognise that this long-term goal is mentioned in just one document
which was prepared in the context of the sales process.

Customers’ views – PoliceWorks and UNIFI
Current PoliceWorks customers
8.109

SSS currently provides PoliceWorks to [] customers: GMP, []. We have
received views from these customers on the suitability of PoliceWorks for their
needs, now and in the future.

8.110

[] submitted that it had chosen to exit the current system provided by SSS, so
SSS’s RMS is not an option for [] going forward. 653 In response to being asked
whether [] expects any changes in the ability of NECSWS and/or SSS’s RMS

Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.23 to the FMN, [], May 2021, page 124.
Capita SSS Internal Document, Annex 10.2.32 to the FMN, [], undated, page 1.
652 SSS response to the Viability of SSS’s RMS Products WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 4.1
653 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, Question 21.
650
651
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products to meet its requirements for RMS, [] stated that both are mature
products that change relatively slowly. 654 Whilst there will be some improvements
in both products, [] also noted that there are limitations in the PoliceWorks
functionality that it would want the new system to improve upon.
8.111

Moreover, GMP made a public statement that after reviewing PoliceWorks and the
alternative options on the market, they have concluded that ‘PoliceWorks cannot
be adapted or fixed to fully meet the needs of our organisation. We therefore
intend to move away from the PoliceWorks system and to replace it with a tried
and tested product already in use by other forces, rather than the development of
bespoke technology.’ 655 GMP’s current contract with PoliceWorks is up for renewal
in June 2023.

8.112

GMP previously commissioned EY to review how PoliceWorks had
performed[]: 656
(a)

[];

(b)

[];

(c)

[];

(d)

[]; and

(e)

[].

8.113

[] confirmed it uses SSS’s PoliceWorks and RedSigma, an internally developed
software, for its RMS. Its PoliceWorks solution [] of the RMS and interface to the
Crown Prosecution Service. [] confirmed that it had a number of issues when
they went live with PoliceWorks in 2014 and in 2017 [], but that the relationship
with Capita to resolve the issues was very good. 657

8.114

[] noted that PoliceWorks now meets functionality requirements and has gone
through [] improvements and upgrades. However, to get to this point, [] has
had to work closely with Capita on the product’s application, []. 658

8.115

[] submitted that there were delays by SSS []. The resolution of [] the
issues have taken [] time but [] is satisfied with the product itself. However,

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, Question 20.
‘Update on PoliceWorks computer system from Chief Constable Stephan Watson’, Greater Manchester Police’s
News, 21 March 2022, (last accessed 22 August 2022).
656 EY, Review of GMP’s PoliceWorks System Performance, September 2021, commissioned by GMP, pages 3-4.
657 Note of a call with [], July 2022, paragraph 2.
658 Note of a call with [], July 2022, paragraph 2.
654
655
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[] submitted that []. 659 [] has signed a contract with Mark43 to replace its
RMS after their current contract with SSS ends. 660
8.116

[] submitted that it was satisfied with SSS and its PoliceWorks modules. []
told us that day-to-day it is irrelevant whether other forces use PoliceWorks.
However, when thinking about the future, []. 661 [] was in the process of
evaluating different RMS solutions in the market and considering its future plans in
connection to digital casefiles. [] had carried out due diligence on three options.
SSS’s views

8.117

SSS submitted that the feedback from PoliceWorks customers is not reflective of
the issues with PoliceWorks as the comments fail to consider the [] with the
crime and intelligence modules delivered to GMP, in respect of which SSS has
faced extensive and ongoing technical and performance issues. 662
Our provisional view

8.118

8.119

Overall, we consider that there is evidence from current customers that
PoliceWorks will be a weak competitive constraint in future.
(a)

There are currently [] few PoliceWorks customers.

(b)

Current customers, both those who use it as an integrated system or use
[], have a mostly negative view of PoliceWorks. GMP, the only customer to
utilise PoliceWorks in its entirety, has a negative view of PoliceWorks. It has
made a public statement that the product does not suit its needs. Customers
who use a limited version of PoliceWorks also voiced concerns. For example,
[].

(c)

[] has announced it has signed a contract with a new provider, GMP has
stated publicly that it will look for an alternative solution and another current
customer has said [], which seems likely.

We therefore consider that current customers do not consider that PoliceWorks is
likely to be an effective competitive option in future.

Current UNIFI customers
8.120

We have considered the situations of customers that are currently using UNIFI.

Note of a call with [], July 2022, paragraph 3.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 23 June 2022, question 31.
661 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 7.
662 SSS response to the Viability of SSS’s RMS Products WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 2.14.
659
660
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8.121

One customer is using UNIFI and has a long-term contract with options for
extension until 2029. 663 SSS with UNIFI was the only supplier that met the
mandatory requirements of the customer’s tender process.

8.122

One customer has recently extended its contract, but this is in advance of going to
tender for a wider suite of products soon. 664

8.123

Two current or former UNIFI customers have recently appointed new suppliers. 665
Our provisional view

8.124

Overall, we consider that one UNIFI customer is relatively satisfied with the
functionality of UNIFI. However, other current and recent UNIFI customers have
either sought or will seek an alternative solution, indicating that UNIFI no longer
best met their needs.

Other customers
8.125

An RMS supplier’s track record and reputation are important considerations for
customers when considering procuring an RMS product. One customer (a
consortium of two police forces) (out of a total of 48 police forces) mentioned
SSS’s products being unviable going forward. [] stated that SSS is not
considered (at this time) to be an acceptable alternative. 666 This indicates that
there is perception among potential customers that SSS’s products are weak.

Investment and implementation costs
8.126

In relation to the prospect of providing PoliceWorks to a new customer in the
future, SSS submitted that there would be significant implementation costs and
that it would need to undertake investment to make the products []cloudbased. 667

8.127

SSS submitted that a number of key [] changes would be required to be made
to PoliceWorks in order to provide it to a new customer. 668 []. 669

8.128

SSS estimated that the key changes for PoliceWorks required would take around
[] on the basis of two teams working on the product full-time, while also

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 1 June 2022, question 35.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 15 June 2022, question 9.
665 [].
666 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 20 May 2022, Question 34.
667 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 15 June 2022, question 18a-b.
668 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 15 June 2022, question 18a-b.
669 SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 15 June 2022, question 18a-b.
663
664
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delivering at least two maintenance releases per annum containing problem report
fixes. 670
8.129

SSS submitted that significant investment was needed to make SSS’s products
cloud-based. In particular:
(a)

SSS submitted that there are a number of substantial []required to convert
PoliceWorks from an on-premise to cloud-based solution []. []. 671

(b)

SSS submitted that it would take an investment of []to make UNIFI a
cloud-enabled product. []. 672

8.130

In light of the above, SSS submitted that []. 673

8.131

[]. 674

Our assessment – PoliceWorks and UNIFI
8.132

8.133

Overall, there is evidence that PoliceWorks will be a weak competitive constraint in
the future. This is because:
(a)

current customers ([]) [] and [];

(b)

[]; and

(c)

the current lack of investment in PoliceWorks may have already harmed the
product and its reputation and there are infrequent future opportunities
making it harder to recoup any investment costs.

It is not clear whether, upon the end of its current contracts, UNIFI will be an
attractive RMS product for new customers. This is due to:
(a)

its modular approach which may not be considered as attractive as the single
integrated modern solutions offered by competitors Niche and NECSWS;

(b)

[]; and

(c)

its high cost of implementation due to its complex configurability, which make
it an expensive solution compared to competitors’ products.

SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 15 June 2022, question 18a-b.
SSS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, paragraph 18.11.
672 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, paragraph 7.9.
673 SSS, response to Viability of SSS’s RMS Products WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 2.39.
674 SSS, response to Viability of SSS’s RMS Products WP, 4 August 2022, paragraph 2.39.3.
670
671
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Provisional view
8.134

Overall, our provisional view is that SSS will be a weak competitive constraint in
the market. While we recognise there is potential for investment into SSS’s RMS
products such investment involves a high degree of uncertainty due to:
(a)

the failure of past attempts to invest and develop a new product, as
evidenced by PoliceWorks;

(b)

the limited number of future opportunities over which to recover investment
costs which limits the incentive to invest; and

(c)

the cost estimates for the investments necessary are high in comparison to
the possible available contract values in the short term.

Future transition towards cloud-based services
8.135

Given the current trend towards cloud-based solutions for police forces for RMS,
we have also considered the importance of the transition towards cloud-based
solutions for the relative competitive strength of the Parties and their competitors
in the supply of RMS in the UK.

Parties’ views
8.136

The Parties submitted that the industry has passed a ‘tipping point’ in relation to
cloud-based solutions, and that this will only accelerate further with increased
adoption in the future. 675

Customers’ views
8.137

675

We asked customers to indicate how important they expected cloud-based
services to be in the future. Figure 8-1 below shows that most RMS customers
answered that cloud would be important in the future (13 out of 17 answered that it
was between four to five in importance on a scale of one to five).

Parties’ response to the Market Development WP, 4 August 2022, page 19.
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Figure 8-1 RMS - Importance of cloud
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Importance
Question: Q29. When next deciding on an RMS product, how important or unimportant will an RMS suppliers’ cloud capability be for
you?
Base: 17 police forces
Source: CMA analysis of third-party data

8.138

Alongside their quantitative responses, most customers also provided comments
to explain their answer. These responses were varied and often explained the
respondent’s view with specific or detailed points. In order to summarise these
responses, we have classified them under the broad themes set out below. Some
respondents gave answers that have been classified into multiple categories:
(a)

eight respondents mentioned that moving to cloud fits with either their own or
national strategy;

(b)

five respondents said they were actively pursuing a move towards a cloudbased solution;

(c)

three respondents said they were not currently considering a cloud-based
option;

(d)

two respondents said cloud was a consideration but not vital;

(e)

two respondents said they expected to use a cloud solution in the future, but
this was not imminent; and

(f)

one respondent said that a cloud-solution was essential.

Competitors’ views
8.139

One competitor told us that police forces in the UK have traditionally viewed cloud
as a security risk, but this is changing, and forces are realising the benefits of
cloud. The competitor stated that if police forces have the appetite for cloud-based
services, then the need for a supplier to be able to provide it will be significant.
However, the issue of whether police forces will be able to afford cloud-services is
149

now beginning to emerge. The competitor told us that one police force recently
opted for an on-premise solution due to cost constraints. There is not just the
upfront capital cost to move to cloud, but also costs incurred throughout the
lifecycle of the product. Police forces are apprehensive that, once embedded in
the cloud, costs can spiral, especially considering the exponential growth of data
held by police. The cost of the connectivity for cloud-based services will also be a
consideration for police forces, particularly given the integration of RMS with other
services. 676
8.140

One competitor told us it ‘recognises the desire for UK Public Safety agencies to
shift critical and noncritical IT infrastructure from on-premises hardware to secure
cloud environments.’ 677

Competitiveness of competitors’ products
8.141

We have considered the likely future competitiveness of the offerings of suppliers
other than the Parties, particularly in relation to cloud-capability and in relation to
changes from their current offerings.

8.142

Niche submitted that its cloud-based functionality is based on IaaS. Its existing
solution is routinely deployed utilising a cloud platform such as Microsoft’s Azure
solution. 678 Niche also submitted that it is continually upgrading its RMS. 679

8.143

Mark43 submitted that it is the only cloud-native RMS technology currently
available in the UK. 680 Mark43 will develop the Mark43 UK Public Safety Platform
which will consist of Records Management, Evidence Management, Property and
Evidence, Custody Management, Business Intelligence and Data Lake
capabilities.

Provisional view
8.144

On the basis of the evidence above and paragraphs 5.16-5.30, our provisional
view is that being able to offer a cloud solution will be increasingly important and a
national strategy and organisational strategies are encouraging customers to
adopt cloud-based solutions. The majority of customers said that cloud-based
solutions will be important in future. However, a small number of customers do not
consider cloud-based solutions to be vital and a competitor indicated that the
transition to cloud may not be imminent for all police forces (in particular due to

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 6.
Response to the CMA’s questionnaire from [], 29 June 2022, question 2.
678 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 2.
679 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 16.
680 Response to the CMA’s questionnaire from [], 29 June 2022, question 1.
676
677
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cost considerations). On-premise solutions may therefore still exert some
competitive pressure over the next few years.
8.145

We consider that NECSWS, Niche, and Mark43 already do or will be able to offer
some form of cloud-based solution. SSS does not yet have this capability and
would face significant investment costs to develop it (see paragraph 8.129). SSS
would therefore exert a weaker competitive constraint than it otherwise would if it
was better placed to develop a cloud-based solution for the supply of RMS in the
UK.

Provisional conclusion
8.146

We have found that the RMS market is characterised by a high degree of market
concentration with NECSWS and Niche having the majority of customers in the
market and SSS having fewer customers.

8.147

We are mindful that where the CMA finds evidence that competition mainly takes
place among a few firms, any two would normally be sufficiently close competitors
that the elimination of competition between them would raise competition
concerns, subject to evidence to the contrary. 681 We have therefore considered the
evidence of a high degree of concentration alongside all of the other evidence we
have collected.

8.148

There have been very few opportunities in the RMS market in the last five years
and in particular very few tenders. However, the Parties have directly competed
against each other in some of these tenders.

8.149

We have found and reviewed comparatively few internal documents from the
Parties. These documents show that the Parties have historically considered
Niche to be the strongest competitor in RMS. They also show that NECSWS
considers SSS a potential competitor while SSS considers NECSWS a strong
competitor. Competitors and customers also told us that the Parties were among a
small number of suppliers in the market.

8.150

We have considered the prospects for SSS’s future offerings and whether their
strength of constraint may change. SSS currently has a relatively weak position in
the RMS market. This weak position is demonstrated by the following points, when
taken together.

681

(a)

SSS has a small number of current customers;

(b)

Our assessment of customer feedback is that its current customers have a
relatively [] view of SSS’s RMS products;

CMA129, paragraph 4.10.
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(c)

SSS has recently []. Regarding PoliceWorks, of the [] current customers,
only [] ([]) has not publicly announced that it is moving, or intends to
move, away from the product. This would leave SSS without [];

(d)

SSS has suffered reputational damage from public statements by current
customers about issues with PoliceWorks;

(e)

Internal documents []; and

(f)

SSS’s products have high implementation costs and require significant
investment. [] (8.126-8.131).

8.151

As such we consider that SSS’s RMS existing products are unlikely to be in a
position to strongly compete for future opportunities and therefore would be a
negligible constraint on NECSWS in the future.

8.152

With regards to other suppliers, we consider that Niche is well positioned to remain
a strong constraint in the market in the future. Should Mark43 continue its entry
into the UK market we consider this may also provide a constraint in the market.
This would likely reduce SSS’s chance of winning the limited number of
opportunities in the future even further which makes the prospect of investment in
product re-launch even lower.

8.153

As such, absent the Merger we consider that in the years ahead NECSWS and
SSS would be unlikely to place a competitive constraint on each other, recognising
that the constraints in the markets are more likely to come from other suppliers.

8.154

In view of our assessment above, we therefore provisionally conclude that the
Merger has not resulted, and may not be expected to result, in an SLC as a result
of horizontal unilateral effects in the market for RMS in the UK.

9. COUNTERVAILING FACTORS
9.1

When considering whether a merger has resulted, or may be expected to result, in
an SLC, we consider countervailing factors that may prevent or mitigate the effect
of a merger on competition which in some cases may mean there is no SLC. This
chapter sets out our provisional assessment of whether countervailing factors may
prevent or mitigate the SLCs we have identified in these Provisional Findings.

9.2

We have provisionally found that the Merger has resulted, or may be expected to
result, in an SLC in the supply of ICCS in the UK (see chapter 6) and in the supply
of Duties in the UK (see chapter 7). We therefore focus our provisional
assessment of countervailing factors on the ICCS and Duties markets:
(a)

First, we consider entry or expansion by third parties; and
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(b)

Second, we consider efficiencies. 682

Countervailing factors: entry and expansion
9.3

As set out in CMA129 any analysis of a possible SLC includes consideration of the
direct responses to the merger by rivals, potential rivals, and customers. If
effective entry and/or expansion occurs as a result of the merger and any
consequent adverse effect (for example, a price rise), the effect of the merger on
competition may be mitigated. In these situations, the CMA might conclude that no
SLC arises as a result of the merger. 683 The CMA therefore considers the
possibility of entry and/or expansion as a countervailing measure to what might
otherwise be an SLC finding. 684

9.4

The CMA will seek to ensure that the evidence is robust when confronted with
claims of entry or expansion being timely, likely, and sufficient to prevent an SLC
from arising. It is likely to place greater weight on detailed consideration of entry or
expansion and previous experience of entry and expansion (including how
frequent and recent it has been). 685

9.5

In the chapters about each theory of harm, we take account of evidence relating to
entry and expansion in each of the relevant markets that would have occurred
irrespective of the Merger. 686

9.6

In this section, for each market where we have provisionally found an SLC, we
assess any barriers to entry or expansion and whether any particular supplier is
likely to enter or expand into each market as a result of the Merger, in a manner
that will prevent or mitigate the SLC and any adverse effects.

9.7

This section is structured as follows:
(a)

We set out our framework for assessing entry and expansion.

(b)

For each of the supply of ICCS and Duties in the UK:
(i)

We consider barriers to entry and/or expansion and other market
conditions, including the views of the Parties and evidence from third
party and internal documents, that may affect the timing, likelihood and
extent of entry and expansion following the Merger.

CMA129, paragraph 8.1.
CMA129, paragraph 8.28.
684 CMA129, paragraph 8.29.
685 CMA129, paragraph 8.30.
686 CMA129, paragraph 8.28.
682
683
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(ii)

We identify potential sources of entry and expansion in the relevant
market, looking both at examples of recent entry/expansion and at any
evidence of specific entry/expansion plans as a result of the Merger.

Framework for assessing entry and expansion
9.8

CMA129 states that in determining whether entry or expansion as a result of the
Merger would prevent an SLC, we will consider whether such entry or expansion
would be: (a) timely; (b) likely; and (c) sufficient. 687 In terms of timeliness, the
CMA’s guidelines indicate that the CMA will look for effective entry to occur within
two years and, consistent with this guidance this is the timeframe we adopt unless
otherwise stated. 688

9.9

These conditions are cumulative and must be satisfied simultaneously. 689

9.10

CMA129 also states that potential or actual competitors may encounter barriers
which reduce or even severely hamper their ability to enter or expand in the
market. 690 Barriers to entry and/or expansion are specific features of a market that
give incumbent firms advantages over potential competitors. Where such barriers
are low, the merged entity is more likely to be constrained by entry; conversely,
this is less likely where barriers are high. 691

9.11

We consider in turn entry or expansion in the ICCS and Duties markets in the UK,
where we have provisionally found SLCs.

Barriers to entry or expansion - ICCS
9.12

In this section we consider whether barriers to entry or expansion exist in relation
to the supply of ICCS in the UK.

Parties’ views
9.13

The Parties submitted that barriers to entry and/or expansion in the ICCS market
were low. 692 In particular the Parties submitted that:
(a)

ESN compatibility – The Parties submitted that ESN is based on an
international standard (3GPP); it is therefore readily accessible to established
and emerging suppliers. 693 They told us that if an international ICCS product

CMA129, paragraphs 8.31 - 8.37.
CMA129, paragraph 8.33.
689 CMA129, paragraph 8.31.
690 CMA129, paragraph 8.40.
691 CMA129, paragraph 8.5.
692 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.1; Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission,
31 May 2022, paragraph 7.1.
693 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.2.1; Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission,
31 May 2022, paragraphs 2.13 and 7.5.1.
687
688
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already has Long Term Evolution (LTE) capability such that it is ESN
compatible, the costs of entry would likely be []. 694
(b)

Existing UK presence – The Parties submitted that the lack of an existing UK
presence is not a barrier to entry as demonstrated by the presence of four
non-UK suppliers in the ICCS market. 695 The Parties told us that this
indicates that UK customers can be satisfied by established track records
and experience in other jurisdictions. 696

(c)

Security compliance – The Parties submitted that security compliance factors
are not a meaningful barrier to entry, for example, because ICCS systems do
not hold or process substantial personal information. 697

(d)

Airwave – The Parties submitted that the need to build Airwave specific
technology does not give rise to a meaningful barrier to entry because the
transition to ESN will remove this restriction, 698 and the adoption of the
modern IP-based interface currently being rolled out nationally will simplify
integration and provide the geographic flexibility to facilitate solutions such as
cloud. 699

9.14

The Parties submitted that incumbency advantage does not constitute a material
barrier to entry as customers can and do switch to competing suppliers when they
are unhappy with their existing provider. The Parties gave the example of when
Motorola won the West Yorkshire Police Northeast Framework (2021). The Parties
submitted that Motorola []. 700

9.15

In response to evidence from the CMA’s customer researchFigure 9-1 Importance
of an ICCS supplier’s track record/reputation to ICCS customers, the Parties
submitted that: 701
(a)

About 51% of police and fire ICCS customers did not respond to the phase 2
questionnaire. It therefore remains unclear to what extent the responses are
representative of customer views across the wider ICCS market;

(b)

The CMA’s questions asked customers about issues (eg importance of track
record/reputation; importance of UK presence) in isolation, rather than how

Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, comment on paragraph 12.
Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.2.2; Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission,
31 May 2022, paragraphs 7.4 and 7.5.2.
696 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, comment on paragraph 13.
697 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.2.3; Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission,
31 May 2022, paragraph 7.5.3.
698 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.2.4; Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission,
31 May 2022, paragraph 7.5.4.
699 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, comment on paragraph 12.
700 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, comment on paragraph 24.
701 Parties’ response to Customer Evidence WP, comments on page 9-12.
694
695
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that factor should be weighed against other factors, such as price and
capability;
(c)

(d)

In relation to how important or unimportant an ICCS suppliers’ track/record
reputation is:
(i)

The evidence only indicates at best that all other things being equal,
some customers prefer a supplier with a pre-existing reputation and/or
track record, which is unsurprising. A number of customers still do not
consider a supplier’s track record and/or reputation to be particularly
important.

(ii)

Finally, the Parties noted that, if reputation and/or track record were of
high importance in the supply of ICCS solutions in the UK, then one
might expect SSS (having the highest number of mentions) to win the
most tenders. However, SSS has only won [] out of the 18 ICCS
tenders in the Parties’ Opportunities data since 2017. When applying
the exclusions and separately identifying tenders, direct awards and
extensions, SSS has only won [] out of 15 tenders

In relation to how important or unimportant a supplier being currently active in
the UK is:
(iii)

The evidence only shows that all other things being equal, customers
prefer a UK-based supplier. Notwithstanding the bias the Parties
considered was introduced by the CMA’s question, the Parties noted
that a sizeable number of customers still do not consider a supplier
being based in the UK to be particularly important (ie c.31% of the
responding ICCS sample).

(iv) The evidence does not support a finding of a material barrier to entry
and is contradicted by the entry of Motorola, Saab and Frequentis and
Systel being non-UK based suppliers.
(e)

In relation to features of the market identified by the CMA, the CMA should
however consider whether the evidence presented above provides sufficient
evidence of a material barrier to customers switching and/or supplier
entry/expansion and not just a barrier to switching and a barrier to expansion.
The Parties consider that the data presented above does not provide such
evidence.
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Third party evidence
Competitors
9.16

We spoke to three competing suppliers, all of which indicated that there were a
number of barriers to entering the UK market and that overcoming these involved
incurring costs.

9.17

Two competitors told the CMA that it would be difficult for a non-UK player to enter
the market because of the need to develop its solution to work with ESN and that
for new organisations a large investment would be needed. 702 One of these third
parties said any new entrant has to go through extensive conformance testing on
the Airwave Dimetra and ESN Gateway, which adds a significant cost which
makes a new entry to the UK market more of a challenge. 703

9.18

A competitor said that customers often ask for UK references as part of their
procurement processes. 704

9.19

A competitor said that integration of ICCS with other products (such as CAD,
Duties and RMS) can act as a barrier to entry, and for competitors not familiar with
the UK market it could be difficult to understand the costs involved in supporting
integration. 705

9.20

A competitor said it is unlikely that suppliers not currently present in the UK will be

able to enter the market for ICCS or unified solutions. 706
Customers
9.21

We have gathered a range of evidence on factors important to customers decision
making through our customer questionnaires.

9.22

In response to the Parties’ submission that many customers did not respond to our
questionnaire (see paragraph (a)), we acknowledge that we do not have a full set
of responses. However, we consider that the responses we received cover a
broad range of customers (sizes, regions, segments) and in particular include
some customers with forthcoming procurement processes. As such, we consider it
appropriate for us to place weight on this evidence.

9.23

In response to the Parties’ submission that we have only asked about each factor
in isolation (see paragraph (b)), we consider that the qualitative comments
provided alongside each customers’ ranking provide an explanation of customers’

Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 14 and note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 8.
Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 3 March 2022, question 6.
704 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 15.
705 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 7.
706 Note of a call with [], July 2022, paragraph 9.
702
703
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rankings and support the broad findings from the quantitative rankings. We
therefore do not consider that material bias has been introduced into the
responses from asking about each factor individually.
Importance of track record/reputation
9.24

In order to better understand customer procurement choices, we asked ICCS
customers to rank the importance of an ICCS supplier’s track record/reputation
(where one = not important and five = very important) and to provide a supporting
explanation.

Figure 9-1 Importance of an ICCS supplier’s track record/reputation to ICCS customers
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Question: When next deciding on an ICCS product, how important or unimportant will an ICCS suppliers’ track record/reputation be for
you? (one = not important and five = very important) Please explain your answer.
Source: 39 customer responses to our phase 2 questionnaire

9.25

Figure 9-1 shows that the significant majority of ICCS customers (24/39) consider
the suppliers’ track record/reputation to be very important (score of five) with an
additional eight customers scoring the importance as a four. The reasons for it
being very important focused on the critical nature of the systems, the need for
systems to be available 24/7/365, the need for proof of reliability and having
suitable support services in place.

9.26

For the minority of customers (7/39) who responded that track record/reputation is
less important (replied with a score of 1, 2 or 3) the reasons provided focused on
the importance of innovation that needs to be balanced with track record.

9.27

Overall, almost all ICCS customers view a supplier’s reputation/track record as
being an important feature to consider when procuring an ICCS product. This
feature of the market is likely to act as a barrier to switching and a barrier to
expansion for any new entrants who enter the ICCS market. However, a small
number of customers noted that while a product having a proven track record is
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important this needs to be balanced with the importance of innovation implying
that some customers will consider new entrants.
Importance of a supplier being active in the UK
9.28

We asked customers about the importance of an ICCS supplier being currently
active in the UK in our customer questionnaires. We asked ICCS customers to
rank the importance of an ICCS supplier currently being active in the UK (where
one = not important and five = very important) and to provide a supporting
explanation. A summary of responses is shown in Figure 9-2.

Figure 9-2 Importance of an ICCS supplier currently being active in the UK

Question: When next deciding on an ICCS product, how important or unimportant will it be to you that the supplier is currently active in
the UK? (from one = not important to five = very important)
Source: 36 customer responses to our phase 1 and phase 2 questionnaires.

9.29

Figure 9-2 shows that just below half of responding ICCS customers (16/36) gave
a score of five, showing that they consider that the supplier currently being active
in the UK to be very important, with an additional nine customers scoring the
importance as a four out of five. The reasons provided for customers for it being
very important included:
(a)

reassurance that support of the product would meet the customers’
needs/having service personnel present in the UK; 707

(b)

the need for data storage and security measures to be met; 708 and

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, question 15; Response to the CMA questionnaire from
[] and from [] 20 May 2022, question 15; Response to the CMA questionnaire from [] and [], 25 May 2022,
question 15;
708 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], [], [] and [], 20 May 2022, question 15; Response to the CMA
questionnaire from [], 25 May 2022, question 15; Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022,
question 12; Note of a call with [], February 2022, paragraph 22.
707
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(c)

the existence of specific challenges and requirements in the UK that requires
local knowledge. 709

9.30

For the minority of customers (5/36) who responded that a supplier being active in
the UK is not important (ie ranked it as one or two out of five) the reasons provided
varied considerably, including: a lack of choice in the UK market 710; a view that
where the technology is developed is not important if there is valid feedback 711;
and another customer noted that as long as evidence was provided of the product
meeting their needs then it did not have to be specifically linked to the UK. 712

9.31

Overall, a significant majority of responding ICCS customers (c.70%) view a
supplier being currently active in the UK and having service personnel present in
the UK, as being important features to consider when procuring an ICCS product.
The evidence from customers indicates that these features of the market are likely
to act as barriers to switching and barriers to entry for any new entrants who enter
the ICCS market, as they are likely to have additional steps to prove the suitability
of their products to emergency service customers.

Parties’ internal documents
9.32

We have received relatively few internal documents from the Parties which are
relevant to barriers to entry in the market for the supply of ICCS in the UK.

9.33

An internal document from SSS describes the threat of new entry as [].’ 713

9.34

We consider that this shows that SSS considers entry to be a high threat, but
[]. 714 We also consider that even if SSS considers entry to be a threat, it
recognises that there are some barriers that hinder this (eg []).

Provisional assessment of barriers to entry or expansion into ICCS market
9.35

Our provisional view is that there are significant barriers to entry into the ICCS
market in the UK that will, in particular, reduce new competitors’ ability to enter the
market (see also our discussion of geographic market definition in chapter 6,
paragraphs 6.24-6.27).

9.36

We consider that our customer evidence shows that many customers consider a
suppliers’ track record/reputation to be an important factor when selecting a
supplier. This would likely hinder new entrants, particularly those from adjacent
markets without any track record in ICCS, from entering the market. It is also

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 26 May 2022, question 15, Response to the CMA questionnaire from
[], 20 May 2022, question 15; Note of a call with [], February 2022, paragraph 16.
710 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 20 May 2022, question 15.
711 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 22 May 2022, question 15.
712 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 20 May 2022, question 15.
713 SSS Internal Document, Annex 060 to the Phase 1 s109(2), ‘[]’ May 2021, slide 40.
714 SSS subsequently told us that []. Parties’ response to Countervailing Factors WP, comment on para 17.
709
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consistent with the CMA’s guidance on barriers to entry, which states that
customers may generally place a high value on the reputation and track record of
suppliers, and that this may be especially true where the product or service being
provided is important for the customer. 715
9.37

We consider that our customer evidence shows that many customers would be
unlikely to consider selecting a supplier not currently active in the UK. This would
be consistent with a risk-averse customer attitude, given the critical nature of ICCS
systems. It also consistent with the CMA’s guidance on barriers to entry, which
states that customers may generally place a high value on the reputation and track
record of suppliers, and that this may be especially true where the product or
service being provided is important for the customer. 716

9.38

We recognise that an international supplier seeking to enter the UK market would
have to overcome a number of technological barriers. In relation to Airwave and
ESN compatibility, we consider that the need for compatibility with the current
Airwave system and associated accreditation is a current barrier to entry. We
acknowledge that ESN-transition may lower the barriers to entry in future by
introducing a system using international standards. However, our understanding is
that ESN is still under development, with switch-over due to commence in 2024
and completion (ie end of Airwave contract) due for the end of 2026, although The
Home Office has stated that changes to programme delivery arrangements may
impact timelines. 717 []. 718 As such, any new entrant seeking an opportunity with
a go-live date in the next few years would likely need to have an Airwave
compatible product or a product compatible with the Airwave product DCS which is
an end-to-end IP product. 719 For opportunities beyond this period until full ESNtransition is complete, suppliers with Airwave compatibility may continue to have
an advantage over international suppliers, where their Airwave compatibility acts
as a contingency against ongoing uncertainty around the timeline of ESNtransition completion.

9.39

The Parties pointed to examples of past international entry as evidence that entry
barriers are surmountable (see below, at paragraph 9.44). We agree that these
are examples of international entry but note that they have all occurred at least five
years ago and no further entry has occurred since. Further, at least one of those
competitors entered the UK by purchasing an existing player (Motorola acquired
Cyfas). We do not consider that entry by acquisition has the same competitive
impact as entry by a new entrant.

CMA129, paragraph 8.41(b).
CMA129, paragraph 8.41(b).
717 The Minister of State, Home Office, Emergency Services Mobile Communications Programme parliamentary debate,
20 July 2022.
718 SSS, transcript of main party hearing, 2 August 2022, page 75.
719 SSS, transcript of main party hearing, 2 August 2022, page 75.
715
716
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9.40

In relation to the Parties’ submission that we should consider whether the
evidence presented provides sufficient evidence of a material barrier to
entry/expansion (see paragraph (e)), we consider that we have found evidence of
several barriers, which when taken together (and when combined with other
evidence of a lack of clear entry plans and lack of recent entry, see next section),
in the round indicates that barriers to entry are high. 720

Entry and expansion as a result of the Merger - ICCS
9.41

Having provisionally found that barriers to entry are high in relation to the supply of
ICCS in the UK in the previous section, in this section we consider whether there
will be entry in that same market as a result of the Merger. In relation to
expansion, we consider that, in this case, our analysis of competitors constraints
and future competitive strength within our competitive assessment (chapter 6)
encompasses an assessment of the timeliness, likelihood and extent of expansion
in general, and that this also encompasses expansion as a result of the Merger.

Parties’ views
9.42

The Parties submitted that international entry into the UK ICCS market is a highly
plausible source of entry, and there has been a clear pattern of such entry with
subsequent growth, citing entry by the French supplier Systel in 2013, Swedishheadquartered Saab in 2015 and US-based Motorola in 2016. 721 The Parties
noted that these suppliers’ proportions of recent tender wins generally exceed their
historic market shares, indicating that entry has been successful and they are
expanding within the UK market. 722 The Parties also pointed to successful entry by
Motorola and Frequentis, and noted that the shift to cloud presents
opportunities. 723

9.43

The Parties also submitted that other vendors of enterprise COTS products are
winning tenders in respect of products and services which have traditionally been
provided by ICCS suppliers. 724 The Parties submitted that there was a customer
perception that COTS solutions are more advanced, easier to understand and
faster to deploy than other ICCS products, and that the global players will
encroach on traditional avenues of sale in ICCS, increasing their engagement with
ICCS customers, and will promote new technology including further public-cloud
based products. The Parties provided the following examples:

See CMA129, paragraph 8.42, which describes the prospect of barriers to entry being high where they are present in
combination.
721 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 7.
722 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 16.
723 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 24.
724 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 7.
720
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9.44

9.45

(a)

US-based cloud native entity Content Guru is providing NHS 111 services,
and is in contract to deliver both emergency and non-emergency voice
services (999/101) and social media management tools for a number of UK
forces including Surrey Police, Sussex Police, the British Transport Police
and Police Scotland (the second largest force in the UK);

(b)

Amazon Web Services (AWS) is providing 101 non-emergency voice
services for Bedfordshire Police; and

(c)

The PDS has procured the services of Salesforce and Orla via the PDS
framework for social media management tools. 725

The Parties submitted that international suppliers may be incentivised to enter the
market in readiness for LTE-based ESN going live, given that ESN is based on an
international standard and will lower barriers to entry. Further, international
suppliers will often have transferable experience or capabilities from other markets
that they can leverage to establish themselves in the UK ICCS market, making use
of their involvement with the international community of law enforcement agencies
providing them with credibility and an understanding of similar requirements. The
Parties provided examples of international ICCS suppliers who have entered the
UK market in the last few years:
(a)

Motorola is the largest supplier of public safety communications technology
worldwide;

(b)

Frequentis, prior to UK market entry, developed and supplied communication
and information systems for control centres (as well as eg air traffic
management and transport sectors) to a global customer base;

(c)

Systel, prior to UK market entry, offered a wide range of software and
products in mainland Europe to civil security, fire and emergency medical
services including to manage emergency calls and crisis situations and
secure available resources;

(d)

Saab is an established global aeronautics, military defence and civil security
software supplier. 726

The Parties also told us that international ICCS suppliers such as Atos and Zetron
similarly have transferable experience and capabilities and an existing UK
presence. 727

Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 7.
Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 7.
727 Atos, for example, are already live and referenceable in the UK public safety market in 999/101 telephony.
725
726
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Third party evidence
9.46

We contacted potential new entrants suggested by the Parties, but those that
responded did not have any plans to enter the ICCS. As such, we did not receive
any evidence from third parties indicating that they were either planning, or
considering, entering the ICCS market in the UK. We did, however, receive
evidence from one third party that it did not have plans to enter the market. We
consider that this indicates that both there is no material planned current entry into
the ICCS market, and that the prospect of entry occurring as a direct result of the
Merger is low, given the lack of current analysis or consideration of entry.

9.47

Content Guru told us that it provides Contact Centre as a Service (CCaaS)
capabilities to the Emergency Services along with voice and data recording
capabilities. 728 However, they told us that their CCaaS and Recording capabilities
are not ICCS products, although there is limited integration to ICCS systems. As
such, they do not have plans to bid to supply ICCS to any customer in the UK in
future.

9.48

One customer told us that ICCS is a ‘specialist bit of kit’ and it takes a long time to
be customised and developed. 729 In its view, [].

Parties’ internal documents
9.49

Content Guru is included on [] on SSS's 'Competitor Watchlist', which notes that
Content Guru has ‘full cloud capabilities with integrated CRM’, with an ‘interest in
public safety’ and ‘showing appetite for Control Room Telephony’. SSS notes: [].

Our provisional assessment
9.50

We have considered the prospects of additional international entry into the UK
ICCS market, since we consider this to be the most plausible source of potential
entry.

9.51

We acknowledge that past entry into the ICCS market in the UK has occurred.
Frequentis, Motorola, Saab and Systel are all international companies and we
have examined their entry as a potential precedent for future entry. 730 Frequentis
has been present in the market for more than a decade and it has grown its
market share over this time. It won its largest current customer (Ambulance Radio
Programme) in 2016 around a decade after it first entered. The other suppliers
have been present in the UK market for a shorter time, but still more than five

Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 16 August 2022.
Note of a call with [], February 2022, paragraph 15.
730 With regards to the competitive constraints arising from the specific examples raised by the Parties (Motorola,
Frequentis, Saab, Systel) themselves, all these examples relate to international suppliers that have entered and been
active in the UK market for a significant period of time. As such we have taken into account their role in the market, and
potential to expand, in our competitive assessment (chapter 6).
728
729
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years. None of these other suppliers have achieved a share of supply of more than
5% across emergency services and transport customers, although some of these
suppliers have achieved a high share of wins.
9.52

Customers placing importance on a suppliers’ track record and reputation (see
Figure 9-1) make it harder to win new customers.

9.53

The CMA has received no evidence that international suppliers intend to enter the
UK in the near future in response to the Merger.

9.54

Although SSS drew our attention to a Strategy document which suggested
Content Guru would be a potential direct competitor in the future, Content Guru
told us that it did not have plans to enter the ICCS market to any customer in the
UK in future.

9.55

We have also considered the scope for entry from adjacent markets. We do not
consider suppliers in adjacent UK markets (eg telecommunications) are likely to
enter the ICCS market in the near future given this would require developing or
modernising an ICCS product and the importance customers place on a suppliers’
track-record. Further we have received no evidence of suppliers without an ICCS
product planning to enter the ICCS market.

9.56

In light of the above, we provisionally consider that there will not be timely, likely
and sufficient entry into the market for the supply of ICCS in the UK.

Our overall provisional assessment on entry and expansion as a countervailing
factor to the provisional SLC in ICCS
9.57

As set out above, our provisional view is that that there is evidence of high barriers
to entry in ICCS, and these barriers are likely to reduce or severely hamper the
ability for entry following the Merger.

9.58

The evidence we gathered from third parties, in particular, does not support the
view that there are any identifiable firms that have the necessary capabilities or
intention to enter or expand in the market in which we found an SLC, in a timely,
likely and sufficient manner, as a result of the Merger.

9.59

Based on the above, our provisional conclusion is that any entry or expansion, as
a result of the Merger, would not be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC
from arising in the ICCS market.

Barriers to entry or expansion – Duties
9.60

In this section we consider whether barriers to entry or expansion exist in relation
to the supply of Duties in the UK.
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Parties’ views
9.61

The Parties noted that Duties products are not particularly complex or difficult to
design. They also submitted that while contracts are of a comparatively lengthy
duration, this does not mean that customers are necessarily reluctant to change –
they will take steps to make sure they have a solution which is fit for purpose. 731

9.62

The Parties submitted that specialist functionality is not a material barrier to entry –
on the contrary, all Duties systems are broadly similar. While the content of the
rules for workforces planning will vary according to customer type, there are no
material differences in functionality. 732

9.63

The Parties submitted that security rules are not a meaningful barrier to entry.
Cloud providers are able to address security issues and staff are able to obtain
security clearances. 733

9.64

The Parties did not consider that the location of data is a barrier to entry. They
highlighted that there are alternative solutions where this is an issue, such as
deploying software on-premise or onto UK-based data centres. 734

Competitors’ views
9.65

We received mixed views from competitors about the existence of barriers to entry
into the UK Duties market.

9.66

One competitor did not see any direct barriers to entry into the UK Duties market
from other countries. It said police customers are sensitive about data protection,
but this would not be a problem so long as the data was hosted in the UK.
However, it saw several issues for overseas suppliers to consider in respect of
entry including: (i) the complexity of the solution; (ii) the ‘stickiness’ of customers
and their reluctance to change; (iii) the relatively small size of the market. 735

9.67

Another competitor said that it knew of no barriers to entry to the UK market,
although it noted overseas suppliers did not seem to gain any traction with UK
police customers. 736 This competitor also told us that a specific ERP provider’s
product was not sufficient on its own, and that therefore it did not consider them to
be a serious competitor. 737

Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment after paragraph 51.
Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment after paragraph 56.
733 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.3.2.
734 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.3.4; Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission, 31
May 2022, paragraph 7.7.3.
735 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 12
736 Response to the CMA questionnaire from [], 15 March 2022, question 15a and c.
737 Note of a call with [], June 2022, paragraph 15.
731
732
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Customers’ views
Importance of track-record/reputation
9.68

In order to better understand customer procurement choices, we asked Duties
customers to rank the importance of a Duties suppliers’ track record/reputation
(where one = not important and five = very important) and to provide a supporting
explanation.

Figure 9-3 Importance of a Duties suppliers’ track record/reputation to Duties customers

Question: When next deciding on a Duties product, how important or unimportant will a Duties suppliers’ track record/reputation be for
you? (from 1= not important to 5=very important) Please explain your answer.
Source: 17 customer responses to our phase 2 questionnaire.

9.69

Figure 9-3 shows that the majority of Duties customers (11/17) consider the
supplier’s track record/reputation to be very important with an additional five
customers scoring the importance as a four. The key reason for it being very
important focused on it being a critical product for operational requirements and
the need for a reliable product. Several customers referred to the nature and
complexities of a Duties system as a reason why they would want to see it
implemented in other forces.

9.70

Overall, it is clear that almost all Duties customers view a supplier’s
reputation/track record as being an important feature to consider when procuring a
Duties product. This feature of the market is likely to act as a barrier to switching
and a barrier to expansion for any new entrants who enter the Duties market.
Importance of a supplier being active in the UK

9.71

We asked customers about the importance of a Duties supplier being currently
active in the UK in our customer questionnaires (see Figure 9-4).
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Figure 9-4 Importance of a Duties supplier currently being active in the UK
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Question: When next deciding on a Duties product, how important or unimportant will it be to you that the supplier is currently active in
the UK? (from one= not important to five= very important)
Source: 17 customer responses to our phase 2 questionnaire.

9.72

Overall, the majority of Duties customers (around 83%) view a supplier being
currently active in the UK, and having service personnel present in the UK, as
being an important feature to consider when procuring a Duties product. This
feature of the market is likely to act as a barrier to switching and barrier to entry for
any new entrants who enter the Duties market as they are likely to have additional
steps to prove the suitability of their products to emergency service customers.

Parties’ internal documents
9.73

An internal document from SSS indicates that the threat of new entry is low
because of ‘complex regulatory environment resulting in high cost of entry [and]
large minimum viable product (MVP) including significant interfacing regs needing
high up-front investment.’ 738 Another internal document from SSS also highlights
customer stickiness stating that it is a ‘[v]ery slow moving market. Contract terms
10+ years. Customer change suppliers as part of a wider back-office restructuring
exercise’. 739,740

Provisional assessment of barriers to entry or expansion into the Duties market
9.74

Our provisional view is that there are significant barriers to entry into the Duties
market in the UK that will, in particular, reduce new competitors’ ability to enter the
market (see also our discussion of market definition in chapter 7).

SSS, Internal Document, Annex 060 to the Phase 1 s109(2), ‘[]’, May 2021, slide 103.
SSS, Internal Document, Annex 10.2.31 to the FMN, ‘[]’, undated, slide 2.
740 SSS told us that both documents referred to in this paragraph were prepared in contemplation of the transaction.
738
739
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9.75

We consider that our customer evidence shows that many customers consider a
suppliers track record/reputation to be an important factor when selecting a
supplier. This would likely hinder new entrants, particularly those from adjacent
markets without any track-record in Duties, from entering the market. It is also
consistent with the CMA’s guidance on barriers to entry, which states that
customers may generally place a high value on the reputation and track record of
suppliers, and that this may be especially true where the product or service being
provided is important for the customer. 741

9.76

We consider that our customer evidence also shows that many customers would
be unlikely to consider selecting a supplier not currently active in the UK. This
would be consistent with a risk-averse customer attitude, given the critical nature
of Duties systems. It also consistent with the CMA’s guidance on barriers to entry,
which states that customers may generally place a high value on the reputation
and track record of suppliers, and that this may be especially true where the
product or service being provided is important for the customer. 742

9.77

We also consider that there is a need for specialist functionality in supplying police
forces. Some competitors have told us this acts as a barrier to entry.

9.78

Taking this evidence in the round, our provisional view is that barriers to entry in
the Duties market are high.

Entry and expansion as a result of the Merger - Duties
9.79

Having provisionally found that barriers to entry are high in relation to the supply of
Duties in the UK in the previous section, in this section we consider whether there
will be entry in that same market as a result of the Merger. In relation to
expansion, we consider that, in this case, our analysis of competitors constraints
and future competitive strength within our competitive assessment (chapter 9)
encompasses an assessment of the timeliness, likelihood and extent of expansion
in general, and that this also encompasses expansion as a result of the Merger.
We do not discuss expansion further in this chapter

9.80

We have considered the prospects for international entry into the UK market and
entry from adjacent or related markets (such as Duties supply to non-emergency
services customers or entry by ERP suppliers), since we consider both of these to
be plausible sources of potential entry.

741
742

CMA129, paragraph 8.41(b).
CMA129, paragraph 8.41(b).
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Parties’ views
9.81

The Parties submitted that large international ERP suppliers have supplied Duties
to police customers and that other Duties suppliers are based outside the UK. 743
They told us that large international software companies have supplied Duties in
the UK even though this has not necessarily been a core commercial focus for
them. The Parties provided the examples of [], and SAP has been the
longstanding Duties supplier for the [], demonstrating that ERP providers are
actual and credible competitors in the supply of Duties. The Parties also told us
that such suppliers will typically be able to invest more on product development
than narrow Duties providers like NECSWS, []. 744

9.82

The Parties submitted that overseas suppliers are likely to exert an increasingly
strong competitive constraint. 745 They noted that international suppliers and other
potential entrants are still considered and contracted by UK customers, as
demonstrated by supply from ERP providers like Oracle and SAP, while the
Parties believe there have been numerous instances of Duties suppliers moving
into supplying emergency services customers using their prior non-emergency
services experience (for example Allocate Software, Zellis and Midland HR). 746

Competitors’ views
9.83

We contacted potential new entrants suggested by the Parties, but those that
responded did not have any plans to enter the Duties market or provide direct
supply of duties management services to any emergency services customer in the
UK in the next two years (see paragraph 7.143). 747

9.84

[]. 748 [].

Provisional assessment of entry and expansion into the Duties market
9.85

As set out above, our provisional view is that that there is evidence of high barriers
to entry in Duties, and these barriers are likely to reduce or severely hamper the
ability for entry following the Merger.

9.86

The evidence we have seen to date, particularly that from third parties, suggests
that the incentives to enter the UK Duties market may be weak.

Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.3.1; Parties’ initial Phase 2 Submission,
31 May 2022, paragraph 7.6.1; Parties’ response to the Issues Statement, 28 June 2022, paragraph 5.1.5(d).
744 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 51.
745 Parties’ response to the Phase 1 Issues Letter, 8 April 2022, paragraph 9.3.2.
746 Parties’ response to the Countervailing Factors WP, 4 August 2022, comment on paragraph 52.
747 We note that we contacted Oracle at phase 1 and at phase 2. We did not receive a response at phase 1 and at
phase 2 our contact responded that the request was not relevant to them. In light of this and the absence of any other
evidence suggesting that Oracle may enter the Duties market, we do not consider it likely that they would do so as a
result of the Merger.
748 [] submission to the CMA, 7 September 2022.
743
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9.87

With regards to international entry, the view of a majority of customers that a
supplier being proven in the UK was a relevant factor for their decision on supplier
will make it more difficult for international suppliers to enter the UK. Further, given
the limited opportunities within the Duties market it would take several years for a
new entrant to expand significantly.

9.88

With regards to entry from adjacent markets, we note that several large software
companies in adjacent markets would appear to have the capacity and resources
to enter the Duties market if they wished, but we have not seen evidence of them
doing so, instead noting that they typically partner with specialist Duties suppliers.
Further, one potential reason for the lack of intended entry into the market is that
revenues from Duties products are relatively low. The low value of the Duties
market would be taken into account by any new entrant and considered alongside
the costs of entry.

9.89

Based on the above, our provisional conclusion is that any entry or expansion, as
a result of the Merger, would not be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC
from arising in the Duties market.

Countervailing factors: Merger efficiencies
9.90

In this section we assess whether efficiencies arising from the Merger constitute a
countervailing factor.

9.91

In some instances, mergers can give rise to efficiencies. 749 Rivalry-enhancing
efficiencies change the incentives of the merger firms and induce them to act as
stronger competitors to their rivals—for example, by reducing their marginal costs
giving them the incentive to provide lower prices or a better quality, range or
service. 750 They may prevent an SLC by offsetting any anti-competitive effects. 751

9.92

Cost and revenue synergies often form part of the rationale for mergers, and it is
not uncommon for firms to make efficiency claims in merger proceedings. 752 Many
efficiency claims by merger firms are not accepted by the CMA because the
evidence supporting those claims is difficult to verify and substantiate. 753

9.93

Most of the information relating to the synergies and cost reductions resulting from
a merger is held by the merger firms. Therefore, it is for the Parties to demonstrate
that the Merger will result in efficiencies. 754

CMA129, paragraph 8.2.
CMA129, paragraph 8.3(a)
751 CMA129, paragraph 8.4.
752 CMA129, paragraph 8.6.
753 CMA129, paragraph 8.6.
754 CMA129, paragraph 8,7.
749
750
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9.94

When assessing whether merger efficiencies mean that a merger does not result
in an SLC, the following criteria must be met. The SLC must:
(a)

enhance rivalry in the supply of those products where an SLC may otherwise
arise;

(b)

be timely, likely and sufficient to prevent an SLC from arising;

(c)

be merger-specific; and

(d)

benefit customers in the UK. 755

Parties’ views
9.95

The Parties submitted during the CMA’s phase 1 investigation that NECSWS
expected to realise cost synergies from the Merger. NECSWS submitted that the
realisation of these cost synergies will allow it ‘to build a more successful public
safety business and provide a more attractive and competitive offering to public
safety customers in the UK and internationally’ and which will allow it ‘to be more
competitive by offering a combination of improved products, better customer
service and more competitive pricing’. 756

9.96

NECSWS anticipates a cost synergy programme which by FY24 delivers [] of
annual ongoing savings across the UK businesses. Specifically, NECSWS
anticipates cost synergies in the following areas as a result of the Merger: 757
(a)

[].

(b)

[].

9.97

[].

758

9.98

[]. 759

Our provisional assessment
9.99

Our provisional view is that the efficiencies put forward do not satisfy the criteria
the CMA uses when it assesses whether merger efficiencies mean that the merger
does not result in an SLC:
(a)

For efficiencies to be accepted as a countervailing factor they must be
expected to enhance rivalry. The CMA will generally view reductions in the

CMA129, paragraph 8.8.
FMN, paragraphs 1.5 and 1.6; Parties’ response to the Issues Statement, 28 June 2022, paragraph 2.6.
757 NECSWS response to the CMA’s RFI 2, 30 May 2022, question 23; Parties’ response to the Issues Statement, 28
June 2022, paragraph 2.6.
758 Parties’ response to Countervailing Factors WP, comment after paragraph 62.
759 Parties’ response to Countervailing Factors WP, comment after paragraph 62.
755
756
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merger firms’ marginal or variable costs as being more likely to result in an
incentive to reduce price or make short-run improvements in quality than
reductions in fixed costs. 760 The cost efficiencies anticipated by NECSWS
have not been shown to be substantially related to marginal or variable costs.
(b)

We have not seen any evidence that the claimed efficiencies would be timely,
likely and sufficient to prevent the SLC from arising.

(c)

Although NECSWS has submitted that it is in a strong place to take
advantage of [], the cost efficiencies identified by NECSWS are not merger
specific. In particular we have not seen evidence that the cost efficiencies
related to [] could only be achieved through the Merger. Similarly,
NECSWS’s submissions on [] do not provide evidence that such
improvements could only be carried out by NECSWS and therefore could
only arise as a result of the Merger.

(d)

It is also not clear how the anticipated cost efficiencies will translate to
benefits to customers in the UK. NECSWS has not provided any verifiable
evidence to support its claims that it will be able to be more competitive as a
result of the anticipated efficiencies being realised, as it described the
purchase of SSS as presenting an opportunity for cost synergies that would
drive []. 761 This indicates that, if the Merger enhanced profitability for
NECSWS as claimed, such financial headroom would be used to improve
margins and returns to shareholders. Following this, we consider that we
have not received evidence that timely, rivalry-enhancing customer benefits
would be likely to arise.

Provisional conclusion on countervailing factors
9.100

For the reasons set out above, the CMA’s provisional conclusion is that there are
no countervailing factors which would prevent an SLC from arising as a result of
this Merger in the markets in which we have provisionally found an SLC.

10.

PROVISIONAL FINDINGS

10.1

For the reasons set out in the preceding chapters, the Inquiry Group appointed to
consider this reference has made the following provisional findings on the statutory
questions it has to decide pursuant to section 35(1) of the Act:
(a)

760
761

a relevant merger situation has been created as a result of the Merger;

CMA129, paragraph 8.10.
NECSWS Internal Document, Annex 9.2.4 to FMN ‘[]’, February 2021, slide 4.
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(b)

10.2

the creation of that situation has resulted, or may be expected to result, in a
substantial lessening of competition as a result of horizontal unilateral effects
in the supply of ICCS in the UK, and the supply of Duties in the UK.

We invite any parties to make representations to us on these provisional findings
by no later than Friday 7 October 2022. Parties should refer to the Notice of
Provisional Findings for details of how to do this.
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